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Abstract 

Polynucleotide binding polymers have a wide range of therapeutic applications including 

delivery systems for therapeutic polynucleotides, and antithrombotic drugs for extracellular 

nucleic acid-mediated thrombogenic events. This dissertation explores polynucleotide binding 

polymers in these two avenues, with combined computational and experimental approaches. 

Particular emphasis was placed on computational studies to probe structural features of 

polymers and polymer-polynucleotide complexes at the all-atom level. The first line of studies 

in this dissertation explored polymers employed in the delivery of short interfering RNA 

(siRNA), a synthetic polynucleotide capable of silencing the overly-expressed genes in 

malignant cells. Particularly, polymer design and dynamics of polymer-siRNA complex 

formation, structural features of polymer-siRNA complexes for enhanced functional 

performance, and the effect of anionic substances of the physiological milieu on polymer-siRNA 

complex integrity were investigated. The results demonstrated that there exists a hydrophobic-

hydrophilic balance in designing siRNA delivery systems, determining the functional 

performance of the resulting complexes. Polymer-siRNA complexes were found to 

accommodate the presence of other polynucleotides in their periphery without losing their 

integrity; however, they experienced a vast variety of conformational states in the presence of 

heparin, a sulfated glycosaminoglycan found on cell membrane and extracellular milieu. Our 

efforts to investigate the polynucleotide binding polymers designed to arrest the prothrombotic 

activity of DNA revealed the importance of polymer structural design; self-interacting polymers 

exhibited poor DNA binding, which could be detrimental for their functional antithrombotic 

performance. This dissertation demonstrated the proof-of-concept for employing computational 
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approaches in conjunction with experimental studies where applicable, in efforts to develop 

“better” polymer therapeutics for different applications.  
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Preface 

Parts of this thesis have been previously published, as described below. Thus, their structures 

are mostly maintained; i.e., each chapter has its own introduction, methods, results, discussion, 

and references, and abbreviations are defined at their first appearance. Specific 

acknowledgements are provided within each chapter.  

Chapter 2 includes portions from a previously published review paper and a book chapter. 

A major part is adapted from the review paper Meneksedag-Erol D, Tang T, & Uludağ H (2014) 

Molecular Modeling of Polynucleotide Complexes. Biomaterials 35: 7068-7076. As the first 

author, I was responsible for concept formation, conducting the literature review and writing the 

manuscript. Dr. Tian Tang and Dr. Hasan Uludağ were the supervisory authors who were 

involved in concept formation and revision of the manuscript. Some sections of Chapter 2 were 

adapted from the book chapter Meneksedag-Erol D, Sun C, Tang T, & Uludağ H (2014) 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Polyplexes and Lipoplexes Employed in Gene Delivery. 

Intracellular Delivery II, Fundamental Biomedical Technologies, eds Prokop A, Iwasaki Y, 

Harada A (Springer Netherlands), Vol 7, pp 277-311. As the primary author, I was responsible 

for concept formation, conducting the literature review, and writing the manuscript. Dr. 

Chongbo Sun contributed to manuscript revision. Dr. Tian Tang and Dr. Hasan Uludağ were the 

supervisory authors who were involved in concept formation and revision of the manuscript. 

A version of Chapter 3 of this thesis has been published as Meneksedag-Erol D, KC RB, 

Tang T, & Uludağ H (2015) A Delicate Balance When Substituting a Small Hydrophobe onto 

Low Molecular Weight Polyethylenimine to Improve Its Nucleic Acid Delivery Efficiency. ACS 

Appl. Mater. Interfaces 7: 24822−24832. As the primary author, I was responsible for concept 

formation, conducting the molecular simulations, data analysis, assisting the in vitro 
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experimental studies, and writing the manuscript. Dr. Remant Bahadur KC performed the 

synthesis and characterization of the polymers, prepared the cell culture, helped with in vitro 

experimental studies; and edited part of the manuscript on the experimental studies. Dr. Tian 

Tang and Dr. Hasan Uludağ were the supervisory authors who contributed to concept formation, 

checked the accuracy of the results, and revised the manuscript.  

A version of Chapter 4 of this thesis has been published as Meneksedag-Erol D, Tang T, 

& Uludağ H (2015) Probing the Effect of miRNA on siRNA−PEI Polyplexes. J. Phys. Chem. B 

119: 5475−5486. I was responsible of conducting the molecular simulations and 

physicochemical studies, analyzing the data, and writing the manuscript. Dr. Tian Tang and Dr. 

Hasan Uludağ were the supervisory authors who contributed to concept formation, checked the 

accuracy of the results, and revised the manuscript. 

Chapter 6 will be submitted for publication as Meneksedag-Erol D, Tang T, & Uludağ H, 

Mechanistic Insights into the Role of Glycosaminoglycans in Delivery of Polymeric Nucleic 

Acid Nanoparticles by Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Chapter 5 constitutes some of the 

supporting information to this future paper. The restrained electrostatic potential charges from 

quantum mechanical calculations in Chapter 5 was carried out by Dr. Morteza Chehel Amirani.  

The research conducted for Chapter 7 is part of a research collaboration with Dr. 

Jayachandran N. Kizhakkedathu (Department of Chemistry, Center for Blood Research and 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of British Columbia), under 

NSERC Collaborative Research and Training Experience Program for Regenerative Medicine 

(NCPRM). The data presented in this chapter will be included in a future paper.  

Chapter 8 includes revised versions of the future perspectives/studies sections from the 

two papers described above, Meneksedag-Erol D et al. (2014) Biomaterials 35: 7068-7076, and 
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Meneksedag-Erol D et al. (2015) J. Phys. Chem. B 119: 5475−5486, in addition to the original 

discussion written on the basis of the research conducted in this dissertation.  
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“Polymer therapeutics”, i.e., polymers employed as pharmaceuticals in the form of drugs, 

conjugates, or supramolecular assemblies [1], have been under the spotlight in laboratorial and 

clinical settings, in efforts to develop versatile platforms for the treatment of a wide range of 

diseases. Much attention has been paid for designing polymer therapeutics for cancer treatment 

[2], mainly as delivery vehicles for polynucleotide cargos to correct defective genes (DNA 

delivery) or silence the aberrantly expressed genes (short interfering RNA (siRNA) delivery) in 

malignant cells [3]. Multifaceted ability of polymeric materials to bind to polynucleotides 

opened new avenues for therapeutic applications; recent studies have shown the potential of 

cationic polymers to act as safe antithrombotics, by neutralizing the exposed polynucleotides 

[4-6]. This dissertation aims at exploring polynucleotide binding polymers employed in the 

treatment of cancer and cancer associated thrombosis, with a particular focus on (i) cationic 

polymer – siRNA nanoparticles as cancer therapeutics, and (ii) cationic polymers as 

antithrombotics against DNA-mediated activation of blood coagulation. A combined 

computational and experimental approach is adopted, with a major emphasis on computational 

studies, to provide insights into the structural and compositional features of the 

polymers/polymer-polynucleotide complexes from an atomistic perspective. Experiments were 

carried out on siRNA nanoparticulate systems either to explore their physicochemical properties 

or to test their functional performance.  

The work described in this dissertation starts with a comprehensive review of the molecular 

simulation studies performed on polynucleotide complexes in Chapter 2. Particularly, the 

studies investigating polymeric carrier–polynucleotide complexation, condensation, and 

aggregation; as well as nanoparticle intracellular trafficking are presented. The current progress 

in the field shows a major focus on the design of polymeric carriers and their complexation 
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mechanisms, while questions surrounding the integrity of nanoparticles in the subsequent stages 

of their delivery remain to be addressed. The existing knowledge gaps constitute the motivation 

for the following chapters exploring polymeric siRNA nanoparticles.  

Chapter 3 investigates systematic modification of an otherwise non-functional low 

molecular weight polymer with a small hydrophobe for the development of a siRNA delivery 

system into leukemic cells. The impetus behind the hydrophobic modification of the polymers 

is to promote cellular uptake of the nanoparticles through hydrophobic attraction to cell 

membrane. However, systematic investigation is needed for every substituent, as the extent of 

modification may influence the performance of the delivery system. In this chapter, the 

synthesized polymers were tested with in vitro functional assays, followed by all-atom 

simulations to explore the effect of hydrophobic modification on nanoparticle formation. The 

combined approach allowed us to correlate the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance of 

nanoparticles with functional performance.  

Chapters 4 to 6 explore the integrity of siRNA nanoparticles in the presence of endogenous 

molecules, as to mimic the environments the siRNA nanoparticles can face along their delivery 

route. This is a particularly under-studied area from an all-atom simulation perspective, given 

the current challenges in the atomistic models. Chapter 4 investigates the influence of an 

endogenous microRNA molecule on siRNA nanoparticle integrity, with physicochemical 

studies and all-atom simulations. The work presented in this chapter demonstrated the capability 

of polymeric siRNA nanoparticles in accommodating anionic substances such as microRNA 

into their structure without compromising their integrity; however, raised some intriguing 

questions on how the siRNA nanoparticles are disrupted by other anionic biomolecules such as 

glycosaminoglycans of the cell membrane milieu. We then directed our efforts to investigate 
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the mechanisms by which heparin, a sulfated member of the glycosaminoglycan family, acts on 

the siRNA nanoparticles. Chapter 5 presents the molecular model development for heparin. 

Using this model, Chapter 6 investigates the mechanistic details of heparin-mediated changes 

in the conformational states of siRNA nanoparticles, with a series of all-atom simulations. This 

chapter demonstrated that in the presence of heparin, siRNA nanoparticles can visit a number 

of different conformational states ranging in stability, which can give rise to a variety of 

therapeutic outcomes.     

Polynucleotide binding polymers are explored in the context of a different therapeutic 

application, namely as antithrombotic drugs, in Chapter 7. Extracellular nucleic acids are one 

of the proposed activators of thrombogenic events [7-9]; and of particular interest to cancer, 

their level in circulation is elevated in comparison to healthy individuals [10-12]. Inhibiting 

prothrombotic activity of extracellular nucleic acids with cationic polymers has shown to be a 

promising, and safer alternative to current antithrombotics [4]. In this chapter, a series of all-

atom simulations were performed to monitor and compare DNA binding performance of 

cationic polymers possessing different architectures, in search for polymer structural features 

needed for stronger DNA binding. Aside from binding to DNA, there might exist other 

mechanisms contributing to the therapeutic effect of the polymers in vivo; however, our 

computational approach is expected to give structural insights into polymer design, and help 

screen different candidates prior to functional testing.  

The results presented in this dissertation contributed to our understanding on the design of 

polynucleotide binding polymers to achieve enhanced stability and performance in the context 

of two specific therapeutic applications. Our research highlighted potential areas for future 

consideration, and the challenges in simulating supramolecular assemblies with all-atom 
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approaches. In Chapter 8, we provided overall conclusions and future perspectives for each 

chapter, and suggested advanced techniques to circumvent the limitations of atomistic 

simulations.  
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2. Molecular Modeling of Polynucleotide ComplexesX 
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2.1. Introduction 

Gene therapy aims to treat a wide range of disorders by altering gene expression with the 

delivery of genetic materials (polynucleotides). The initial impetus behind gene therapy was the 

desire to synthesize therapeutic proteins in situ with functional DNA expression vectors. 

Exogenous DNA has to reach the cell nucleus and produce mRNAs for desired proteins by 

recruiting the appropriate transcription factors. With the discovery of RNA interference (RNAi 

[1]), the scope of gene therapy was expanded. In RNAi, relatively long double-stranded RNAs 

(dsRNAs) are cleaved by the enzyme Dicer into short (21-22 nucleotide) RNAs. The guide 

strand in truncated dsRNAs, after dissociation, gets incorporated into RNA-induced silencing 

complex (RISC) to identify complementary sequence in mRNAs, leading to mRNA cleavage. 

The therapeutic use of RNAi relies on short interfering RNAs (siRNAs), synthetic ~22 

nucleotide dsRNAs. The challenges in the delivery of polynucleotides, however, have 

dampened the great interest in DNA and siRNA therapeutics. 

The anionic polynucleotides cannot efficiently cross hydrophobic and anionic lipid bilayers 

of cell membranes. This limitation stimulated design of delivery systems (also known as 

carriers) to neutralize and compact the polynucleotides. Polynucleotides complexed with 

cationic polymers and lipids are known as ‘polyplexes’ and ‘lipoplexes’ (Figure 2.1), 

respectively [2]. Binding of complexes to cell surface is governed by electrostatic interactions 

between cationic carriers and anionic membrane proteins and/or cell-surface receptors. 

Endocytosis follows via a variety of mechanisms, such as clathrin- and caveolin-1 independent, 

clathrin-mediated (CME), caveolae/raft-mediated (CvME) and micropinocytosis [3]. Uptake of 

the complexes depends on many factors and there have been some contradictory proposals on 

most effective endocytosis mechanism(s). While some studies proposed CvME to be the most 
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conducive, others suggested CME as well as macropinocytosis for larger complexes that cannot 

be trafficked with CvME or CME [4].  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Main steps involved in gene delivery.  
While siRNA (in red) gets incorporated into RISC in cytosol, DNA gets trafficked to nucleus to 
recruit transcription factors (represented as red spheres) to produce desired mRNAs. 
 

 
Intracellular trafficking of complexes starts in early endosomes, which generally fuse into 

late endosomes (pH~5-6) and lysosomes (pH~4.5). Complexes must efficiently escape into 

cytosol before lysosomal degradation (Figure 2.1). It is possible to facilitate endosomal escape 
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by combining polynucleotides with fusogenic ligands, pH-sensitive carriers, and photosensitive 

agents [5]. Endosomal escape is also possible through ‘proton-sponge effect’ if the carriers 

possess H-buffering properties, such as polyethylenimine (PEI) [6]. Upon release into 

cytoplasm, polynucleotide dissociation takes place and anionic molecules such as cytoplasmic 

RNA and heparin-like glycosaminoglycans are thought to be involved in this process [7]. After 

release, DNA has to be trafficked to the nucleus for transcription, and siRNA has to get 

incorporated into RISC in the cytoplasm to give mRNA cleavage for gene silencing (Figure 

2.1).  

Many issues related to the mechanism(s) of action of carriers cannot be directly addressed 

due to instrumental limitations at atomic resolution. Molecular modeling is beginning to be 

employed to overcome some of these limitations. Via computer simulations, motions of 

individual or groups of atoms are obtained, and physical properties can be extracted from time 

average of equilibrated systems. Since the first simulation on a biological macromolecule in 

1977 [8], molecular modeling has become a unique tool for analyzing complex biosystems. 

Features of complexes and critical mechanisms in delivery have been explored, placing 

experimental observations in a better context. An overview of molecular modeling techniques 

will be first given, followed by a review on modeling of polyplexes and lipoplexes.  

2.2. Molecular Modeling Employed in Gene Delivery1 

Molecular modeling aims at studying the behavior of molecules through model building and 

numerical simulation over a range of length and time scales (Figure 2.2). The established 

                                                

1The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2013 was awarded jointly to Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt and Arieh Warshel for "the 
development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems". Their discoveries have laid the foundation for the application 
of molecular simulations bridging different scales to biological systems, the theme of this Chapter. 
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approaches include quantum mechanical (QM) methods, all atom molecular mechanics (MM), 

hybrid QM/MM methods, Monte-Carlo (MC) and coarse-grained (CG) simulations. QM 

methods, such as ab initio, density functional theory (DFT) and semi-empirical approaches, 

determine the detailed electron distribution. It is often used when electron transfer and chemical 

reaction is important, an issue not generally applicable for gene delivery. All-atom (AA) 

molecular dynamics (MD) is based on MM, where intra- and intermolecular interactions are 

described by a force field (FF) that specifies the potential energy in terms of geometrical 

variables, e.g., atom distances and bond angles [9]. Parameters in the FF are obtained through 

QM calculations or comparison to experimental data. Force on each atom is calculated from the 

potential energy and numerically integrating equations of motion provides time trajectory of the 

system [9]. One way to increase time efficiency is to constrain some intramolecular interactions, 

such as bond lengths and angles. Constraints in MD can also be applied when the system has a 

high tendency to be trapped in free energy wells, resulting in poor sampling. Umbrella sampling 

(US) method [9] is one such approach, where certain degrees of freedom are restrained by 

applying a biasing potential. US generally requires performing a series of simulations with 

different biasing potentials. Unbiased results are then obtained with statistical methods like 

weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [10]. Current state-of-the-art in AA-MD allows 

simulating systems that are <106 atoms for less than one µs, which is much smaller than 

experimental systems. Another challenge is the accuracy of FFs [11], but the fast growing 

computing power and extensive studies on more reliable FFs are facilitating MD simulations at 

realistic time and length scales.  
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Figure 2.2. Time and length scales typically used by different modeling approaches. 

 
Hybrid QM/MM approach provides a compromise between maintaining a reasonable size 

of simulated system and accurately describing certain chemically active regions: the reactive 

part is described by QM and the rest by a FF. An effective potential energy function describes 

the interactions within each region and on the QM-MM interface. Since its introduction [12], 

QM/MM method has been widely used in modeling biomolecular systems [13]. Because of the 

high computational cost associated with QM calculations, current QM/MM simulations can only 

be performed for hundreds of ps at ab initio or DFT levels, although this can be 100 times larger 

with semi-empirical approaches. Furthermore, most QM/MM simulations have been performed 

for structural optimization rather than unrestrained dynamics [13]. 

To overcome the computational limits, approaches that can bridge atomistic and 

mesoscopic scales have been developed. CG is one such approach where a number of atoms are 

clustered into beads, namely CG sites. Interactions among CG sites are described by 

parameterized potential energy functions and time trajectory can be obtained by solving 

equations of motions [14]. Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is an example of CG 

simulations where the force acting on each CG site (‘DPD particle’) is a sum of conservative, 
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dissipative and stochastic forces. The reduced degrees of freedom have allowed CG simulations 

to reach ms range, facilitating direct comparison to experiments [15]. Treating several atoms as 

a group, however, causes loss of atomistic information, and may lead to inaccuracy [15].  

Unlike deterministic MD, stochastic MC approach samples the phase space by using a 

random number generator to obtain new coordinates and performing trial moves [11]. These 

trial moves are either accepted or rejected according to probability distribution for the specific 

ensemble under consideration. Many MC simulations have been performed for biomolecules 

and the majority of them are coupled with CG approach.  

2.3. Modeling on Complexation of Polynucleotides with Carriers  

Most molecular simulations performed on gene delivery focused on complexation of 

polynucleotides with cationic carriers and their aggregation into larger structures, while other 

steps of the delivery process are only now beginning to be addressed (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3. Summary of the reviewed concepts, carriers and approaches used in their 
modeling. 
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2.3.1. Complexation of Carriers with Polynucleotides 

Significant efforts have been spent on understanding how carriers bind to individual 

polynucleotides. DNA binding of small oligoamines, such as putrescine (2+), spermidine (3+) 

and spermine (4+), which stabilize DNA in cells, was investigated in a series of MD studies. 

These oligoamines were shown to bind DNA through the backbone O1P and O2P atoms [16-

20]. Similarly, different groups reported the main interactions of PEI with DNA and siRNA to 

be between PEI amines and backbone phosphates in polynucleotides [21-24]. The first study on 

DNA-lipid systems probed the interactions of dimyristoyltrimethylammonium propane 

(DMTAP) and dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers with DNA and showed that 

zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine (PC) head groups competed with cationic trimethylammonium 

moieties for screening of DNA charges [25]. Simulations of DMPC monolayers with DNA 

showed that although DNA was able to conserve its double helical structure, its base pairing 

was affected by the interactions with lipid head groups [26]. More systematic studies have been 

conducted with polycationic carriers employed for experimental gene delivery.  

2.3.1.1. Effect of pH, H2O and salt (NaCl) 

Dendrimers with variable extent of protonation were simulated to better understand pH ([H+]) 

effects during delivery. In line with experiments, a more favorable attraction between 

dendrimers and siRNA was present under low pH (~5) compared to neutral pH (~7), as indicated 

by Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) analysis [27-29]. In 

our simulation, a decrease in PEI’s protonation ratio caused formation of less stable complexes 

due to the loss of direct H-bonding to DNA [22]. While increased salt concentrations did not 

affect the binding affinity of a 2nd generation (G2) spermine dendrimer to DNA, this was not 

the case for G1 [30]. A reduced affinity was also found when salt was introduced to a G5 
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polyamidoamine (PAMAM)-DNA system [31]. Therefore, screening from salt seems to become 

important for small or rigid carriers that have limited interaction with polynucleotides. H2O 

molecules were also critical in binding dynamics; in a DNA-G3 PAMAM system, US-MD 

simulations revealed that ordered H2O was capable of bridging DNA and a highly charged 

dendrimer [32]. Our own work indicated the release of H2O from the hydration shell surrounding 

either DNA or PEIs, as complexes evolve from individual molecules [23]. H2O molecules can 

also affect the structures of carriers themselves; PAMAM (G3 to G5) was reported to swell due 

to H2O penetration, which was proportional to dendrimer generation [31].  

2.3.1.2. Effect of Carrier Architecture  

Flexibility of carriers is a critical issue for polyplex/lipoplex formation. For PAMAM 

dendrimers, rigidity was reported to increase with an increase in size/generation [33-35]. Among 

the G4 to G6 dendrimers, G4 showed higher binding affinity to siRNA due to its flexibility, 

while the affinity was lost with G6 due to its rigidity [33]. A comparison among G1, G4 and G7 

PAMAM dendrimers showed that the increased rigidity associated with larger size caused 

higher entropic cost in binding to siRNA [35]. However, Pavan and coworkers published a 

contradictory report on beneficial effect of flexibility. Flexible G2 triazine dendrimers designed 

with ethyleneglycol chains could not establish efficient interactions either with siRNA or DNA, 

due to their compact structure formed by the collapse of flexible linkers in salt environment, 

whereas rigid dendrimers with piperazine rings resulted in more favorable binding [36]. G5 

dendrimers showed a transition from a flexible to a rigid structure with a change in protonation; 

flexibility observed at neutral pH (pH~7.4) was lost with a decrease in pH to <5, causing a lower 

affinity towards siRNA [33]. Binding affinity varied with dendrimer generation. Some studies 

reported reduced affinity with an increase in generation, possibly due to increased rigidity, while 
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high generation PAMAMs were found to bind more favorably to single-stranded DNA [37], 

dsDNA [31] and siRNA [29, 38, 39]. The latter should be attributed to increased number of 

positive charges, and not to the context of carrier flexibility/rigidity. 

Our group focused on the influence of PEI molecular weight and structure on its 

complexation with DNA and siRNA. Degree of branching in 570 Da PEI did not cause any 

significant changes in binding dynamics [22], but modifications in 2 kDa PEI’s architecture 

resulted in different binding patterns. Flexible linear PEI was observed to bind like cords and 

covering DNA’s surface efficiently, whereas branched PEIs bound like beads, thus allowed 

bridging multiple DNAs [23]. In addition, DNA charges were screened more efficiently with 2 

kDa PEI [23], in comparison with 570 Da PEI [22]. Zheng and coworkers studied a high 

molecular weight (25 kDa) PEI-DNA system, and reported that one PEI molecule was not 

sufficient for a stable DNA complex to form [24]. 

In comparison with linear poly-L-lysine (PLL)s, graft PLLs (where lysines are located on 

the branches) showed less favorable binding to DNA due to the steric hindrance caused by their 

hydrophobic backbone [40]. If the charge densities of the carriers are equivalent, binding pattern 

was found to be similar for linear PLL and PAMAM dendrimers [38, 41], which indicated 

electrostatic interactions to be the main driving force rather than molecular architecture of the 

carriers.  

2.3.1.3. Effect of Functional Groups 

Functional groups can be incorporated into carriers for controlling binding to polynucleotides. 

MM-PBSA analysis on DNA binding to G1 and G2 dendrons functionalized with spermine, 1,3-

diaminopropane (DAP) and N,N-di-(3-aminopropyl)-N-(methyl)amine (DAPMA) showed that 

surface charges participated in enthalpic interactions. Spermine (9+ in G1 and 27+ in G2) had 
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the most favorable interaction due to its highest surface charges. G2 DAPMA (18+) was found 

to be similar to G1 and G2 spermine in terms of binding affinity toward DNA. This observation, 

however, was attributed to favorable enthalpic interactions arising from dendrimer backfolding 

and DNA bending, rather than surface charges [42]. Functionalization of dendrons with 

photolabile linkers using UV-degradable spermine resulted in branched structures. These 

branched structures led to a uniform vibrational behavior of the dendron amines and DNA 

phosphates, which reduced the entropic cost upon binding compared to non-degradable 

dendrons, resulting in more stable interactions [43]. CG-DPD simulations showed that 

modification of spermine dendrons with hydrophobic cholesterol caused self-assembly of G1 

dendrons and consequently higher charge density compared to G2, thus enabling more effective 

DNA binding [44].  

2.3.1.4. Nature of Polynucleotide 

siRNA was able to establish stronger interactions with carriers due to its more flexible structure 

compared to DNA, as reported in several studies [24, 36, 43]. This observation was concurrent 

to previous results seen with PAMAMs, where the rigidity of the carrier reduced the binding 

strength.  

2.3.2. Condensation and Aggregation 

Condensing agents (i.e., gene carriers) can lead to formation of self-assembled (ordered) or 

aggregated (disordered) structures as a result of dramatic change in volume. Under practical 

conditions, these structures could end up in ~100 nm (‘characteristic’ length) nanoparticles. 

Condensation is crucial for efficient DNA delivery, while siRNA delivery relies on aggregation; 

both have been probed by molecular modeling.  
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2.3.2.1. Condensation 

CG-MD simulations on di-, tri- and tetravalent counterion-DNA systems showed the effect of 

valence on DNA condensation. While DNA was effectively condensed with tri- and tetravalent 

counterions, divalent counterions lacked this ability [45]. Increasing the numbers of either 

polycations or polycation charges was reported to be beneficial in polyanion condensation and 

collapse. While condensation occurred when the carrier to polynucleotide charge ratio >1,  only 

small deformations on polyanion chains were observed with charge ratio <1 [46]. In the case of 

copolymers, effect of charge was probed by varying the length of copolymers containing both 

neutral and poycationic parts. Effective condensation was visible with copolymer chains that 

were longer than four cationic blocks [47].  

2.3.2.2. Aggregation 

DNA aggregation by counterions, polyamines and polymers was investigated in several studies. 

In a system involving two DNAs and salt (KCl and NaCl), DNA charges were screened more 

effectively with Na+ than K+, indicated  by the steeper DNA repulsion profile in the presence of 

KCl [48]. Effect of valence was probed for DNA-oligoamine (putrescine, spermidine and 

spermine) systems. Concurrent with previous observations on counterion-induced condensation 

[45], increasing valence of oligoamines was reported to provide stronger DNA-DNA attraction 

[49]. Compared to oligoamines, we reported better DNA-DNA attraction with 568 Da PEI, 

indicated by a larger depth in the potential of mean force (PMF) curves for DNA interactions. 

In addition, we reported formation of more stable aggregates with an increase either in N/P (ratio 

of PEI Ns to DNA Ps) or PEI protonation ratio [50]. In a series of recent publications [51-53], 

we focused on PEI mediated aggregation of multiple (>2) DNA and siRNA molecules. With 

568 Da PEI, aggregation occurred via efficient screening of DNA charges and polyion bridging 
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(Figure 2.4a) between DNAs [51]. Oleic acid (OA, C18) modification on PEI, which resulted 

in 831 Da PEI, brought up an additional aggregation pattern, the association of lipid tails (Figure 

2.4a) [52]. In addition to oleic acid, we also simulated substitutions on 1874 Da PEI with 

caprylic acid (CA, C8) and linoleic acid (LA, C18). More stable lipid association was achieved 

with LAs than CAs, due to the longer length of LA. Level of lipid substitution per PEI was 

important; while at one lipid substitution per PEI, a fraction of PEIs stayed in solution rather 

than approaching and binding to siRNA; all PEIs contributed to complex formation at three lipid 

substitutions per PEI. Compared with native PEI systems, more compact and stable siRNA 

aggregates were obtained as a result of lipid substitution (Figure 2.4b) [53].  

 

 

Figure 2.4. Mechanisms of polynucleotide aggregation by polycationic carriers, and the 
effect carrier functionalization with lipid moieties on the compactness of siRNA 
complexes. 
a. A schematic of polycationic carrier-mediated polynucleotide aggregation. b. Radius of 
gyration of four siRNAs in complex with native and lipid substituted (CA and LA) PEIs. 
Reprinted from: Biomaterials, Vol. 34 (11), Sun, C., Tang, T., Uludag, H., A Molecular 
Dynamics Simulation Study on the Effect of Lipid Substitution on Polyethylenimine Mediated 
siRNA Complexation, Pages: 2822-2833, Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier. 
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Randomly distributed lipids around DNAs gave a self-assembled lipid bilayer comprising 

DNAs sandwiched in the middle [54]. A larger system involving 32 DNA molecules and > 1000 

neutral and cationic lipids was studied, where the charge density of the system (ϕc, % cationic 

lipids) and the membrane stiffness (κs) were systematically varied. An optimal self-assembly 

threshold was evident in terms of these parameters. There were two main self-assembled phases 

of interest: inverted hexagonal phase where DNAs were packed inside cylindrical lipid micelles, 

and lamellar phase where DNA monolayers were sandwiched between lipid bilayers. 

Transitions between the two phases were observed at different ϕc and κs [55]. 

2.4. Modeling of Intracellular Trafficking  

There have been only a few modeling works that investigated the intracellular trafficking of 

gene delivery. The very first model of complex attachment to cell membrane studied a simple 

dendrimer-DNA system using CG-MC simulations. Increasing charge density of membrane or 

decreasing Debye length of the solution resulted in poor attachment to cell membrane. 

Dendrimers were observed to dissociate from DNA with increased membrane charge densities, 

indicating the destabilizing effect of membrane on complexes under certain conditions [56].  

Endocytosis of complexes was recently investigated by a CG model for a DNA particle 

coated with polymers containing protonable charges and surface ligands. While ligand-receptor 

interactions dominated endocytosis patterns, increasing charge density of polymeric carrier led 

to partial to full endocytosis. DNA length and concentration, as well as the anionic charge of 

the membrane were shown to significantly influence the process [57]. For a target membrane, 

these molecular parameters have to be optimized to achieve optimal endocytosis.  

Dinh et al. employed a stochastic simulation for 25 kDa PEI-DNA complexes and studied 

the transition between distinct states (membrane binding to unpacking). The probability of a 
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successful DNA delivery was 5% when the complexes escaped in the supranuclear region, 

compared to 1% for escape in cytoplasm. In the supranuclear region, later escape led to lower 

probability, most likely due to lysosomal degradation. Cell geometry was shown to be critical; 

greater delivery efficiency was observed for elongated and smaller cells, since such cells had 

relatively larger perinuclear space and escape location could be closer to the nucleus [58]. 

Finally, decompaction of polyanion/polycation complexes was investigated through CG-

MC simulations. Decompaction was shown to be possible with heparin-like molecules and it 

was of higher degree in the presence of Fe(III), which might indicate the importance of Fe(III) 

in facilitating polynucleotide release [59]. 

2.5. Conclusions  

In this chapter, we provided a detailed review of the simulation work performed to-date on the 

formation of polyplexes and lipoplexes, as well as their intracellular delivery stages. There has 

been a great interest towards determining optimal carriers for nucleic acid delivery; and detailed 

atomic and mesoscopic level data regarding optimal conditions for polyplex/lipoplex formation 

are now beginning to be available in the literature. However, given the low amount of work 

pursued on the intracellular events of the delivery process, and the lack of atomistic level details 

in the existing work, there is an urgent need to fill the gap in theoretical modeling of these crucial 

stages.  

The molecular modeling studies reported in the literature provided unique insights into the 

atomistic structure of polyplexes and lipoplexes, especially with the multifunctional carriers 

composed of different chemical domains, and helped to develop a better understanding of the 

outcomes observed in cellular systems. This is critical since it may facilitate the design of next-

generation delivery systems based on known experimental and theoretical aspects of the current 
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delivery systems. It must be stated that most MD simulations have relied on existing 

experimental studies for validation and it might be misleading to employ results derived from 

systems where there is a discrepancy between experimental conditions and theoretical 

predictions (such as the hydration, salt concentrations, differences in molecular weight of 

employed species). Conducting simultaneous studies where the experimental and theoretical 

conditions are harmonized will be beneficial not only for better predictions, but also to improve 

the theoretical calculations if significant deviations from experimental data are observed.  
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3.1. Introduction 

Delivery of genetic material, either DNA or RNA, into cells and tissues to cope with defective 

physiology has proven to be a promising alternative in treating genetic disorders and cancers 

[1]. Silencing aberrant gene expression with synthetic double-stranded short interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs), in particular, has gained attention since Fire and coworkers [2] revealed the concept 

of RNA interference (RNAi) in nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. Successful delivery of 

siRNA into the targeted cells is of vital importance in the suppression of abnormal gene 

expression at therapeutic level. Susceptibility of genetic material to serum nucleases, however, 

hindered the delivery of naked siRNAs and led to the requirement of a delivery system in 

therapeutic applications. An efficient delivery system should facilitate the targeting of siRNAs 

to desired cells and tissues with minimal off-site effects, protect the siRNAs from nucleases, 

promote the cellular uptake of the cargo by endocytosis, and facilitate its intracellular trafficking 

[1]. Non-viral carriers have acquired considerable attention in this context, due to their relatively 

safe and easy to engineer nature in comparison to their viral counterparts.  

Polyethylenimine (PEI) is a polymeric carrier that displays beneficial properties especially 

in the endosomal stages of delivery, hypothesized to originate from its uncharged nitrogens 

acting as a proton sponge to delay acidification in the endocyctic vesicles [3, 4]. It has been 

tested extensively for its gene delivery performance in a number of cell lines [5]. Its efficacy in 

transfecting DNA was found to increase with its molecular weight (MW) [6, 7]; however, high 

molecular weight (HMW) PEIs possess a considerable amount of toxicity, by inducing damage 

to the plasma membrane hence causing loss of metabolic activity [7, 8]. In search for a safer, 

non-toxic and non-immunogenic alternative to HMW PEI, research has focused on improving 

the performance of non-toxic low molecular weight (LMW) PEI via various modifications.  
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Polynucleotide complexes have to translocate through a lipid-based plasma membrane, 

where they are expected to preserve their integrity to effectively deliver their cargo to the cell 

interior [9]. Modification of carriers with hydrophobic moieties may facilitate the entry to cells 

by promoting hydrophobic interactions with membrane lipids [10]. Improvements in LMW 

PEI’s gene delivery efficacy were reported with substitution of various hydrophobic molecules, 

including bulky hydrophobe groups such as cholesterol [11-13] and phospholipids such as 

phosphoethanolamine (DOPE and DPPE) and phosphocholine (PC) [14], which yielded 

enhanced transfection and/or silencing efficacy. Modification of 1.8 kDa PEI with hydrophobic 

alkyl groups such as ethyl, octyl, deodecyl, induced higher transfection efficiencies than that of 

unmodified PEI [14]. Toward this end, aliphatic lipids were also investigated. A previous study 

from our group explored a variety of aliphatic substituents, such as caprylic (8C), myristic 

(14C), palmitic (16C), stearic (18C), oleic (18C with a double bond), and linoleic acid (18C 

with 2 double bonds). Regardless of the type of the engrafted substituent, performance of 2 kDa 

PEI was increased in transfecting the genes compared to its unmodified counterpart, and the 

efficacy of the modified polymers were comparable to HMW 25 kDa PEI [9].   

In this chapter, to have a better control over the grafting reactions, we explored the 

beneficial effect of a short aliphatic substituent, propionic acid (PrA, 3C) on the transfection 

ability of 1.2 kDa PEI. PrA moieties were grafted onto PEI at different substitution amounts and 

siRNA delivery capability of the PrA-modified PEIs was systematically assessed in K562 cell 

line, a chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) model. Surprisingly, a non-monotonic trend was 

observed between the uptake and gene silencing capability of the siRNA complexes and the 

amount of PrA substitution, with intermediate substitution amounts yielding the highest 

efficacy. To elucidate the molecular level details behind this unexpected phenomenon, 
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molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on the designed complexes, and we 

proposed molecular basis for the unexpected performance of the engineered polymers. 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Experimental 

3.2.1.1. Materials 

Branched 25 kDa PEI, PrA, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride 

(EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 

Branched 1.2 kDa PEI was purchased from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA). RPMI medium 

containing L-glutamine, 25 mM HEPES, penicillin and streptomycin was obtained from Gibco 

(Grand Island, NY).  Custom-synthesized green fluorescent protein (GFP) siRNA (5'-

GAACUUCAGGGUCAGCUUGCCG-3' and 3' UACUUGAAGUCCCAGUCGAACG-5'),  

and 5'-carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled scrambled siRNA (5'-AACCAGUCGCA 

AACGCGACUGTT-3' and 5'-TTUUGGUCAGCGUUUGCGCUGAC-5') were obtained from 

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, IA). All solvents used in the synthesis 

procedure were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without any further purification. 

3.2.1.2. Synthesis and Characterization of PrA-Modified Polymers 

Hydrophobic modification of PEI with PrA was performed via N-acylation (Figure 3.1a). 

Briefly, PrA (3.34 mM, in CHCl3) was activated with EDC (5 mM, in CHCl3) for 30 min and 

then with NHS (5 mM, in MeOH), at room temperature. The activated PrA solutions were added 

drop-wise to each PEI solution (3.34 mM, in CHCl3), and stirred overnight at room temperature. 

The crude products of PrA substituted PEIs of the four PrA/PEI feed ratios (0.5, 1, 2 and 4 

mol/mol) were precipitated (3X) in ice cold diethyl ether and dried under vacuum for 48 h. 

Structural compositions of PrA substituted PEIs and the amount of PrA substitution (α) were 
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elucidated through 1H-NMR spectroscopy (Bruker 300 MHz, Billerica, MA) using TMS as an 

internal standard in D2O. Detailed information on the efficiency of the reactions and the 

characterization of the polymers is given in Section A.1 of Appendix A. Polymers will be 

referred to by their substitution amounts calculated from 1H-NMR spectrum given on the right 

column of Figure 3.1b.  

 

Figure 3.1. Chemical synthesis of PrA conjugated PEIs.  
(a) Scheme for the synthesis of PrA conjugated PEIs. (b) Details on the synthesis of the 
polymers. The substitution amount (α) is calculated from 1H-NMR spectrum.   
 

3.2.1.3. Cell culture 

Wild type and permanently GFP-expressing K562 cells were used as the CML model. Cells 

were maintained in RPMI medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml 

penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin, and routinely grown on 75 cm2 plates. Cells were 

passaged when they reached ~80% confluence by simply dilution of the cell suspension by 1:10.  

3.2.1.4. siRNA/Polymer Complex Preparation 

For the preparation of siRNA/polymer complexes, 1.1 µg siRNA was mixed with polymers 

(dissolved in ddH2O) at polymer:siRNA weight ratio of 6:1, then incubated in 300 µL RPMI 

(without FBS) for 30 min at room temperature. 100 µL of siRNA complexes were added to the 
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cells in 48 well-plates (in 300 µL volume) in triplicate to give a final concentration of 60 nM 

siRNA in cell suspension.  

3.2.1.5. Physicochemical Characterization of siRNA/Polymer Complexes  

siRNA/polymer complexes were prepared in 100 µl (total final volume) ultra-pure distilled H2O 

by incubating 1.1 µg scrambled siRNA with different amounts of polymers to achieve 

polymer:siRNA weight ratio of 6:1 for particle size, and 1:1, 3:1 and 6:1 for zeta (ζ) potential 

measurements. Hydrodynamic diameter and ζ-potential of the particles were investigated by 

dynamic light and electrophoretic light scattering methods using Zetasizer (Nano ZS; Malvern 

Instruments, UK). The measurements were carried out at least in triplicates.  

3.2.1.6. siRNA Delivery to K562 Cells 

For cellular uptake studies, complexes were prepared with FAM-labeled scrambled siRNA with 

the procedure described above. K562 wild type cells (300 µL, 100,000 cells/mL) were then 

added on top of the complexes in 48-well plates. Cells were incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC in a 

humidified atmosphere. After incubation for a desired period, cells were processed for flow 

cytometry. Briefly, cells were transferred into 1.5 mL tubes and centrifuged at 1400 rpm for 5 

min, washed twice with HBSS (pH 7.4), and fixed with formalin (3.7% in HBSS). FAM-siRNA 

positive cell population was quantified by Beckman Coulter QUANTATM SC Flow Cytometer 

using FL1+ channel (3000 events/sample). The setting of the instrument was calibrated for each 

run to obtain FAM-siRNA positive cell population of 1-2% for control samples (i.e., untreated 

cells). The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) and the percentage of FAM-siRNA positive cells 

were determined. 
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3.2.1.7. GFP Silencing in GFP Positive K562 Cells 

 Silencing activity of the complexes was determined by quantifying the decrease in GFP 

fluorescence in GFP-expressing K562 cells. Complexes were prepared with GFP siRNA with 

the procedure described above, then GFP-expressing K562 cells were seeded on top of the 

complexes and grown for 72 h. For the first time point (day 3), 300 µL of the cells was 

transferred into 1.5 mL tubes and centrifuged at 1400 rpm for 5 min, washed twice with HBSS 

(pH 7.4), and fixed with formalin (3.7% in HBSS). The remaining 100 µL of the cells was mixed 

with 300 µL fresh media and incubated for next time points (days 6 and 9). GFP silencing was 

quantified by flow cytometry using FL1- channel. The results were expressed as either mean 

GFP fluorescence after treatment, or percentage of cells displaying GFP silencing after the 

treatment, as determined by a shift from native GFP-expressing cell population. 

3.2.1.8. Cytotoxicity of the siRNA/Polymer Complexes 

In vitro cytotoxicity of the complexes was studied in K562 wild type cells by MTT (3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) assay. First, complexes were prepared 

in Eppendorf tubes by incubating (in 300 µL RPMI) 1 µg siRNA with various amounts of 

polymers for the final polymer:siRNA weight ratios ranging from 1:1 to 40:1. Upon 30 min 

incubation at room temperature, complexes were transferred to 48 well plates in triplicates. 

K562 wild type cells were then added on top of the complexes (60,000 cells/well), and incubated 

for 72 h at 37 ºC in a humidified atmosphere. After incubation for the desired period, MTT 

reagent was added to each well in final concentration of 1 mg/ml and further incubated for 2 h. 

Deposited formazan crystals were dissolved by replacing the medium with dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO, 200 µl). Optical density was measured at λ = 570 nm by using universal microplate 
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reader (ELx; Bio-Tech Instrument, Inc.). Cell viability was expressed as percentage relative to 

the viability of the cells without any treatment.  

3.2.2. Computational 

3.2.2.1. Simulated systems 

The simulated siRNA has the following sequence: sense strand: 5ʹ-

CGCCGAAUUCAUUAAUUUATT-3ʹ, antisense strand: 5ʹ-UAAAUUAAUGAAUUCGGCG 

GG-3ʹ, capable of silencing myeloid cell leukemia 1 (Mcl-1) protein. The total charge of siRNA 

is –40 in the fully deprotonated state. Its initial structure is created with UCSF Chimera [15] to 

be in canonical A-form. The 3ʹ-overhangs were created with the manipulation of the structure 

via the mutation and/or deletion of the terminal bases. The simulated native PEI is branched and 

has a MW of 1205 Da. Its chemical structure is given in Figure 3.2. It consists of 27 primary, 

secondary or tertiary amine groups, of which 12 are protonated (indicated with ‘+’ in Figure 

3.2) corresponding to the protonation ratio of 44.4%, which is close to the experimentally 

determined ratio at pH=6 [16]. The protonation sites were assigned to primary and secondary 

amines, and were distributed in a way to minimize the nonspecific attractions between 

protonated amine groups [17].  For the substitution of hydrophobic moieties into PEI’s structure, 

two ratios were chosen: PEI-1PrA with one PrA molecule per PEI and PEI-2PrA with two PrA 

molecules per PEI. In PEI-1PrA, PrA is substituted into the structure of PEI at the site marked 

as #1; and in PEI-2PrA, two PrAs were substituted at sites #1 and #2 (Figure 3.2). Initial 

structures of the native and modified PEIs were built in Maestro 9.8 [18] and VMD [19] 

software, and equilibrated for 10 ns (restrained) + 10 ns (free) with MD package of NAMD [20]. 

The structures of the polymers at the end of the simulations were adopted as initial structures 

for the main simulations.  
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Figure 3.2. Molecular structures of the simulated PEI and PrA.  
Protonation sites of PEI are marked with ‘+’, and PrA substitution sites are indicated with ‘#’.  

 
In order to explore the effect of hydrophobic modification, five simulation systems were 

then designed with varying PrA substitution amounts. To be consistent with the experimental 

section, simulated systems will be referred to by the amount of PrA substitution (α) they carry. 

Each system consists of 4 siRNAs and 16 PEIs, while the number of native and modified PEIs 

is varied to achieve the desired substitution amounts. For example, in system α = 0.25, we placed 

12 native PEIs and 4 PEI-1PrAs, and α is calculated based on the ratio of the number of modified 

PEIs to the total number of native and modified PEIs, i.e. 4/(4+12) = 0.25. Similarly, in system 

α = 0.75, we placed 4 native PEIs and 12 PEI-1PrAs, and α is 12/(4+12) = 0.75. Composition 

and details of the studied systems are given in Table 3.1. In the initial configurations of the 
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simulations systems (Figure 3.3, left and middle panels), the principal axes of all the molecules 

were aligned parallel to one another. Four siRNA molecules were then placed on the corners of 

a square with a side length of 13 Å. Center of mass (COM) of the PEIs, native and/or modified, 

was positioned 17 Å away from the COM of their neighboring siRNAs. In each system studied, 

four PEIs were placed amidst the 4 siRNAs, and the remaining 12 PEIs were placed 

symmetrically to surround the siRNAs. Systems were solvated in a rectangular TIP3P water box 

with a minimum margin of 15 Å from all the sides. Proper amount of K+ and Cl- ions were then 

added to achieve 150 mM physiological salt concentration to mimic intracellular environment. 

Note that TIP3P water model [21] is used throughout this thesis due to following reasons: (i) 

the force field for our polymers [22] is a CHARMM-based force field devised by following 

CHARMM General Force Field (CGENFF) methodology [23]; and (ii) the parameterization 

scheme in CHARMM force fields involves the consideration of interactions with TIP3P water 

for the optimization of the assigned parameters [23]. Other water models are available; for 

example, SPC [24], TIP4P [21], and TIP5P [25]; but care should be taken when using these 

water models in conjunction with CHARMM force fields.  Since TIP3P water model is 

integrated into CHARMM force fields as a part of the parameterization scheme, detailed 

analysis is needed to ensure accuracy of the interactions involving water when other water 

models are used [26].   

Table 3.1. Details of the five simulated systems. 

Substitution 
amount (α) 

PEIs 
simulated 

siRNA/PEI 
charge ratio 

Number 
of atoms 

Number 
of K+/Cl- 

Size of the 
simulation box (Å3) 

0 16 native PEI 160/192 106,781 92/124 104 x 114 x 99 

0.25 12 native PEI 
4 PEI-1PrA 160/192 106,813 92/124 104 x 114 x 99 

0.75 4 native PEI 
12 PEI-1PrA 160/192 111,514 96/128 108 x 114 x 99 

1 16 PEI-1PrA 160/192 108,324 93/125 107 x 112 x 99 
2 16 PEI-2PrA 160/192 108,086 93/125 105 x 115 x 99 
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Figure 3.3. Initial and final configurations of the simulated systems.  
Initial (left panel: top view, middle panel: side view) and final (right panel: top view) 
configurations of the systems (a) α = 0, (b) α = 0.25, (c) α = 0.75, (d) α = 1, (e) α = 2. siRNAs 
are given in cyan, native PEIs are in orange, and modified PEIs are in silver. PrA substitutions 
are represented as blue spheres. Water and ions are removed for clarity. 
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3.2.2.2. Simulation details 

PEI topology was constructed by adopting the parameters of analogous molecules from 

CHARMM force field as outlined in CHARMM General Force Field (CGENFF) methodology  

[23]. The validation for this approach of creating PEI topology was carried out in our previous 

work [17, 22]. For all the other molecules, CHARMM27 force field [27-30] was used. All the 

simulations were performed with MD package of NAMD [20] with a time step of 2 fs and 

periodic boundary conditions (PBC). Cut-off for van der Waals and pairwise electrostatic 

interactions was set to 12 Å, particle mesh Ewald (PME) [31] was used in the treatment of 

electrostatic interactions. Bonds involving H atoms were constrained with SHAKE algorithm 

[32]. All systems were first minimized for 5000 steps, and then heated for 20 ps from 0 K to 

300 K, with a harmonic restraint (10 kcal/mol·Å2) on solute’s non-H atoms. Restraint on the 

non-H atoms of the solute was kept for another 10 ns. Restraint was then removed, and NPT 

simulations were performed for 200 ns. Langevin dynamics thermostat was used for temperature 

control, with thermostat damping coefficient of 10 ps-1 for all the non-H atoms. Pressure control 

was carried out with Nosé-Hoover Langevin barostat, with damping time scale of 100 fs and 

Langevin piston oscillation period of 200 fs. Visualization and analysis of the trajectories are 

carried out with VMD [19]. For all the systems studied, dynamic equilibrium was observed to 

be achieved by 120 ns of the simulations. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, the data analysis 

will be based on the last 80 ns.  

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. siRNA Delivery and Its Silencing Activity in K562 Cells  

Delivery of FAM-labeled siRNA with native and PrA-modified PEIs was investigated in K562 

cells. The cellular uptake and silencing data are presented in Figure 3.4. From flow cytometry 
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analysis, substitution of PrA at low amounts, α = 0.26 and α = 0.69, resulted in substantially 

higher delivery than the native PEI (α = 0); FAM-siRNA delivery was 11- and 10-fold greater 

than α = 0 in α = 0.26 and 0.69 systems, respectively (based on the MFI of FAM-siRNA). 

Increasing the substitution amount α further to 1.14 and 1.59, however, resulted in a significant 

decrease in the uptake efficiency of siRNA, where the mean delivery became almost comparable 

to that of native PEI (Figure 3.4a).  Proportion of FAM-siRNA positive cells was well correlated 

with the change in MFI. Delivery with native PEI resulted in 2.7 ± 0.8% FAM-siRNA positive 

population, while PEIs with α = 0.26 and α = 0.69 yielded 48.4 ± 2.5% and 44.1 ± 0.5% FAM-

siRNA-positive cells, respectively. Further increase in the substitution amount decreased the 

positive population, where the smallest proportion (4.1 ± 1.4%) of siRNA-positive cells was 

obtained at the highest α = 1.59 (Figure 3.4b). We also compared the performance of PrA-

modified 1.2 kDa PEIs in delivering the siRNA with that of versatile carrier HMW (25 kDa) 

branched PEI. Low substitution ratios displayed a comparable performance to that of 25 kDa 

PEI, i.e. in comparison to MFI of 25 kDa PEI, ~2-fold decrease in MFI was observed in systems 

α = 0.26 and α = 0.69 (Figure A.2a, b in Appendix A).  
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Figure 3.4. Delivery of FAM-labeled siRNA into K652 cells, and GFP silencing in GFP-
expressing K652 cells, as a function of the PrA substitution amount in the polymers.  
(a) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) and (b) percentage of FAM-siRNA positive K562 cells 
after 24 h exposure to complexes prepared with FAM-labeled siRNA and native or modified 
PEIs at polymer:siRNA ratio of 6:1 (w:w), with final siRNA concentration of 60 nM.                    
(c) Decrease in mean GFP fluorescence and, (d) decrease in GFP-positive cell population after 
3, 6 and 9 days of treatment with final siRNA concentration of 60 nM at polymer:siRNA ratio 
of 6:1 (w:w).   

 

To explore the effect of PrA substitution on resulting silencing activity of delivered siRNA, 

we investigated GFP silencing in GFP-expressing K562 cells. GFP silencing was measured 3, 

6 and 9 days post transfection, and represented with percent decrease in GFP MFI (normalized 

against no treatment) (Figure 3.4c) and decrease in the proportion of GFP-positive cells (Figure 
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3.4d). After 3 days, native PEI (α = 0) resulted in 5.2 ± 2.3% decrease in GFP MFI, while PEIs 

with α = 0.26 and α = 0.69 yielded 9.6 ± 1.5% and 32.9 ± 2.5% decrease, respectively. 

Substitution of more PrAs on PEI, however, decreased siRNA silencing activity; percent 

reduction in GFP MFI was 9.0 ± 1.9% and 4.3 ± 1.6% in polymers with α = 1.14 and α = 1.59, 

respectively (Figure 3.4c). The extent of silenced cell population was well correlated with the 

percent decrease in GFP MFI, i.e. 2.5 ± 0.4%, 5.4 ± 0.7%, 19.1 ± 2.2%, 3.5 ± 1.2% and 1.9 ± 

0.2% of the population was silenced with polymers α = 0, α = 0.26, α = 0.69, α = 1.14 and α = 

1.59 systems, respectively, 3 days after treatment (Figure 3.4d). The silencing activity of siRNA 

reached maximum 6 days post transfection, after which a reduction in silencing efficiency was 

observed on day 9. For example, the decrease in GFP MFI was 32.9 ± 2.5%, 44.2 ± 3.3% and 

31.2 ± 1.0% for 3, 6 and 9 days with the polymer with α = 0.69 (best performing polymer). We 

also compared the efficacy of PrA conjugated 1.2 kDa PEIs with 25 kDa PEI in terms of the 

silencing activity of the delivered siRNAs (Figure A.2c, d in Appendix A). Among others, PEI 

with α = 0.69 displayed a comparable albeit not superior performance to that of 25 kDa PEI.  

In order to further examine the effect of PrA substitution on the cellular interactions of 

complexes, we investigated the cytotoxicity of siRNA complexes prepared with polymers of 

different substitution amounts (Figure 3.5). Toxicity of the complexes increased with the 

increase in the polymer:siRNA weight ratio regardless of the PrA substitution amount (with α 

= 0 reaching plateau after polymer:siRNA ratio of 20:1); and >85% of the cells were viable at 

the polymer:siRNA weight ratio used in transfection studies (6:1). At the highest 

polymer:siRNA weight ratio tested, among different substitution amounts, α = 0.69 induced the 

highest toxicity followed by α = 0.26, with 28.4 ± 1.1% and 36.9 ± 3.6% cell viabilities, 

respectively. While α = 1.14 displayed intermediate toxicity levels with 52.3 ± 3.9% cell 
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viability; toxicity is significantly reduced in α = 1.59, and was similar to that of the native PEI 

(α = 0), 77.9 ± 2.3% of cells were viable in α = 1.59 compared to 79.7 ± 8.6% in the unmodified 

system (Figure 3.5, inset). In line with the trends observed in the cellular uptake and silencing 

experiments, PrA substitution at low amounts (α = 0.26 and 0.69), resulted in increased cellular 

interactions (hence cytotoxicity), while further increase in the substitution amount gradually 

reduced the toxicity of the polymers, with highest substitution reaching the toxicity of the native 

PEI. We also compared the cytotoxicity of native and PrA modified 1.2 kDa PEIs with 25 kDa 

PEI, and reported LMW native and/or modified PEIs to be substantially less toxic than their 

HMW counterpart at the highest polymer:siRNA weight ratios studied (Figure A.3). 

 

Figure 3.5. Cytotoxicity of siRNA complexes bearing polymers of different PrA 
substitution amounts prepared at various polymer:siRNA (weight:weight) ratios.  
Relative viability of K562 cells after 72 h exposure to complexes of different PrA substitution 
amounts prepared at polymer:siRNA (w:w) ratios ranging from 0 to 40. The inset shows the 
relative cell viability as a function of PrA substitution amount (α) at polymer:siRNA (w:w) ratio 
of 40:1. 
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3.3.2. Mechanism for the Existence of Optimal Modification  

From the experiments, it is clear that there is an optimal ratio for the modification of PEI with 

PrA groups, since grafting excess PrAs into PEI’s structure abolished the siRNA delivery and 

its silencing activity in K562 cells. We therefore performed all-atom MD simulations to gain a 

better understanding of the change in PEI’s performance by monitoring the molecular level 

interactions governing the complexation of siRNAs with hydrophobically modified PEIs. Final 

configurations of the simulation systems are given in right panel of Figure 3.3. The abilities of 

native and modified PEIs to complex and compact the siRNAs were assessed by calculating the 

radii of gyration (Rg) of 4 siRNAs in each system (Figure 3.6a). The decreasing Rg observed in 

the first 120 ns of the simulations is an indicator of the complexation process of siRNAs with 

the PEIs. Differences were observed in the kinetics of complexation among different simulation 

systems, i.e., in the system α = 0.75, Rg of the 4 siRNAs is lower than that of others between 

~38 and 73 ns, while α = 1 gives higher Rg values among all systems within the first 30 ns and 

between 70 – 100 ns. Despite the differences observed in complexation kinetics, all the 

simulation systems reached plateau over the last 80 ns of the simulations. The average Rg values 

were calculated to be 25.86 ± 0.19 Å, 25.71 ± 0.17 Å, 25.94 ± 0.17 Å, 25.85 ± 0.14 Å, 26.00 ± 

0.16 Å for the systems α = 0, α = 0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, respectively (Figure 3.6b). 

Given the similar values of Rg observed in each system, substitution of PrA did not seem to 

affect PEI’s ability to compact siRNAs. We also explored the influence of PrA substitution on 

the compactness of the complexes by including all the siRNA and PEIs in the calculation of Rg; 

and again observed the almost negligible effect of modification (Figure A.4 in Appendix A). 

The sizes of the particles, prepared at polymer:siRNA weight ratio of 6:1, were experimentally 
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measured; the PrA substitution on the polymers did not show a clear trend on the hydrodynamic 

size of complexes, with particles ranging between 150 – 400 nm (Figure A.5 in Appendix A). 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Compactness of the siRNAs within the complexes comprising PEIs with 
different PrA substitution amounts. 
(a) Rg of the 4 siRNAs as a function of simulation time, and (b) average Rg values of the 4 
siRNAs calculated over the last 80 ns of the simulations as a function of substitution amount.  

 

The motion and the location of the hydrophobic moieties during complex formation are 

expected to be critical in determining the performance of the complexes. In order to monitor the 

location of PrA moieties, we calculated the radial distribution function (RDF) of PrA carbon 
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atoms as a function of the distance from the center of mass (COM) of the complex, r (Å) (Figure 

3.7). Initial distribution of PrA carbons (Figure 3.7, left panel) is similar for systems α = 0.25, 

α = 0.75 and α = 1 due to the similar arrangement of molecules in the initial configurations. The 

decrease in peak heights as α increases indicates the distribution of PrA becomes more 

homogenous with the increase in the substitution amount. In the system α = 2, the most 

pronounced peak appears at smaller r because of the much more PrA carbon atoms it involves, 

which resulted in denser distribution of PrA close to the COM of the complex. As the systems 

reach dynamic equilibrium (Figure 3.7, right panel), in the system with α = 0.25, the first and 

most prominent peak is observed at r = 13.88 Å, followed by the second peak located at r = 

18.88 Å. Similarly, in the system α = 0.75, two peaks are present, the first located at r = 13.38 

Å and the second at r = 17.63 Å. Between these two low substituted systems, a more uniform 

distribution is observed as the extent of PrA substitution increased from 0.25 to 0.75. No 

significant changes are apparent in the motion of PrA substituents between initial and final 

configurations; in particular, there are no PrA moieties within the 10 Å from the COM of the 

complexes. The most drastic change is observed in the system α = 1; the hydrophobic moieties 

started to migrate into the core region of the complex, indicated by the two sharp peaks located 

as close to the COM of the complex as 0.38 Å and 1.63 Å. It is clear that a considerable number 

of PrA moieties are now distributed within the first 10 Å from the COM of the complex, as 

opposed to being located beyond 10 Å as observed in the α = 0.25 and α = 0.75 systems. This 

phenomenon holds true in the system α = 2 as well; however, it should be considered that some 

PrA carbon atoms were already present within 5 Å from the COM of the complex in its initial 

configuration.  
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Figure 3.7. Radial distribution function of carbon atoms of hydrophobic PrA moieties as 
a function of the distance from the center of mass of the complex. 
RDF in the initial configuration is given in the left panel, and the average over the last 80 ns of 
the simulations is given in the right panel, in the systems (a) α = 0.25, (b) α = 0.75, (c) α = 1 
and (d) α = 2, respectively. 

 

Since surface hydrophobicity might influence the interactions of the complexes with cell 

membranes (and uptake), the migration of PrA moieties into the core of the complex at high 

substitution ratios raises the question of the density of PrA groups on particle surfaces. Each 

complex is anisotropic; hence, in order to define the surface of the complexes, we approximated 

each complex by a sphere, and calculated the effective radii of the spheres from Rg (details on 

the calculation is given in Section A.4 of Appendix A). Here, Rg is selected as a geometrical 
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variable for the definition of the surface of the anisotropic complexes. Other choices of 

geometrical variable are possible; for instance, in the context of molecular recognition, 

hydrodynamic radius of the complexes (RH) could be of more importance, particularly in regards 

to the hydrodynamic properties of the resulting particles. However, here our aim is to define an 

effective surface of the complexes, and selecting Rg allows us to perform the mapping from the 

anisotropic complex to a perfect sphere. Upon determining the surface of each complex, the 

number of PrA Cs outside the spherical surface is then counted from the number integral over 

RDF of PrA Cs averaged over the last 80 ns of the simulations (Figure A.6 in Appendix A), and 

divided by the surface area of the sphere to calculate the surface density of PrA Cs.  

The calculated surface density is plotted in Figure 3.8a. A non-monotonic change in the 

surface PrA density is observed with the increase in the extent of substitution. Lower 

substitution ratios resulted in lower surface densities. As a consequence of having all the 

modified PEIs amidst the 4 siRNAs, there are no PrA moieties on the surface in the system α = 

0.25. In the system α = 0.75, however, all the modified PEIs were placed homogenously to 

surround the 4 siRNAs, hence there is a slight increase in the surface density of PrAs. Apart 

from the differences in the number of PrA moieties, the initial configurations of the systems α 

= 1 and α = 2 are similar to that of α = 0.75. The highest surface density is observed in system 

α = 1 among all systems; however, further increasing the substitution extent to α = 2 lowered 

the surface groups. This could be explained in the context of hydrophobic interactions that 

minimize the number of PrA moieties exposed to water via the migration to the core (Figure 

3.7c, d), as observed above. However, if the hydrophobic interactions are not strong enough to 

drive the PrAs to the core, considerable number of PrAs still remains on the surface, as in the 

case of the system α = 1. Increasing the substitution extent to a higher level (α = 2) provided 
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enough hydrophobic driving force, hence lowered the surface density. The proportions of the 

PrA moieties inside the complexes are in fact 100%, 91%, 82% and 92% for the systems α = 

0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, respectively. Considering the number of PrA Cs in the system α 

= 2 (= 96), it is evident that it has the most hydrophobic core among all systems.  

 

Figure 3.8. Effect of PrA substitution on surface hydrophobicity and surface hydration of 
the complexes. 
(a) Surface density of the PrA moieties, (b) number of water molecules in the hydration shell of 
siRNAs/PEIs, as a function of the substitution amount (α). 

 

The variation in the surface density of the PrA moieties made us wonder about the change 

in the surface hydration of the complexes. Hydration of the surfaces with hydrophobic domains 
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plays a major role in biomolecular recognition [33, 34]; hence to explore the level of hydration 

of the complexes in a quantitative manner, we calculated the number of water molecules in the 

hydration shell of siRNAs and PEIs. Here we define the hydration shell to be 3 Å from any 

siRNA/PEI atom. As the complexes are formed, water molecules are expelled from their interior 

locations to the periphery (Section A.5 in Appendix A). The average number of water molecules 

in the hydration shell upon reaching dynamic equilibrium is plotted in Figure 3.8b. There exists 

an inverse correlation between the surface density of PrA groups (Figure 3.8a) and the level of 

hydration. As a consequence of the lower PrA surface density of the systems α = 0.25, α = 0.75 

and α = 2, the complexes are more hydrated given by the higher number of water molecules in 

the hydration shell. Loss of hydration in the system α = 1 is due to water molecules being 

expelled from the periphery as a result of the high PrA surface density, revealing the complex 

formed at α = 1 to be the most hydrophobic one among others.   

To explore the effect of substituted PrA moieties on PEI’s binding capability to siRNA, we 

plot the number of PEI Ns in close contact with siRNA N/O atoms (Figure 3.9a). Here we define 

the close contact distance to be 4 Å from any siRNA N/Os, i.e., the distance at which a direct 

H-bond could be formed between PEI amines and siRNA N/O atoms [17]. Grafting PrAs into 

PEIs structure increased the interactions between PEIs and siRNAs in general, given the upward 

trend in the number of close contacts established with the increase in the substitution extent, 

with α = 2 giving the highest number. The hydrophobic attractions among PrA moieties drive 

them to the core of the complex, along with their associated PEIs. Clustering in the core area, 

then, increases the number of PEI Ns in close contact with siRNAs, evident from the higher 

number of close contacts established in systems α = 1 and α = 2 in comparison with the lower 

substituted systems.  
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Figure 3.9. Effect of PrA substitution on PEI’s binding capability to siRNA and cationic 
surface charge of the complexes. 
(a) Average number of PEI N atoms in close contact with siRNAs, (b) surface cationic charge 
density, as a function of the substitution amount (α). (c) ζ-potential of the complexes of different 
substitution amounts, prepared at polymer:siRNA weight ratios of 1:1, 3:1 and 6:1.  
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The higher number of contacts established between siRNAs and PEIs in high substitution 

amounts due to PrA migration into the core could possibly affect the assembly of cationic amine 

groups on the complex surfaces, hence might have an impact on their cellular uptake. In order 

to monitor the change in the cationic surface charge of complexes with PrA substitution 

amounts, we explored the density of protonated PEI Ns on the surface of the complexes by 

following the procedure described previously for the definition of the spherical complex 

surfaces. The number of protonated PEI Ns outside the spherical surface is then counted from 

the number integral over the RDF of protonated PEI Ns averaged over the last 80 ns of the 

simulations (Figure A.9b in Appendix A) and divided by the surface area of the sphere (details 

are given in Section A.6 of Appendix A). The resulting surface cationic charge density is plotted 

in Figure 3.9b. Moderate enhancements in the hydrophobicity of the complexes gave rise to a 

higher cationic surface charge in comparison with the unmodified system (α = 0); α = 0.75 had 

the highest cationic surface charge among all systems. However, further increasing the 

substitution extent significantly reduced the number of cationic groups on the surface. In fact, 

system α = 1 and α = 2 have substantially lower cationic surface charge than the unmodified 

system, α = 0, with α = 2 giving the lowest surface charge. It is evident that the new assembly 

mechanism brought about by the high amount of PrA moieties affected the complexation 

between siRNAs and PEIs and caused the PEIs to be dragged to the core; which in turn resulted 

in a deleterious effect on the cationic surface charge of the complexes. Surface charge (ζ-

potential) of the particles was also investigated to explore the effect of PrA substitution 

experimentally (Figure 3.9c). Complexes were prepared at different polymer:siRNA ratios (1:1, 

3:1 and 6:1). We observed slightly more positively charged particles (higher ζ-potential) for α 

= 0, 0.26 and 0.69 in polymer:siRNA weight ratios of 1:1 and 3:1 than the highest ratio tested, 
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6:1. A decreasing trend in ζ-potential with the increase in PrA substitution amount was apparent 

irrespective of the polymer:siRNA weight ratio studied; however it was more pronounced at the 

lower polymer:siRNA weight ratios, 1:1 and 3:1. Along the lines of the surface charge of 

complexes from the simulation trajectories, here we report the adverse effect of excess PrA 

substitution on the surface charge of the complexes again, with more than 2-fold decrease from 

α = 0 to α = 1.59 in all the polymer:siRNA weight ratios tested. 

Non-bonded interactions with PEIs might cause changes in siRNA’s structure. H-bonding 

is critical in maintaining the structure of nucleic acids via Watson-Crick base pairing; therefore, 

we examined the H-bonding pattern between the two strands of siRNAs during complex 

formation. The downward trend within the first ~100 ns of the simulations indicates the loss of 

siRNAs’ structure as a result of complexation (Figure A.10a in Appendix A). For a quantitative 

analysis of structural changes, the total number of H-bonds is averaged upon reaching dynamic 

equilibrium (Figure 3.10a). In comparison with the unmodified system (α = 0), PrA substitution 

altered the structure of siRNAs given by the loss of H-bonding in systems α = 0.25, α = 0.75 

and α = 2. Considering the majority of the PrA moieties are located inside of the complexes at 

these substitution ratios, alterations in siRNA’s structure are expected as a result of the steric 

effect introduced by PrA moieties. Consistent with its highest surface PrA density, the most 

stable siRNA structure is achieved in the system α = 1.  
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Figure 3.10. Effect of PrA substitution on the structural stability of the siRNAs in the 
resulting complexes.  
(a) Total number of siRNA H-bonds. Each system has 4 siRNA molecules; the H-bonds 
established between the two strands of each siRNA is summed over the 4 siRNA molecules, 
and then averaged over the last 80 ns. (b) RMSD values of the 4 siRNAs with respect to their 
initial configurations as a function of the substitution amount (α). 

 
The structural changes in siRNA upon complexation can be further confirmed by 

examining the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the 4 siRNAs with respect to their initial 

configurations (Figure 3.10b). The time evolutions of the RMSD for the four systems are given 

in Figure A.10b. The upward trend within the first ~120 ns is due to the profound deviations 

caused by complex formation. The systems α = 0, α = 0.25 and α = 1 displayed very similar 
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RMSD trends throughout the simulations. The relatively higher deviation in the system α = 0.75 

could be attributed to its kinetics of complexation, i.e. two PrA substituted PEIs were observed 

to be fully solvated within the first ~110 ns, and they established contacts with the complex 

around ~110 and ~140 ns, respectively, causing siRNAs to be more deviated as a result of having 

more polymers in contact.  Among all the other system, the highest deviation is observed with 

the system α = 2. Supporting the previous discussion on the migration of PrA moieties to the 

core of the complex, having more contacts built with PEIs and losing siRNA structure at the 

highest substitution, the highest deviation is observed at α = 2.  

3.3.3. Discussion 

PrA modifications investigated in this chapter were aimed to increase the performance of less 

cytotoxic albeit non-functional LMW PEI. Enhancements in PEI’s gene delivery capability and 

resulting gene silencing capacity of siRNA were observed at low substitution amounts, whereas 

a significant reduction in PEI’s performance was detected as the extent of PrA substitution, 

hence the hydrophobicity of PEI, increased further. This interesting observation suggests that a 

certain balance between hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity is needed to achieve the optimal 

transfection efficiency and silencing capability. This was not the case with moderately longer 

chain aliphatic lipid substituents (8C substitution), where a gradual increase in transfection 

efficiency was obtained in proportion with substitution amounts. However, a similar 

phenomenon was reported previously by others with shorter hydrophobes. Conjugation of 

varying lengths of alkyl chains, ethyl, octyl and deodecyl, into 1.8 kDa PEI showed that shorter 

hydrophobic substituent ethyl was capable of inducing higher transfection efficiencies than their 

longer counterparts, octyl and deodecyl. Moreover, extending the conjugation degree of ethyl 

resulted in higher transfection at the intermediate conjugation levels, while at the highest 
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substitution (i.e. when 100% of the amines were conjugated) transfection efficiency of PEI was 

drastically decreased [14]. A different study explored the effect of hydrophobic/hydrophilic 

balance of 25 kDa PEI on its performance by grafting amino acids, one with a short side chain, 

alanine (Ala, 1C), and one with a longer side chain, leucine (Leu, 4C). They reported that 

moderate enhancements on the hydrophobicity of 25 kDa PEI via conjugation of Ala resulted 

in higher transfection efficiencies than the engraftment of Leu [35]. Although these 

experimental studies revealed the importance of hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance of carrier 

vectors for an optimal performance, no mechanistic findings were reported to explain the 

deleterious effects of increasing hydrophobicity. It was proposed that hydrophobic groups 

cluster together and possibly affect PEI’s protonation ratio [35], but no evidence was provided 

to validate this hypothesis. 

Experiments accompanied by MD simulations on caprylic (8C) and linoleic acid (18C) 

substituted 2 kDa PEI revealed one possible mechanism for non-monotonic relationship 

between substitution level and cellular uptake. Increasing the substitution extent of caprylic acid 

was reported to improve siRNA delivery monotonically from in vitro experiments. In line with 

experimental observations, MD simulations indicated higher stability of the complexes in the 

presence of more caprylic acid substituents, due to the stabilizing effect of enhanced lipid-lipid 

association among different PEI molecules. Increasing the substitution extent of linoleic acid, 

on the other hand, did not always lead to an increase in PEI’s performance. MD trajectories 

showed self-association of the aliphatic lipid tails located on the same PEI molecule, which gave 

rise to steric hindrance and adversely influenced siRNA complexation [17]. In the work 

presented in this chapter, due to PrA’s short nature, association of PrA groups was not observed. 

However, gradual increase in the extent of PrA substitution gave rise to an interesting 
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phenomenon, namely migration of hydrophobic PrA groups into the core of the complex to 

minimize the interactions with the aqueous phase. Clustering in the complex core in the highest 

substitution caused a reduction in the surface density of PrA groups, and hence the surface 

hydrophobicity. Peripheral hydrophobic moieties may facilitate the interactions of the 

complexes with the plasma membrane and expedite the cellular uptake of the complexes. 

Absence of surface hydrophobicity might possibly impede and/or abolish the uptake, especially 

if the surface cationic charge is not sufficient to protect and translocate the siRNA cargo along 

the delivery path. We reported that, although all the simulated native and modified PEIs carried 

the same cationic charge, intermediate PrA substitution amounts gave rise to a higher cationic 

charge on the complex surface compared to the unmodified and low substituted systems, 

whereas surface cationic charge of the complexes was drastically decreased as the extent of 

substitution was increased. The hydrophobic force driving the PrA moieties into the core 

dragged the associated PEIs; that was evident from the highest number of PEI Ns in close contact 

with siRNAs at the highest amount of PrA substitution. This, in turn, reduced the amount of 

PEI’s protonated amine groups on the complex surface. A relationship with the cationic surface 

charge and the assembly mechanism of carrier vectors was previously reported by Posocco and 

coworkers [36]. The analysis carried out from the mesoscale simulation trajectories revealed 

that different self-assembly mechanisms brought by cholesterol modified generation 1 and 2 

spermine dendrimers controlled the cationic surface charge density of the aggregates. Less 

effective dendrimer assembly led to a reduction in cationic surface charge which affected their 

DNA packing capability as a consequence [36]. In line with their argument, here we reported 

that the new complexation mechanism induced by the presence of the abundant PrA moieties 

has a profound effect on the cationic surface charge of the complexes. This phenomenon was 
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further validated with experimental ζ-potential measurements, where we reported more than 2-

fold decrease in the surface charge at the highest PrA substitution amount in comparison with 

the unmodified polymer. Moreover, cationic surface charge of the nanoparticles has known to 

possibly induce membrane damage, hence cytotoxicity [37]. MTT assay showed polymers with 

low/moderate PrA substitution amounts to be more toxic than their high substituted counterparts 

at high polymer concentrations. This is, again, another indicative of the loss of the cationic 

charge in the presence of abundant PrA modifications. Coupled with the loss of surface 

hydrophobicity at the highest substitution, it resulted in loss of cellular uptake and gene silencing 

capability of siRNA, as is evident from the in vitro experiments.  

The structural stability of siRNA is also affected by the clustering of PrA moieties at the 

core of the complex. Both the H-bonding and RMSD data provided such evidence; i.e. at the 

highest substitution amount, siRNAs deviated the most with respect to their initial 

configurations while displaying a reduced amount of H-bonding compared to that of unmodified 

PEI. Loss of siRNA’s structural stability is worrisome as it could most likely affect the overall 

activity of the siRNA, and hence the desired pharmaceutical effect. Coupling the changes in the 

surface hydrophobicity and cationic charge density of the complexes with the observed 

structural instabilities, siRNAs might become more vulnerable to degrading nucleases in the 

presence of high PrA modifications on PEIs, which consequently might cause the loss siRNA’s 

biological activity.  

3.4. Conclusions  

LMW (1.2 kDa) PEI was hydrophobically modified with varying amounts of PrA moieties. 

Cellular uptake and silencing activity of the complexes was enhanced at low/moderate 

substitution amounts, while further increase in PrA substitution abolished siRNA uptake and 
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hence the silencing activity. All-atom MD simulations revealed a new siRNA-PEI assembly 

mechanism in the high presence of PrA substituents: PrA moieties were observed to migrate 

into the core region of the complex under the hydrophobic driving force for minimizing their 

exposure to the aqueous phase. This new assembly mechanism led to: (i) higher surface 

hydrophobicity and (ii) higher surface charge density at intermediate substitution amount; while 

increasing the substitution extent further caused detrimental changes on surface hydrophobicity 

and cationic charge density, as well as siRNA stability. The molecular details obtained from the 

simulation trajectories elucidated possible mechanistic details on the effect of 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance of the carrier vectors in complex assembly and the resulting 

structure – function relationships, and they should provide valuable insights in the design of 

novel hydrophobic substituents. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Altering gene expression with the delivery of nucleic acids has been of a great interest to 

researchers since the discovery of RNA interference (RNAi) [1]. Post transcriptional gene 

silencing with the delivery of short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) has proven to be a promising 

approach in the treatment of cancer and various genetic disorders [2]. Challenges encountered 

in the use of siRNAs have led to a search for efficient delivery systems, and have driven the 

design of non-viral carrier vectors which assemble siRNAs into nanoscale complexes [3]. 

Among others, polymeric carriers have proven to be effective due to their capability to be 

engineered and functionalized at will. Polyethylenimine (PEI) is one of the most promising 

polycationic carriers bearing certain superior properties such as high buffering capacity 

(important for endosomal escape) and cellular uptake [4]. In an efficient delivery process, 

siRNAs get encapsulated by the carrier vectors to form complexes, which are then uptaken via 

endocytosis, followed by the escape into cytosol and release of siRNAs from their carriers [5]. 

The guide strand in the siRNA can be recognized by Argonautes to form the core of RNA-

induced silencing complex (RISC) [6] only if siRNAs are released from their carriers. Although 

a large number of systematic studies have been conducted on the intracellular stages of the 

delivery process (see computational [7-10] and experimental [11, 12] studies as examples), 

mechanistic details underlying the dissociation of complexes are yet to be explored. 

One mechanism proposed for the dissociation of the complexes is based on the proton 

sponge effect [13] for carriers that possess a high H+-buffering capacity, such as PEI. This 

mechanism suggests that PEI is able to resist pH changes within the endocytic vesicles due to 

having amine groups that can be protonated under the low pH environment of the endosomes 

[4]. During osmotic swelling and rupture of the vesicles containing PEI complexes, complex 
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integrity might be affected, and complexes may become prone to dissociation. However, 

controversial reports exist in the literature on the validity of this mechanism [14, 15]. 

Irrespective of the proton sponge effect, the dynamic environment along the delivery pathway 

is likely to affect the integrity of complexes. Over the years, heparan-sulfate 

glycosaminoglycans (HSGAGs) have been used to test the stability of polynucleotide complexes 

in vitro. HSGAGs are complex polysaccharides located either on the cell membrane or in the 

extracellular matrix of eukaryotic cells. They are known for their role in cell signaling, tumor 

angiogenesis and metastasis in a variety of cancer types by modulating cell-cell interactions 

[16]. Heparin, a highly sulfated member of HSGAG family, has been widely adopted for testing 

the stability of complexes, and reported as an effective binding agent to cationic carriers [17-

20], which competes with siRNA binding and can induce dissociation of the complexes.  

Bearing in mind that an efficient transfection requires dissociation of the complex upon 

endosomal escape, what triggers the release of siRNA from the carriers, and the role of 

intracellular molecules on the integrity of complexes need to be understood. Since the 

electrostatic attraction between siRNAs and cationic carriers is the main driving force in the 

formation of complexes [21], anionic intracellular molecules could be potent to destabilize the 

complexes. The microRNAs (miRNAs) are relatively short (~22 nucleotides per strand) non-

coding RNAs that are highly anionic. They are involved in many cellular processes, such as 

differentiation, apoptosis, and proliferation, and recently employed in transcriptional and post-

transcriptional silencing of target genes [22, 23]. miRNA-21 (miR-21) is one of the first 

identified mammalian miRNAs [24], known to be aberrantly expressed in several types of 

cancers, e.g. breast, colon, lung, pancreas, prostate, stomach; and its up-regulation is associated 

with carcinogenesis and tumor survival [25]. Considering its over-expression in cancers and 
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anionic nature, miR-21 may have the capability of causing dissociation of delivered siRNA 

complexes.  

In this chapter, we explore the effect of endogenous anionic molecules on the integrity of 

siRNA-PEI complexes using miR-21 as a representative molecule. Gel electrophoresis mobility 

shift assays (EMSA), particle size and zeta (ζ)-potential analyses, and a series of all-atom 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed in order to elucidate the role of miR-21 

on complex dissociation. Our study aims to shed light on the fate of siRNA complexes in cytosol 

by simulating a more cell-like environment with the introduction of intracellular molecules and 

testing their effects with experimental approach.  

4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Experimental 

2 kDa PEI and heparin sodium from porcine intestinal mucosa (molecular weight of 17-19 kDa) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The polymer was dried by freeze-drying 

and reconstituted in distilled/deionized water at desired concentrations. Unlabeled and 5ʹ-

carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled negative control siRNAs were purchased from Ambion 

(Austin, TX). The siRNA has the following sequence: sense strand: 5ʹ-CAGAAAGCUUAGUA 

CCAAATT-3ʹ; antisense strand: 5ʹ-UUUGGUACUAAGCUUUCUGTC-3ʹ (Figure 4.1a), with 

the ability of P-glycoprotein silencing [26]. miRNA was purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (IDT) (Coralville, IA).  The sequence of miRNA is given in Figure 4.1b, except 

the synthesized miRNA comprises A-U Watson-Crick base pairs instead of G-U Wobble base 

pairs. SYBR Green II RNA gel stain (10,000X concentrate in DMSO) was purchased from 

Cambrex Bio Science (Rockland, ME).  
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PEI binding to siRNA and miRNA was investigated with EMSA and SYBR Green II dye 

exclusion assays. Complexes were prepared with 1 μg control (scrambled) siRNA (in ddH2O) 

or 1.5 µg miRNA (in ddH2O) incubated with various concentrations of 2 kDa PEI in 25 µL of 

150 mM KCl for 30 minutes. For EMSA, samples were run on a 2% agarose gel containing 1 

μg/mL ethidium bromide (100 V, 1 hour) in duplicates. The gels were visualized under UV. 

Percentage of binding was calculated based on the intensity of free siRNA or miRNA bands. 

For SYBR Green II dye exclusion assays, complexes were prepared as described above. 100 μL 

SYBR Green II solution (1:10000 dilution in 150 mM KCl) was added to the complexes. The 

fluorescence of the samples was measured using Fluoroskan Ascent Microplate Fluorometer 

(λex:485 nm, λem: 527 nm). Percentage of binding was calculated based on the fluorescence 

intensity relative to the siRNA or miRNA alone samples. Assays were run in triplicates, and the 

binding curves were generated by plotting the percentage of bound RNA versus PEI:RNA 

weight ratio.  

The EMSA was also performed for the assessment of miRNA’s effect on the integrity of 

siRNA-PEI complexes. Complexes were prepared with 0.3 µg FAM-siRNA (in ddH2O) and 

incubated with 2 kDa PEI at PEI:siRNA weight ratio = 1 for 30 minutes. Various concentrations 

of miRNA were added onto the complexes and the mixtures were further incubated for 1 hour. 

Samples were run on a 2% agarose gel (100 V, 1 hour) in duplicates. As a control, heparin was 

added to the complexes in the same way and run on the gel. The gels were visualized with Fluoro 

Image Analyzer using FAM filter. Percentage of dissociation was calculated from the 

fluorescence intensity of the dissociated bands to that of the free FAM-siRNA bands. Curves 

were generated by plotting the percentage of unbound FAM-siRNA versus the heparin/miRNA 

to FAM-siRNA mole ratio.   
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For the determination of particle size, two different PEI:RNA weight ratios were used for 

the complex formation: PEI:RNA = 0.3, corresponding to the weight ratio used in binding 

simulations, and PEI:RNA = 1, corresponding to the highest ratio used in binding experiments 

as well as in the experiments carried out for investigation of miRNA’s effect on the complexes. 

Complexes were either prepared in ddH2O or in salt (150 mM KCl) with a final volume of 50 

μL, by incubating 2 μg control (scrambled) siRNA (in ddH2O) or 3 µg miRNA (in ddH2O) with 

different concentrations of 2 kDa PEI for 30 minutes. To determine the effect of miRNA on the 

size of siRNA-PEI complexes, complexes were prepared with 2 μg control (scrambled) siRNA 

as described above. Various concentrations of miRNA were added to the complexes and the 

mixtures were further incubated for 1 hour. For the determination of ζ-potential, samples were 

prepared in the same way as described above, but only in ddH2O. All the size and ζ-potential 

measurements were carried out in triplicates using Zetasizer (Nano ZS; Malvern Instruments, 

UK).  

4.2.2. Computational 

The simulated siRNA is identical to what was used in experiments, shown in Figure 4.1a. It 

carries a total charge of –40 on its backbone phosphate groups in the fully deprotonated state.  

The simulated carrier is native branched PEI (Figure 4.2), which is composed of 43 amine 

groups, and has a molecular weight of 1874 Da. It possesses 20 protonated amine groups, 

corresponding to the protonation ratio of 47%, found experimentally at pH=6 [27]. The 

simulated miRNA is mature miR-21 [24], which has the following sequence: sense strand: 5ʹ-

UAGCUUAUCAGACUGAUGUUGA-3ʹ; antisense strand: 5ʹ-CAACACCAGUCGAUGGGC 

UGU-3ʹ. It bears two G-U wobble base pairs; one bulge and one mismatch, located at A10 and 
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A16 (Figure 4.1b). Total charge of the miR-21 is –41 in the fully deprotonated state. For the 

discussion purposes herein, miR-21 will be referred to simply as miRNA.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic structures of the simulated polynucleotides.  
(a) siRNA, (b) miRNA. Watson-Crick base pairs are shown with diamonds, while Wobble base 
pairs are shown with rectangles.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Molecular structure and protonation sites of the simulated PEI. 
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The initial structures (pdbs) of individual siRNA and PEI molecules were adopted from a 

previous study [28] published by our group. The topology for PEI molecules was developed and 

validated in a prior work [29] based on CHARMM General Force Field [30], while  CHARMM 

27 [31-34] force field was used for all other molecules. Pre-equilibration of PEI was carried out 

earlier [28] in NAMD [35] for 50 ns, upon solvation with TIP3P water [36] and neutralization 

with proper amount of Cl- ions. siRNA was built with AMBER NAB tool [37], and used without 

any pre-equilibration due to its stability in aqueous environments [28]. The initial structure of 

miRNA was built with make-na server (http://structure.usc.edu/make-na/); and pre-equilibrated 

for 60 ns in NAMD; upon solvation with TIP3P water and neutralization with proper amount of 

K+ ions (see Section B.1 in Appendix B for details).   

Two sets of simulations were performed to investigate (i) the binding of PEI to siRNA and 

miRNA, and (ii) the effect of miRNA on the integrity of pre-formed siRNA-PEI complexes. For 

(i) binding studies, two simulations were performed with systems containing either two siRNAs 

(labeled as siRNAs A and B, see Figure 4.3a left panel) or two miRNAs (labeled as miRNA A 

and B, see Figure 4.3b left panel), and four PEI molecules (labeled as PEI 1, 2, 3 and 4, see 

Figure 4.3a and b left panel). These two systems will be referred to as 2s-4P and 2m-4P, 

respectively. Each system was solvated in a cubic box with TIP3P water, and K+ and Cl- ions 

were added to obtain physiological salt conditions of 150 mM. Simulation was performed for 

50 ns for each system. For the investigation of (ii) miRNA’s effect on siRNA-PEI complex, four 

miRNA molecules (labeled as miRNA A, B, C and D, see Figure 4.3c left panel) were 

introduced to the final configuration of 2s-4P system at the end of 50 ns dynamics; the system 

will be referred to as 2s-4P-4m. Same solvation procedure and salt concentration were adopted, 

and simulation was performed for 100 ns. Table 4.1 lists the details of the three simulated 
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systems. Initial configurations of the simulated systems are depicted in Figure 4.3 (left and 

middle panels). Different initial configurations were tested and shown not to affect the overall 

results (see Section B.2 in Appendix B for details).  

All simulations were performed with NAMD [35] with a time step of 2 fs, periodic 

boundary conditions (PBC), and electrostatics with particle mesh Ewald (PME) [38]. The cut-

off for van der Waals and pairwise electrostatic interactions was set to 12 Å, and SHAKE 

algorithm [39] was used to constrain bonds involving H atoms. Each system was first minimized 

for 5000 steps, and then heated from 0 K to 300 K with a harmonic restraint (10 kcal/mol·Å2) 

on non-H atoms of the solute for 20 ps. After minimization and heating, the restraint was kept 

for 10 ns, and then removed for NPT simulations. Temperature and pressure control was carried 

out with Langevin dynamics thermostat and Nosé-Hoover Langevin barostat. Thermostat 

damping coefficient was set to 10 ps-1 for all non-H atoms. Barostat damping time scale was 

chosen to be 100 fs, and oscillation period for Langevin piston was set to 200 fs. The length of 

unrestrained NPT simulation for each system is given in Table 4.1. Trajectories were visualized 

and analyzed with VMD [40].  

 

Table 4.1. Information on the three simulated systems. 

name molecules 
simulated 

number 
of atoms 

size of simulation 
box (Å3) 

number 
of K+/Cl- 

simulation time 
restrained + 

free (ns) 
2s-4P 2 siRNA, 4 PEI 123,034 128 x 98 x 103 112/112 10 + 50 
2m-4P 2 miRNA, 4PEI 106,427 128 x 98 x 90 98/96 10 + 50 

2s-4P-4m 2siRNA, 4PEI, 
4 miRNA 

220,971 147 x 147 x 108 363/199 10 + 100 
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Figure 4.3. Initial and final configurations of the simulated systems.  
Initial (left panel: top view, middle panel: side view) and final (right panel: top view) 
configurations of systems (a) 2s-4P, (b) 2m-4P, (c) 2s-4P-4m. siRNAs are given in cyan, while 
miRNAs and PEIs are represented in red and orange, respectively. Water and ions are removed 
for clarity.  
 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. PEI binding to siRNA and miRNA 

PEI’s binding ability to siRNA and miRNA was investigated with EMSA and SYBR Green II 

dye exclusion assays. Figure 4.4a shows the EMSA images of siRNA and miRNA binding to 
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PEI (top panel), along with the percentage of bound RNA as a function of PEI:RNA weight 

ratio (bottom panel), quantified based on the intensity of the siRNA/miRNA bands in the top 

panel. As the PEI:RNA ratio increased, an increase in the bound siRNA and miRNA fraction 

was observed as expected, and 100% binding was achieved for both RNAs at approximately 1:1 

weight ratio. At lower PEI:RNA weight ratios (< 0.4), percentage of bound miRNA was found 

to be higher than that of siRNA at a given weight ratio. These observations were further 

validated with SYBR Green II dye exclusion assays (Figure 4.4b), where the same binding trend 

was observed. Particularly, at PEI:RNA weight ratios of 0.05 and 0.1, respectively 48% and 

76% of the miRNA are bound, while the corresponding data for siRNA are 30% and 57%. Both 

RNAs reach the same % binding (88%) at PEI:RNA weight ratio of 0.2, and a plateau is 

observed beyond that point. The plateau value is slightly higher for siRNA, but both plateau 

lines are within the standard deviations in this region. 
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Figure 4.4. Physicochemical studies on PEI binding to siRNA and miRNA. 
(a) Top panel: EMSA images of siRNA and miRNA binding to PEI. The first lane corresponds 
to the free siRNA or miRNA bands (PEI:RNA weight ratio = 0), while PEI:RNA weight ratio 
was gradually increased in the following lanes. Data from the duplicate assays is given. Bottom 
panel: Percentage of siRNA or miRNA bound to PEI as a function of PEI:RNA weight ratio, 
quantified based on the intensity of the free siRNA or miRNA bands. (b) Percentage of bound 
RNA as a function of the PEI:RNA weight ratio from SYBR Green II dye exclusion assays. For 
PEI:RNA weight ratios of 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1, the corresponding N:P ratios are 
0, 0.39, 0.79, 1.58, 3.16, 4.74, 6.32 and 7.90, respectively.  
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From both EMSA and SYBR Green II dye exclusion assays, it is clear that miRNA shows 

slightly better binding to PEI at low PEI:RNA weight ratios. In order to investigate the atomistic 

details of PEI binding to siRNA and miRNA, MD simulations were carried out on siRNA and 

miRNA complexes. Simulation systems were designed at PEI:RNA weight ratio of ~0.3 in order 

to be consistent the PEI:RNA weight ratio range tested in the experiments. The corresponding 

PEI:RNA charge ratio was 1. Figure 4.3a, b (right panels) show the snapshots of final 

configurations of the complexes formed by PEI binding to siRNAs and miRNAs, respectively. 

Visual examination of the snapshots revealed similar characteristics of complex formation. 

Specifically, in both cases, all PEIs were found to bind to and surround centrally sequestered 

siRNAs or miRNAs. To probe the compactness of the formed complexes, radius of gyration 

(Rg) of the two siRNAs or miRNAs are plotted as a function of the simulation time (Figure 4.5a). 

A lower Rg value indicates a more compact RNA arrangement within the complex. Both Rg 

curves follow a decreasing trend within the first 20 ns of the simulations as a result of the 

complex formation; while in the range of 20-50 ns, they reach plateau with some fluctuations. 

The average Rg values for the last 10 ns of the simulations are 23.08 ± 0.23 Å and 21.36 ± 0.20 

Å for systems 2s-4P and 2m-4P, respectively, which indicates that system 2m-4P has a slightly 

more compact RNA arrangement compared to that of 2s-4P. Figure 4.5b shows the center of 

mass (COM) distances between the RNAs during the complexation. The COM distances start 

from 35.5 Å, which was the distance between the RNAs set in the initial configuration of 2s-4P 

and 2m-4P systems. Both curves follow a decreasing trend within the first ~20 ns. Fluctuations 

appear between 20 and 45 ns, and both curves reach plateau at ~45 ns. The average COM 

distance values for the last 10 ns of the simulations are 26.96 ± 0.74 Å and 25.45 ± 0.45 Å for 

systems 2s-4P and 2m-4P, respectively. In agreement with the trend observed for Rg in Figure 
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4.5a, COM distance of miRNAs in system 2m-4P is slightly lower than the COM distance of 

siRNAs in system 2s-4P, which confirms the formation of slightly more compact RNA 

arrangement in 2m-4P system. To investigate the potential reason behind this observation, root 

mean square deviations (RMSD) of the non-H atoms of the individual RNAs with respect to 

their initial configurations are plotted as a function of the simulation time (Figure 4.5c). All four 

RMSD curves follow an increasing trend due to the motion of RNAs during complex formation 

within the first ~20 ns. The average RMSD values of individual RNAs for the last 10 ns of the 

simulations are 4.21 ± 0.31 Å for siRNA A and 3.63 ± 0.58 Å for siRNA B in system 2s-4P; 

6.73 ± 0.16 for miRNA A and 9.34 ± 0.31 Å for miRNA B in system 2m-4P, respectively.  

Larger deviation observed in 2m-4P system indicates larger deformation and structural 

fluctuation of the miRNA. This observation could be attributed to bulge and mismatch regions 

in the miRNA, which lead to the loss of H-bonding network between base pairs (See Section 

B.1 in Appendix B for details). The larger deformation of miRNA accommodated PEI better, 

so that a more compact miRNA arrangement in the complex was obtained.  
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Figure 4.5. Compactness and stability of the siRNA-PEI and miRNA-PEI complexes. 
(a) Rg of two siRNAs and miRNAs; (b) RNA-RNA COM distance; (c) RMSD of the non-H 
atoms of individual siRNAs and miRNAs with respect to their initial configurations. Data are 
plotted as a function of simulation time. In (a) and (b) each subfigure contains two curves, 
corresponding to 2s-4P and 2m-4P systems respectively; and in (c) there are four curves 
corresponding to each RNA in 2s-4P and 2m-4P systems.  
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Previous MD simulations [41] indicated PEI’s role in polynucleotide aggregation to be two-

fold: (i) formation of polyion bridges between different polynucleotide segments, and (ii) 

screening of polynucleotide charges. PEI’s role in aggregating siRNA and miRNA was 

investigated based on these mechanisms. First, to explore polyion bridging, in Figure 4.6 we 

plot the number of PEI N atoms within 4 Å of any N/O atoms of siRNA or miRNA, as a function 

of simulation time. The 4 Å limit was chosen as it is the distance for a direct H-bond to be 

formed between a PEI amine group and a RNA N/O atom [28]. Each subfigure consists of four 

plots that correspond to the four PEIs in the system (numbered in Figure 4.3a, b, left panel), and 

each plot contains two curves each representing one RNA (siRNA or miRNA) molecule (labeled 

in Figure 4.3a, b, left panel). In the initial configurations, PEI-1 and PEI-2 are located in the 

region between two RNA molecules, while PEI-3 and PEI-4 are on the right and left hand sides 

of the RNAs, respectively. To quantify polyion bridging, a PEI N is said to be in close contact 

with a RNA if it is within 4 Å of an siRNA or miRNA N/O atom. A PEI is said to be bound to 

a RNA if it has at least one N atom in close contact with the RNA. A polyion bridge is said to 

be formed if one PEI is simultaneously bound to more than one RNA molecules. From Figure 

4.6, it can be seen that after 20 ns, the binding of PEIs to both RNAs shows very similar pattern. 

Specifically, PEI-1 and PEI-2 are found to bridge the two RNA molecules, whereas PEI-3 and 

PEI-4 are only bound to one of the RNAs: PEI-3 to siRNA A or miRNA A, and PEI-4 to siRNA 

B or miRNA B. Quantitatively, the number of PEI Ns in close contact with an RNA are also 

comparable in the two cases. The observation on the interactions of PEI-3 and PEI-4 only with 

their nearest RNA is the consequence of initial placement of PEIs. No apparent difference was 

found between siRNA and miRNA complexes in PEI binding dynamics, indicating that polyion 
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bridging is not affected by the type of the RNA, given similar size, charge density and initial 

configuration of the RNAs.  

 

Figure 4.6. Dynamics of PEI binding to RNA in siRNA-PEI and miRNA-PEI systems.  
Number of N atoms for each PEI within 4 Å of any (a) siRNA, and (b) miRNA N/O atoms as a 
function of simulation time. Four plots in each subfigure correspond to four PEIs and two curves 
in each plot correspond to two siRNAs or miRNAs.  

 
In order to probe the electrostatic screening of RNA charges, cumulative distributions of 

PEI N+, K+ and Cl- atoms as well as their total net charge are plotted as a function of the distance 

from any siRNA (Figure 4.7a) or miRNA (Figure 4.7b) C1ʹ atoms, averaged over the last 10 ns 

of the simulations.  In each subfigure, the black dashed line indicates the negative charge coming 
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from the two siRNAs (80 in Figure 4.7a) or from the two miRNAs (82 in Figure 4.7b). The blue 

solid curve stands for the total net charge coming from all the charged entities in the system, 

except the RNAs, within the given range. Intersection of the black dashed line and the blue solid 

curve indicates the point of 100% neutralization of RNA charges. For system 2s-4P, 100% 

neutralization occurs at a distance of 15.99 Å (Figure 4.7a), while for system 2m-4P, it occurs 

at a shorter distance of 13.88 Å (Figure 4.7b). RNAs are over-neutralized if the total charge 

coming from PEI N+ atoms and K+ and Cl- ions exceed the total charge of RNAs, i.e., when the 

blue solid curve becomes above the black dashed line. It can be seen that for both systems over-

neutralization occurs, reaching a maximum at 24.25 Å for 2s-4P (Figure 4.7a) and at 18.75 Å 

for 2m-4P (Figure 4.7b) systems. Although the characteristics of neutralization are similar for 

the two systems, slight differences exist in the number of individual types of atoms. At short 

distances (< 7 Å) number of PEI N+s are higher in 2m-4P system than in 2s-4P. In contrast, in 

the range of 7 Å < r < 14 Å , number of PEI N+s become higher in 2s-4P than in 2m-4P, and at 

large distances (14 to 40 Å) they are similar to each other. Number of K+ ions is higher in 2m-

4P than in 2s-4P till 28 Å, while the trend changes to 2s-4P > 2m-4P in the range of 28 Å to 40 

Å. Number of Cl- ions follow a similar trend in both systems up to 28 Å, while they become 

higher in 2s-4P than 2m-4P afterwards. Irrespective of the differences in the number of 

individual types of atoms, net charge of PEI and ions (blue solid curve) determines the point of 

100% neutralization of RNA charges. Neutralization of miRNA charges at a shorter distance 

shows slightly better screening capability of PEI and ions in the 2m-4P system in comparison 

to the 2s-4P system.  
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Figure 4.7. Electrostatic screening of the RNA charges.  
Cumulative numbers of PEI N+, K+ and Cl- atoms, and the total net charge of PEI and ions as a 
function of the distance from any (a) siRNA or (b) miRNA C1ʹ atoms, averaged over the last 
10 ns of the simulations. Total charge of –80 of the two siRNAs (a) and –82 of the two miRNAs 
(b) are plotted by black dashed lines as reference.  

 

Computational observations on the slightly better binding of miRNA to PEI as compared 

to siRNA binding to PEI are in agreement with experiments. These results led us to ask the 

question: can miRNAs attract PEIs in a pre-formed siRNA-PEI complex and cause dissociation? 

This hypothesis was investigated via experiments and simulations below.  
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4.3.2. Effect of miRNA on siRNA-PEI complex integrity 

In order to examine the effect of miRNA on the integrity of siRNA-PEI complexes 

experimentally, EMSA was performed with the addition of miRNA into pre-formed FAM-

siRNA-PEI complexes. Heparin was used as a reference, due to its well-known capability of 

dissociating the complexes. The concentration of miRNA or heparin added onto the pre-formed 

complexes was gradually increased; and the intensity of the fluorescence signal was quantified 

to calculate the amount of unbound FAM-siRNA (Figure 4.8). At heparin:FAM-siRNA and 

miRNA:FAM-siRNA mole ratios of 1.55 and 2.05, respectively, we have observed 56% of 

FAM-siRNA dissociated by heparin; while no FAM-siRNA release is apparent with miRNA. 

Further increase in the mole ratio (≥ 3) resulted in 98-100% of FAM-siRNA to be released by 

heparin; however, miRNA addition only resulted in 5% FAM-siRNA release, even at the highest 

ratio (= 8.2). In addition, starting from miRNA:FAM-siRNA mole ratio of 4.2, some miRNAs 

were observed to float freely in solution (data not shown) instead of participating in binding to 

or dissociating the pre-formed FAM-siRNA complex.  
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Figure 4.8. Physicochemical studies exploring the effect of heparin or miRNA addition on 
the integrity of pre-formed siRNA-PEI complexes.  
(a) EMSA images of FAM-siRNA release from FAM-siRNA-PEI complex by heparin (top 
panel) and miRNA (bottom panel). Heparin/miRNA:FAM-siRNA mole ratio is gradually 
increased from right to left, while the leftmost lane corresponds to FAM-siRNA only (no PEI , 
heparin or miRNA). Data from the duplicate assays is given. (b) Analysis of the unbound FAM-
siRNA (%) as a function of heparin/miRNA:FAM-siRNA weight ratio, quantified based on the 
intensity of free FAM-siRNA bands provided in (a). The mole ratios were calculated by 
assuming molecular weights of 18 kDa and 13.7 kDa for heparin and miRNA, respectively, and 
molecular weight of 14 kDa for siRNA. 
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We further investigated the effect of miRNA addition on the size and ζ-potential of the 

siRNA-PEI complexes. First, siRNA-PEI and miRNA-PEI complexes were prepared at two 

different PEI:RNA weight ratios, 0.3 and 1, corresponding to the ratio used in binding 

simulations and the maximum ratio used in experiments, respectively, and measurements were 

conducted in 150 mM KCl and ddH2O. In 150 mM KCl, the particles were 350-500 nm for 

siRNA-PEI, and 600-750 nm for miRNA-PEI systems (Figure 4.9a). Increasing PEI:RNA 

weight ratio resulted in no significant changes in size. As the environment changes from 150 

mM KCl to ddH2O, we observed a decrease in particle sizes, except for PEI:siRNA = 1 (Figure 

4.9b). Electrostatic screening in the presence of ions might have resulted in larger particles.  

When miRNAs were gradually introduced into siRNA-PEI complexes, particles remained intact 

(Figure 4.9c). It has to be noted that size fluctuations were observed, particularly in the 

complexes prepared at PEI:siRNA weight ratio = 1. However, no significant change was 

detected in the hydrodynamic diameter of the complexes which would be indicative of 

dissociation. With the gradual addition of miRNA, the ζ-potential decreased for complexes 

prepared at both PEI:siRNA weight ratios, reaching the final charge of –27 and –29.6 for 

PEI:siRNA weight ratio = 0.3 and 1, respectively (Figure 4.9d). These observations show that 

miRNAs do not trigger the dissociation of the complexes, but rather possibly lead to the 

formation of an outer layer surrounding the siRNA-PEI complex.  
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Figure 4.9. Effect of miRNA addition on the size and ζ-potential of the siRNA-PEI 
complexes. 
Hydrodynamic diameter of the complexes prepared at PEI:RNA weight ratios of 0.3 and 1, as 
measured in (a) 150 mM KCl, and (b) ddH2O. (c) Hydrodynamic diameters of the siRNA-PEI 
complexes (PEI:siRNA weight ratio = 0.3 and 1) with the gradual addition of miRNA, as 
measured in 150 mM KCl. (d) The ζ-potential of the siRNA-PEI complexes with the gradual 
addition of miRNA. For PEI:RNA weight ratios of 0.3 and 1, the corresponding N:P ratios are 
2.37 and 7.90, respectively. 

 

In order to test our hypothesis on the formation of ternary siRNA-PEI-miRNA structures, 

a simulation was performed by introducing four miRNA molecules into the final configuration 

of 2s-4P system, so as to surround the pre-formed siRNA-PEI complex symmetrically (Figure 

4.3c, left and middle panels) and form the 2s-4P-4m system. The 2s-4P-4m system was 

simulated for 100 ns and visual examination of the complex structure at the end (Figure 4.3c, 
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right panel) revealed that although contacts were formed between miRNAs and PEIs, the siRNA 

complex remained intact and no apparent loosening of the complex was visible.  

To quantify the compactness of siRNA arrangement upon miRNA introduction, Rg of the 

two siRNAs in 2s-4P-4m system is plotted as a function of the simulation time (Figure 4.10). 

At the beginning of the simulation (after the minimization and restrained dynamics), Rg is found 

to be 22.83 Å, which is almost the same as the final Rg of 2s-4P system, 22.90 Å. Although 

fluctuations are apparent during the entire simulation, a plateau is reached in the last 20 ns. The 

average Rg for the last 20 ns is 22.21 ± 0.12 Å, which is very close to the initial value. Therefore, 

although our earlier simulations showed slightly better binding of miRNA to PEI, their addition 

into pre-formed siRNA-PEI complex did not loosen the compact arrangement of the siRNAs.  

 

 

Figure 4.10. Rg of the two siRNAs in 2s-4P-4m system as a function of simulation time.  

 

On the other hand, Figure 4.3c (right panel) revealed the formation of contacts between 

miRNAs and PEIs, and attachment of miRNAs to the periphery of the complex. Dynamics of 

PEI binding to both RNAs was probed for system 2s-4P-4m (Figure 4.11), with the same 

procedure described in Section 4.3.1. The four plots in each subfigure again correspond to the 
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four PEIs in the system, while six curves are present in each plot, representing the six RNA 

molecules, two siRNAs and four miRNAs. Previously in system 2s-4P, PEI-1 and PEI-2 were 

found to bridge siRNA A and B (Figure 4.6a). In Figure 4.11, it is clear that these two PEIs 

continue to bridge the two siRNAs, and the numbers of PEI Ns in close contact with the siRNAs 

have not decreased after miRNA contact. In fact, for PEI-1, the numbers of Ns in close contact 

with the siRNAs, averaged over the last 20 ns, are respectively 9 and 10 for siRNA A and B. 

These numbers are even slightly larger than the average numbers (over the last 10 ns) found for 

system 2s-4P before the introduction of miRNAs, which are 4 and 7.  As in system 2s-4P, PEI-

3 and PEI-4 do not participate in polyion bridging and are only bound to one siRNA.  In addition 

to maintaining the same binding pattern with siRNA, new contacts are established between PEIs 

and miRNAs. In particular, PEI-1 is bound to miRNA A, thereby simultaneously bridging three 

RNAs, two siRNAs and one miRNA. PEI-2 bridges the two siRNAs as well as miRNA B. PEI-

3 started to bridge siRNA A and miRNA D; additionally, short term transient bridges with 

miRNA A are observed (between 50-60 ns, 70-80 ns and after 90 ns). Similarly, PEI-4 bridges 

siRNA B and miRNA C, and forms short term transient bridges with miRNA B (between 80-90 

ns). These results show that introduction of miRNA not only conserved the overall binding 

pattern of PEI to siRNA, but also allowed the formation of new polyion bridges between siRNA 

and miRNA molecules, which clearly demonstrate the ability of PEI to accommodate additional 

RNAs.  
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Figure 4.11. PEI binding dynamics upon miRNA introduction into pre-formed siRNA-PEI 
complex. 
Number of Ns for each PEI within 4 Å of each siRNA and miRNA N/O atoms as a function of 
simulation time. Four plots in each subfigure correspond to four PEIs and six curves in each plot 
correspond to two siRNAs and four miRNAs in 2s-4P-4m system.  

 

To examine the change in the screening of siRNA charges upon miRNA introduction, 

cumulative distributions of PEI N+, K+, Cl- and miRNA P- atoms as well as their total net charge 

are plotted as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ atom, averaged over the last 20 ns 

of the simulation (Figure 4.12). Black solid line indicates the cumulative number of miRNA     

P-s as a function of distance from siRNA C1ʹs; while the rest of the curves are represented in 

the same way as in Figure 4.7a. miRNA charges follow an increasing trend; and at large 

distances, 49-50 Å, they reach up to their total charge of –164. No considerable change is 

observed in the number of PEI N+s upon miRNA introduction, while the K+ charges increase 

more rapidly to accommodate the excessive negative charge coming from miRNA P-s. 100% 

neutralization of siRNA charges occur at 15.98 Å, which is almost identical to that reported in 
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2s-4P system (15.99 Å). On the other hand, the over-neutralization seen in 2s-4P system is no 

longer observed. Excessive negative charge of miRNA led to the formation of an overall 

negatively charged complex structure, indicated by the fact the solid blue curve decreases 

beyond the neutralization distance and is never above the black dashed line.  

 

 

Figure 4.12. Effect of miRNA introduction on the electrostatic screening of the siRNA 
charges.   
Cumulative numbers of PEI N+, K+, Cl- and miRNA P- atoms, and the total net charge of PEI, 
miRNA and ions as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ atoms, averaged over the 
last 20 ns of the 2s-4P-4m simulation. Total charge of –80 of the two siRNAs is plotted by a 
black dashed line as a reference.  

 

To summarize, for the simulated system where the miRNA:siRNA mole ratio is set to 2 

and within the simulation time of 100 ns, the miRNAs were not observed to affect the integrity 

of the siRNA-PEI complex. This is in agreement with the experimental data presented earlier. 

In contrast to our initial speculation that the stronger binding between miRNA and PEI might 

lead to dissociation of siRNA complexes in the presence of miRNAs, our experimental and 

computational results showed that PEIs are capable of bridging the miRNAs to the siRNA-PEI 

complex and forming an additional miRNA layer. 
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4.3.3. Limitations 

In this work, size characterization of the nanoparticles have shown hydrodynamic diameters of 

517 ± 32 nm for siRNA-PEI, and 635 ± 48 nm for miRNA-PEI systems at PEI:RNA weight 

ratio of 0.3 (Figure 4.9a), while the corresponding particle sizes reported from our simulations 

were 5-6 nm. With the current computational capabilities, it is not practical to simulate a system 

which is hundreds of nanometers in size. Despite the smaller size of our systems, we believe 

that our simulations should capture the fundamental complexation mechanism at the atomistic 

level. In terms of time, in reality, the formation and dissociation of siRNA complexes occur on 

the scale of minutes (< 1 hour), while current computational capabilities allow simulations up 

to μs in the atomistic scale. Our binding simulations in this work were performed for 50 ns, 

which are longer than most of the all-atom simulations reported on the binding of biomolecules; 

e.g. typically 4 – 26 ns for polycation binding to siRNA [42-49] and 12 – 20 ns to DNA [50, 

51]. To our knowledge, there have not been any all-atom MD simulations probing the 

dissociation of siRNA complexes and/or the effect of anionic endogenous molecules on the 

integrity of siRNA complexes. Unlike binding, our simulations inspecting the effect of miRNA 

on the integrity of siRNA-PEI complex are longer (100 ns), but it is possible that they might 

still be too short to capture the most probable configuration of the siRNA complex upon the 

addition of miRNA, if the simulated system is trapped in a potential energy well. However, it 

should be emphasized that the conclusion made on the effect of miRNA (i.e., absence of 

dissociation and formation of a siRNA-PEI-miRNA ternary complex) is not solely based on the 

simulations. Our EMSA and ζ-potential analysis provided direct evidence for such phenomena, 

while MD simulation validated the experimental observations giving atomistic details on the 

interaction of miRNA with the siRNA-PEI complex. Given the current computational 
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limitations, it is encouraging to see that our simulations provided a good agreement with the 

experimental observations.  

In our simulations, we adopted two initial configurations of the siRNA-PEI complex (one 

presented in Figure 4.3a (left and middle panels), and the other in Figure B.2 in Appendix B 

(left and middle panels)), for the simulations on complex formation as well as for probing the 

effect of miRNA on the complex integrity. Although these initial configurations led to slightly 

different quantitative results, e.g. 0.87 Å difference in Rg of the siRNA-PEI complex, the 

qualitative outcomes are similar. Practically, it is not possible to examine all initial 

configurations with MD simulations; therefore, the structures observed at the end of our 

simulations are only some of the possible configurations that can be formed by these molecules. 

However, the good agreement found between simulations and experimental ζ-potential 

measurements, i.e. positively charged particles formed by siRNA and/or miRNA with PEI, and 

negatively charged particles formed upon gradual miRNA addition onto siRNA-PEI complexes, 

indicate these final structures are highly probable configurations. 

4.4. Conclusions 

We performed experimental binding studies and a series of all-atom MD simulations to study 

PEI binding to siRNA and miRNA, and the effect of miRNA addition on the integrity of siRNA-

PEI complexes. EMSA and SYBR Green II dye exclusion assays along with individual 

complexation simulations with miRNA and siRNA revealed PEI’s slightly better binding to 

miRNA. Despite the observed better binding, from EMSA and SYBR Green II dye exclusion 

assays, we found that miRNA introduction into pre-formed siRNA-PEI complex failed to break 

the pre-formed interactions between the siRNA and PEI. This is confirmed by MD simulations 

where additional miRNA was observed to bind to the pre-formed siRNA complex through the 
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electrostatic interactions with the accessible PEI, and formed an additional surrounding layer 

without weakening the interactions already formed between siRNA and PEI. The resulting 

structure observed from MD simulation, an overall negatively charged ternary complex 

comprising a core of siRNA-PEI complex and an outer layer of miRNA, is consistent with the 

experimental finding that ζ-potential of the particle decreases upon gradual addition of miRNA. 
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5. Development of A Molecular Model for HeparinX 
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Dynamics Simulations. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Heparin and heparan sulfate (HS) are linear anionic polysaccharides that belong to the 

glycosaminoglycan (GAG) family of complex carbohydrates [1].  Heparin is synthesized in the 

form of proteoglycan (PG, a glycosaminoglycan covalently connected to a protein core) mostly 

by connective tissue-type mast cells [2], and stored in the mast cell secretory granules; whereas 

HS (as PG) is present either on the plasma membrane and/or in the extracellular matrix of 

eukaryotic cells [1, 3-5]. Structurally, both heparin and HS share the same building units, 

namely iduronic acid (α-L-iduronic acid, IdoA, or β-D-glucuronic acid, GlcA) and D-

glucosamine (GlcN); however the composition and sequence of these units vary between the 

two molecules [1]. Moreover, both building units are open to different N- and O-sulfation 

modifications at different positions, which gives rise to a great diversity among heparin and HS 

GAG structures. The HS is generally less sulfated than heparin [4, 6].  

Heparin/ HS GAGs are associated with important biological functions (reviewed in [4]) 

such as cell growth [7], angiogenesis [8, 9], and blood coagulation [10] processes. Clinical use 

of heparin is mainly based on its anticoagulant properties; it is administered to prevent blood 

clotting in a variety of bleeding disorders or during surgical procedures [11].  Given the 

abundance of functional roles heparin/HS GAGs undertake, they have been actively studied in 

a variety of biological contexts. Molecular modeling studies with GROMACS and AMBER 

based force fields have been carried out to study the dynamics of the heparin molecule in 

solution [12, 13], and binding of heparin to proteins [14], growth factors [15], and of particular 

interest to polynucleotide-based therapeutics, to polymeric carriers [16]. Motivated by the 

findings of Chapter 4 where heparin disassembled siRNA-polyethylenimine (PEI) complexes 

in a concentration dependent manner (observed by physicochemical studies) while micro RNA, 
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miRNA, was found adsorbed onto the siRNA-PEI complex without disrupting its integrity 

(physicochemical studies and MD simulations with CHARMM force field), our ultimate goal is 

to perform MD simulations to investigate the mechanism of action of heparin on polynucleotide 

complexes with CHARMM force field. Although the topology and parameters of the heparin’s 

main building blocks are available in CHARMM36 carbohydrate force field [17, 18], given the 

structural diversity of the heparin/HS GAGs, further parameterization is needed depending on 

the particular heparin structure of interest. In this chapter, we present CHARMM force field 

based topology development and parameterization of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

solution structure of a heparin fragment (PDB code: 1HPN [19]).  

5.2. Building the Force Field for Heparin  

5.2.1. Initial Structures and Nomenclature  

The NMR solution structure of a heparin fragment (PDB code: 1HPN [19]) is composed of six 

N,O6-disulfo-glucosamine (GlcNS(6S)) – 2-O-sulfo-alpha-L-idopyranuronic acid (IdoA2S) 

disaccharide units. The chemical structures of GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S are given in Figure 5.1. 

Adopting the initial atomic coordinates of the GlcNS(6S) – IdoA2S disaccharide from the NMR 

structure of heparin (PDB code: 1HPN, Model 1 [19]), we investigated two heparin molecules 

having different chain lengths, 12 residues and 21 residues, respectively. Hereafter, we will refer 

to these molecules, respectively, as 12-mer and 21-mer heparin. The chemical structures of the 

two heparins studied are given in Figure 5.2. For the construction of the initial structure of the 

12-mer heparin, the atomic coordinates were directly adopted from the PDB code: 1HPN, Model 

1 [19]; then two ends of the molecule were saturated with H atoms as these saturation sites are 

missing in the original crystal structure.  Specifically, the 12-mer heparin molecule starts with 

a GlcNS(6S), saturated with H at the O1 position; continues with five repeating units of the 
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IdoA2S – GlcNS(6S) disaccharide; and ends with IdoA2S, saturated with H at the O4 position 

(Figure 5.2a). Similarly, for the construction of the initial structure of the 21-mer heparin, the 

initial atomic coordinates were adopted from the PDB code: 1HPN, Model 1 [19]. In order to 

extend the length of the heparin chain, the number of repeating units of the IdoA2S – GlcNS(6S) 

disaccharide (n) was increased from n = 5 to n = 9, using Schrödinger’s Maestro software [20]. 

Specifically, the molecule starts with a GlcNS(6S), saturated with H at the O1 position; 

continues with nine repeating units of the IdoA2S – GlcNS(6S) disaccharide; followed by an 

IdoA2S residue; and ends with a GlcNS(6S), saturated with H at the O4 position (Figure 5.2b). 

In both heparin molecules studied, all the residues are linked together via the 1  4 glycosidic 

linkage. The saturation sites at both ends of the heparin molecule, as well as one of the 1  4 

glycosidic linkages as an example are highlighted in red in Figure 5.2. 

 
Figure 5.1. Planar representations of the building blocks of heparin. 
 (a) N,O6-disulfo-glucosamine (GlcNS(6S)), (b) 2-O-sulfo-alpha-L-idopyranuronic acid 
(IdoA2S). The numbering of the atoms is included to provide clarity to some of the discussed 
structural features, and it is as follows: the carbons: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6; the hydrogens: H1, 
H2, H3, H4, H5, H61, H62, HO1, HO3, HO4, HN; the oxygens: O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6, O61, 
O62, O1S, O2S, O3S, O4S, O5S, O6S; the nitrogen: N; and the sulfurs: S, S1, S2.  
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Figure 5.2. Planar structures of the heparin molecules studied. 
(a) 12-mer, and (b) 21-mer heparin molecule. The number of repeating units of the IdoA2S – 
GlcNS(6S) disaccharide is denoted with n. The boundaries of each residue are indicated with 
red dashed lines. The saturation sites and one of the 1  4 glycosidic linkages are highlighted 
in red.  

 

5.2.2. Topology Development and Parameterization 

Topology of the building blocks of heparin are available in CHARMM36 additive all-atom 

carbohydrate force field [17] except for the sulfamate group (NHSO3
-) in GlcNS(6S), which is 

adopted from an extended CHARMM36 general force field (CGENFF36) of sulfonyl-
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containing compounds [21]. All the atom types were assigned by analogy to their parent 

compounds. The analogous residue (the parent compound) to GlcNS(6S) in CHARMM36 

additive all-atom carbohydrate force field is “AGLCNA”, which is a-N-acetylglucosamine 

(GlcNAc). This parent compound consists of a hexopyranose ring, a C2 N-acetylamine and a 

C6 hydroxyl group. The chemical structure of AGLCNA, and the process of building the 

GlcNS(6S) from AGLCNA and other identified compounds in CHARMM36 additive all-atom 

carbohydrate force field and CHARMM36 general force field (CGENFF36) are schematically 

shown in Figure 5.3. Firstly, a sulfate patch to C6 position (PRES SHOM) was applied from the 

model compounds in CHARMM additive force field developed for phosphate and sulfate groups 

linked to carbohydrates [18] in order to have the O-sulfate group at C6. Initial atomic partial 

charges of the hexopyranose ring as well as the O-sulfate group linked to C6 position were 

assigned from the parent compounds by analogy. The sulfamate group in GlcNS(6S) was built 

based on the analogy to residues “MMSM, N-Methylmethanesulfonamide”, and “EESM, N-

ethyl-ethanesulfonamide” in the extended CGENFF36 for sulfonyl-containing compounds [21]. 

These two residues were selected among the other sulfonyl-containing compounds as they both 

contain an identical –NHSO2– group that better resembles the sulfamate group of the GlcNS(6S) 

in terms of chemical structure and neighbouring bonds. The atom types of the –NHSO2– group 

was directly adopted from the aforementioned two parent compounds. Since GlcNS(6S) 

comprises a NHSO3
-  group instead of NHSO2, an extra oxygen atom having the same atom type 

as the other oxygens in the SO2 group was added to the structure, as to follow a similar 

methodology to CHARMM’s in creating negatively charged sulfate patches comprising three 

identical oxygens bound to a sulfur atom [18]. Although the atom types of the sulfamate group 

were directly assigned from the parent compounds by analogy, the partial atomic charges were 
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not transferred, as the charge distribution is expected to differ when the sulfamate group is bound 

to the hexapyranose ring. For a more accurate determination of the atomic charges of the 

sulfamate group and its neighboring atoms, C2 and H2, quantum mechanical (QM) calculations 

were carried out. Single-point energy calculations were performed on a single GlcNS(6S) 

molecule, saturated with H at both ends (at O1 and O4 positions) (Figure 5.1a), at HF/6-31G(d) 

level using Gaussian 09 [22]. AmberTools [23] was then used to obtain the restrained 

electrostatic potential (Resp) charges that render a good fit to the calculated electrostatic 

potential. The charge calculation was carried out for the whole molecule, and the resulting Resp 

charges along with their comparison to the partial atomic charges adopted from CHARMM36 

additive all-atom carbohydrate force field are given in Table 5.1. The reported decimal points 

in the calculated Resp charges was adjusted to be consistent with the CHARMM36 charges. 

Note that the CHARMM force field divides the molecules into charge groups where the sum of 

the partial atomic charges evaluates to an integer value. The charge groups of GlcNS(6S) are 

shown in Table 5.1, and for consistency, the same group representation is followed for the Resp 

charges. Only the partial atomic charges of the sulfamate group and its neighboring atoms 

(Group 2 in Table 5.1) were adopted from the QM calculations (shown in italic in Table 5.1); 

as the rest of the charge assignment was done by analogy to the parent compounds in 

CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force field.  The expected total charge of the 

individual GlcNS(6S) molecule is –2; –1 charge being localized to the sulfamate group (Group 

2 in Table 5.1) and the remaining –1 charge localized to the O-sulfate group at C6 position 

(Group 5 in Table 5.1). The distribution of the charges, however, is slightly different between 

CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force field and Resp charges calculated at QM 

level amongst the charge groups. Adopting only the charges of the Group 2 from the QM level 
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calculations (–0.981), hence, introduced a small error to the expected charge of the Group 2 (–

1). The error of –0.019 was equally distributed (–0.0063 each) to the three oxygens (O1S, O2S, 

O3S) bound to the S1 atom of the sulfamate group (details of the atom numbering can be found 

in Figure 5.1a), yielding –0.720 per sulfate oxygen and –1 for the total charge of Group 2.    

 

Figure 5.3. The flowchart of building the topology of GlcNS(6S) from the analogous 
molecules in CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force field and CHARMM36 
general force field (CGENFF36).  
The planar representations of the molecules are given, and only the numbering of the atoms of 
interest is shown for clarity.  
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Table 5.1. Comparison of the partial atomic charges of an individual GlcNS(6S) molecule. 
Charges are retrieved from (i) the charge assignment by analogy to the parent molecules in 
CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force field and (ii) quantum mechanical 
calculations at HF/6-31G(d) level. Only the charges shown in italic are adopted from the 
restrained electrostatic potential charges, with the adjustment to the charges of O1S, O2S and 
O3S as explained above. The details of the atom numbering of GlcNS(6S) can be found in 
Figure 5.1a.  

 Atom 
Charges adopted from 
CHARMM36 all-atom 

carbohydrate force field  

Restrained electrostatic potential 
(Resp) charges 

 from QM calculations 

G
R

O
U

P 
 

#1
 

C1 0.340 0.116 
H1 0.090 0.202 
O1 -0.650 -0.667 

HO1 0.420 0.451 
C5 0.110 0.029 
H5 0.090 0.091 
O5 -0.400 -0.383 

Total charge of the group 1: 0 -0.161 

G
R

O
U

P 
 

#2
 

C2 0.070 0.057 
H2 0.090 0.136 
N -0.470 -0.680 

HN 0.310 0.314 
S1 Not available 1.334 

O1S Not available -0.714 
O2S Not available -0.714 
O3S Not available -0.714 

Total charge of the group 2: Not available* -0.981 

G
R

O
U

P 
#3

 

C3 0.140 0.255 
H3 0.090 0.098 
O3 -0.650 -0.672 

HO3 0.420 0.425 
Total charge of the group 3: 0 0.106 

G
R

O
U

P 
#4

 

C4 0.140 0.146 
H4 0.090 0.144 
O4 -0.650 -0.716 

HO4 0.420 0.465 
Total charge of the group 4: 0 0.039 

G
R

O
U

P 
#5

  

C6 -0.280 0.007 
H61 0.090 0.120 
H62 0.090 0.047 
O6 -0.280 -0.367 
S2 1.330 1.240 

O4S -0.650 -0.683 
O5S -0.650 -0.683 
O6S -0.650 -0.683 

Total charge of the group 5: -1 -1.002 
Total charge of the molecule Not available* -1.999 

*: The atomic partial charges of the sulfamate group are not directly available in CHARMM36 additive all-atom 
force field. However, the expected charge of the Group 2 is -1, with total charge of the molecule being -2.  
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The analogous residue to IdoA2S in CHARMM36 additive all-atom force field is 

“AIDOA”, which is α-L-iduronic acid. This parent compound consists of a hexopyranose ring, 

a C2 hydroxyl group, a carboxylate anion at C5. The chemical structure of AIDOA, and the 

process of building IdoA2S from AIDOA and the other identified compounds in CHARMM36 

additive all-atom carbohydrate force field are schematically shown in Figure 5.4. In order to 

build IdoA2S from the parent compound, a sulfate patch to C2 (PRES CHSHB) was applied 

from model compounds in CHARMM additive force field developed for phosphate and sulfate 

groups linked to carbohydrates [18] in order to have the O-sulfate group at C2 position. Initial 

partial charges of all the atoms were assigned from the parent compounds by analogy. The total 

charge of the individual IdoA2S molecule is –2; each –1 being carried by the carboxylate and 

the O-sulfate groups linked at C5 and C2 positions, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 5.4. The flowchart of building the topology of IdoA2S from the analogous molecules 
in CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force field.  
The planar representations of the molecules are given, and only the numbering of the atoms of 
interest are shown for clarity. 
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Upon building the topology of the GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S, the individual building blocks 

were linked together via 1à4 glycosidic linkage. The process we followed while linking the 

residues of heparin is given in Figure 5.5. We adopted a similar procedure to the equatorial – 

axial 1à4 linkage (PRES 14ba) patch in CHARMM36 additive all-atom carbohydrate force 

field [24]. In the case of two residues to be linked together, the patch PRES 14ba deletes the 

HO4 of the first residue, and the O1 and HO1 of the second, hence assigns O4 as the linkage 

oxygen; while in the original pdb (PDB code: 1HPN [19]), the O1 atom was kept as the linkage 

oxygen. To follow the same numbering of the linkage atoms in the original PDB for consistency, 

we removed the O4 and HO4 of the first and the HO1 of the second residue, keeping O1 of the 

second residue and assigning it as the linkage oxygen (Figure 5.5). Despite the slight differences 

in the two procedures, both result in the same 1 à 4 glycosidic linkage: C1 – O (O1 or O4 

depending on the atomic numbering and/or which atoms are removed during the linkage) – C4. 

The partial charges of the linkage atoms were assigned accordingly from the patch PRES 14ba.  
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Figure 5.5. The schematic representation of the process of linking the building blocks of 
heparin together.  
The planar representations of the building blocks, GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S, are given (see Figure 
5.1 for the details on the atom numbering), and the linkage of three residues is shown as an 
example. The atoms to be removed during the linking process are shown in red, and highlighted 
with dashed circles and red arrows. The 1 4 glycosidic linkages to be formed between the 
residues are pointed with a green arrow.  

 

Bond, angle, torsion, and van der Waals parameters were adopted from the existing 

parameters of the analogous compounds selected from CHARMM36 additive all-atom 

carbohydrate force field [17] and CGENFF36 [21]. The missing parameters were assigned by 

following the methodology outlined in CGENFF [25].  
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5.3. Validation of the Force Field 

For the equilibration of the initial structures of 12-mer and 21-mer heparin; each individual 

molecule was solvated in a TIP3P water box, with a 15 Å margin from all the sides; and 

neutralized with the addition of a proper amount of K+ ions. Simulations were then performed 

with MD package of NAMD [26] with a time step of 2 fs and periodic boundary conditions 

(PBC), particle mesh Ewald (PME) [27] for full electrostatics, a cut-off of 12 Å for van der 

Waals and pairwise interactions, and SHAKE algorithm [28] to constrain the bonds involving 

H atoms. Systems were first minimized for 10 ps, then were gradually heated to 300 K within a 

20 ps period, with a harmonic restraint (10 kcal/mol·Å2) on non-H atoms of the solute. This 

restraint was kept for another 10 ns, and then removed; and NPT simulations were further 

performed for 10 ns. Later the validation of the force field will be carried out by comparison to 

a previously published simulation study in literature [12] where a decasaccharide heparin 

fragment was simulated for 3ns; therefore 10 ns was chosen as the simulation time to be closer 

to the simulation length of the adopted reference study for fair comparison. Temperature control 

was achieved with Langevin dynamics thermostat with a thermostat damping coefficient of 10 

ps−1 for all the non-H atoms. Nosé−Hoover−Langevin barostat, with the damping time scale of 

100 fs and Langevin piston oscillation period of 200 fs, was used for pressure control. The initial 

and final (at the end of 10 ns restrained + 10 ns free MD simulation) structures of the two heparin 

molecules simulated are given in Figure 5.6. Some changes were observed in the conformation 

of the hexopyranose rings over the course of the simulations (final structures in Figure 5.6). The 

internal iduronic acid residues are known to have an equilibrium ring conformation between 

chair, 1C4, and skew boat, 2S0 conformers [29]. The NMR solution structure of heparin (PDB 

code: 1HPN [19]) comprises two models, Model 1 and 2; where hexopyranose rings of the 
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IdoA2S residues have the 2S0 and 1C4 conformations, respectively. In this study, we adopted the 

initial coordinates from the Model 1, and did not implement any constraints on the hexopyranose 

rings to keep their initial ring puckering states; therefore, they are free to transition between any 

favored ring conformer over the course of the simulations. From the final structures given in 

Figure 5.6, it could be seen that the ring conformations in both heparins show some tendency of 

deviation from their initial configurations; however, investigation of the degree of transition in 

the ring puckering states is out of the scope of this study.  

 

 
Figure 5.6. The initial and final (at the end of 10 ns restrained + 10 ns free MD simulation) 
structures of the heparin molecules studied.  
(a) 12-mer, and (b) 21-mer heparin. The color coding of the atoms is as follows: cyan, C; red, 
O; yellow, S; blue, N; white, H.  
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The validation of the developed force field for heparin was carried out by monitoring the 

two torsional angles of the glycosidic linkages of the 12-mer heparin molecule (Figure 5.7c) 

over the course of the simulations, and comparing the resulting trends with the previously 

published data in Ref. 12. In Ref. 12, a decasaccharide fragment of heparin was simulated upon 

adopting the initial coordinates of the heparin building blocks from PDB code: 1HPN. Ref. 12 

studies both Models 1 and 2; however, for the purpose of this work, we will only compare our 

results with their published data on Model 1. Ref. 12 uses a PRODRG [30] based topology, with 

some refinements on the partial atomic charges by adopting the Lowdin charges from QM 

calculations. Improper dihedral angles to constrain the 2S0 conformational state of the IdoA2S 

residues as in PDB code: 1HPN, Model 1 [19] were also implemented in Ref. 12; whereas in 

our work no additional constraints on the IdoA2S residues were used. 3 ns MD simulations on 

a single heparin decasacchharide were carried out in Ref. 12 using GROMACS MD package 

and force field.  

Figure 5.7 shows the heparin molecules simulated in Ref. 12 and in this work, as well as 

the detailed definition of the torsional angles. It should be noted that there are some differences 

in the residue numbering between this work and Ref. 12. We followed the residue numbering in 

the original PDB file (PDB code: 1HPN [19]), where the structure consists of 12 residues which 

are numbered in ascending order from right to left (Figure 5.7b). The structure simulated in Ref. 

12 however, has 10 residues which are labeled with letters in ascending order from left to right 

(Figure 5.7a).   
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Figure 5.7. Planar representations, residue numbering, and glycosidic torsional angles of 
the heparin molecules. 
(a) Simulated in Ref. 12, and (b) simulated in this study. The torsional angles, φ and ψ,  are also 
shown, of which the detailed definition is given in (c), with the atoms constituting the torsional 
angles being highlighted in red. 
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There are two types of 1à4 linkages, one from IdoA2S to GlcNS(6S), which will be 

denoted as IdoA2SàGlcNS(6S); and one from GlcNS(6S) to IdoA2S which will be denoted as 

GlcNS(6S)àIdoA2S. In the 12-mer heparin molecule, this definition generates six 

IdoA2SàGlcNS(6S) linkages, where the corresponding torsion angles will be odd-numbered; 

and five GlcNS(6S)àIdoA2S linkages, where the corresponding torsion angles will be even-

numbered (Figure 5.7b). The difference in residue numbering between this work and Ref. 12 

leads to some differences in the numbering of the torsional angles; e.g. the f!in this study 

corresponds to f" in Ref. 12 (Figure 5.7a, b).   

We monitored the torsional angles over the 10 ns NPT simulations, and plotted these angles 

as a function of simulation time in Figure 5.8a. The reference data retrieved from Ref. 12 is also 

given in Figure 5.8b for comparison. We were able to regenerate the distribution of all the 

torsional angles reported in Ref. 12. It must be noted that a slightly larger data scattering is 

observed for the torsional angles of the GlcNS(6S)àIdoA2S linkage.  
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Figure 5.8. Glycosidic torsional angles as a function of the simulation time.  
(a) From the analysis of the simulations performed in this study. (b) Results reported in Ref. 12; 
reprinted from Verli H & Guimarães JA (2004) Molecular dynamics simulation of a 
decasaccharide fragment of heparin in aqueous solution. Carbohydr Res 339(2):281-290, 
Copyright 2004, with permission from Elsevier. Each subfigure consists of four plots 
corresponding to φ and ψ of the two types of 1 4 linkages, IdoA2S GlcNS(6S) and 
GlcNS(6S) IdoA2S. IdoA2S and GlcNS(6S) are denoted as IdoA and GlcN, respectively, in 
Ref. 12. 
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For a more quantitative comparison, we also investigated the average values of the torsional 

angles over the simulation period (Table 5.2). Our developed CHARMM force field for heparin 

was able to generate IdoA2S à GlcNS(6S) f and GlcNS(6S) à IdoA2S y angles closer to the 

NMR reference data than the force field used in Ref. 12. Other angles, IdoA2SàGlcNS(6S) y 

and GlcNS(6S)àIdoA2S f, were close to the data reported in Ref. 12 with a slightly higher 

standard deviation in GlcNS(6S)àIdoA2S f due to the slightly larger data scattering discussed 

above.  

Table 5.2. Average values of the glycosidic torsional angles. 
The data averaged over the simulated time of this study, and the reported average angles in Ref. 
12 (Figure 5.8b) are given. The reference data obtained from the NMR solution structure of 
heparin (PDB code: 1HPN, Model 1 [19]) is also provided for comparison.  

Torsional angles (°) PDB Code: 1HPN, 
Model 1 

Ref. 12 
Model 1 

This study 

IdoA2S à GlcNS(6S) 
f -55.4 -75.0 ± 10.7 -68.2 ± 9.6 
y -107.4 -116.6 ± 10.6 -119.8 ± 9.9 

GlcNS(6S) à IdoA2S 
f 108.6 96.6 ± 14.1 99.8 ± 21.1 
y -157.5 -125.0 ± 15.1 -149.5 ± 18.7 

 

In addition to the glycosidic linkage torsional angles, we monitored the intramolecular H-

bonds between the carboxylate/sulfamate moieties and the hydroxyl groups of the heparin 

residues. Ref. 12 investigated three H-bonds (illustrated in Figure 5.9) that could form between 

(i) the hydroxyl group of GlcNS(6S) and carboxylate of IdoA2S (labeled as A in Figure 5.9), 

(ii) hydroxyl and sulfamate groups of GlcNS(6S) (labeled as B in Figure 5.9), and (iii) hydroxyl 

group of IdoA2S and sulfamate of GlcNS(6S) (labeled as C in Figure 5.9). The distance between 

the O atoms of the tagged pairs was reported as representative of each H-bond. 
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Figure 5.9. Representation of the intramolecular H-bonds of the heparin chain.  
A schematic is given for the intramolecular H-bonds reported in Ref. 12 that could form between 
(A) the hydroxyl group of GlcNS(6S) and the carboxylate of IdoA2S, (B) the hydroxyl and 
sulfamate groups of GlcNS(6S), (C) the hydroxyl group of IdoA2S and sulfamate of GlcNS(6S). 

 
As the carboxylate and sulfamate moieties contain multiple O atoms that can act as proton 

acceptors, two or three O – O distances can be measured, respectively, for the tagged pairs. Ref. 

12 reported the minimum value of the distance measured among these two or three possibilities; 

therefore, for consistency, we followed the same approach and reported the average value of the 

lowest distance measured throughout the time trajectory (Table 5.3). We compared our results 

with the reference values calculated from the NMR solution structure of heparin, and the data 

reported in Ref. 12, which are given in the first two columns of Table 5.3, respectively. Despite 

the absence of improper dihedrals to constrain the 2S0 conformational state of the IdoA2S 

residues in this work in comparison with the constrained structure in Ref. 12, the O – O distances 

of the tagged pairs measured from our trajectories were closer to the NMR reference data. In 

this study, the deviation from the NMR reference data in the O – O distances were found to be 

0.2 Å, 0 Å, and 0.5 Å for the A, B, and C pairs, respectively; whereas a larger deviation was 

reported in all the O – O distances in Ref. 12 (0.4 Å, 0.2 Å, and 0.9 Å, for A, B, and C, 
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respectively). These results indicate that 12-mer heparin in our study did not experience 

significant conformational changes, thus mostly conserved its intramolecular H-bonding 

network. This also explains the linkage dihedrals we reported in Table 5.2 being closer to NMR 

reference data than those of Ref. 12. Moreover, the large data scattering observed in the 

GlcNS(6S) à IdoA2S angles (Figure 5.8) could be due to the deviation of 0.5 Å from NMR 

reference data in the interaction between the hydroxyl group of IdoA2S and sulfamate of 

GlcNS(6S) (labeled as C in Figure 5.9), affecting the torsional angle between the two residues.  

 
Table 5.3. The O – O distance (Å) of the tagged pairs depicted in Figure 5.9.  
The minimum distance amongst the two or three possibilities was chosen as outlined in Ref. 12, 
and the data reported in this study is the average of the minimum distances over the 10 ns 
simulation time.  

Distance between the oxygen 
atoms of the tagged pair (Å) 

PDB Code: 
1HPN, Model 1 

Ref. 12  
Model 1 

This study 

A 3.4 3.8 3.6 
B 3.7 3.5 3.7 
C 2.8 3.7 3.3 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

We presented the topology development and parameterization of the NMR solution structure of 

a 12-mer heparin, and an extended 21-mer heparin chain, based on the available CHARMM36 

carbohydrate force field. We ran 10 ns, unrestrained MD simulation on the 12-mer heparin 

fragment, and monitored the glycosidic torsional angles and the intramolecular H-bonds for the 

validation of our model. We performed a comparison with Verli and Guimarães’ study [12] 

where a PRODRG based topology with charge refinements and GROMACS force field were 

used. We obtained similar results to the outcomes reported by Verli and Guimarães, which 

demonstrates the reliability of our model. The 12-mer heparin molecule simulated in this study 
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did not experience significant conformational changes and mostly conserved its starting 

intramolecular H-bonding network and glycosidic torsional angles, and yielded closer values to 

the NMR reference data. The constructed molecular model and force field for heparin will be 

used in the MD simulations in Chapter 6 to investigate the roles of heparin on the delivery of 

polynucleotide-based therapeutics with polymeric carriers.  
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6. Mechanistic Insights into the Role of Glycosaminoglycans in 

Polymeric Nanoparticle Delivery by Molecular Dynamics 

SimulationsX 
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6.1. Introduction 

Gene therapy with polynucleotide-based therapeutic agents holds considerable promise in a 

range of genetic and acquired diseases, including cancer. For functional delivery, 

polynucleotides are formulated into nanoparticulate structures by drug carriers for the protection 

of the polynucleotide cargo while facilitating its translocation through the plasma membrane. 

Owing to their safety and versatility, synthetic cationic polymers are the most utilized carriers. 

For a therapeutic benefit, either locally or systemically administered polynucleotides must be 

internalized by the targeted cells, remain intact in endocytic compartments, and disassemble 

from the polymeric carriers to be transported to the appropriate sub-cellular compartment. 

Extracellular matrix components and cell membrane molecules have been recognized to be 

involved in the process of polynucleotide delivery, as the cellular uptake of the polynucleotide 

complexes is influenced by their interaction with the membrane milieu. Glycosaminoglycans 

(GAGs) located on the cell surface and in extracellular matrix, are a class of structurally 

heterogeneous complex polysaccharides (10-100 kDa [1]), having a high anionic charge density 

due to the presence of carboxyl and sulfate groups [2, 3]. The most common GAGs are 

heparin/heparan sulfate (HS), chondroitin/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS), keratan sulfate (KS), and 

hyaluronic acid (HA) [4-6].  

The role of the GAGs on polynucleotide complexes has been controversial and long 

debated. Previous studies have reported widely different and seemingly contradictory 

conclusions on the involvement of GAGs in the polynucleotide delivery pathway. On one hand, 

sulfated GAGs have been attributed beneficial effects in the delivery of polynucleotide 

complexes. It was suggested that GAGs can act as “receptors”, upon the observation of a 

significant reduction in the transfection efficiency of complexes in vitro [7] and in vivo [8] after 
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alteration of cell surface GAGs by either treatment with chlorate that decreases the sulfation of 

GAGs [9] or by enzymatic removal of the GAGs with GAG lysases. Moreover, chlorate treated 

cells were shown to display increased levels of cationic lipid associated cytotoxicity while 

addition of exogenous sulfated GAGs to the medium could reverse this toxic effect, suggesting 

that GAGs can reduce the complex cytotoxicity by shielding the high cationic charge of the 

complexes [2]. On the other hand, exogenous GAGs were reported to decrease in vitro 

transfection efficiency of the complexes [7, 8, 10]. The delivery agents that are the most 

susceptible to the deleterious effects of GAGs were identified as the polycationic carriers with 

buffering capability, such as polyamidoamine dendrimers, polyethylenimine (PEI), and 

dioctadecylamidoglycylspermine; while fusogenic lipids such as 1,2-dioleyl-3-

phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) were observed to resist better the GAG associated inhibitory 

events [10]. The inhibitory effects of the GAGs were attributed to their capability to alter or 

disrupt the integrity of complexes. Many physicochemical studies carried out in this context 

[10-13] have reported partial relaxation of the complexes or complete release of polynucleotide 

cargo depending on GAG concentration and the physical properties of the GAG. In addition, 

binding of free GAGs to complexes was suggested to sequester the cationic charge of 

complexes, preventing them from establishing electrostatic interactions with the cell membrane 

or “GAG receptors” on the cell surface, hence blocking the cellular entry [8]. GAGs could also 

affect intracellular trafficking/dissociation of the polynucleotide complexes. Confocal 

microscopy studies have shown that exogenous GAGs could be internalized by the cells in 

complex with the carriers [3] and polynucleotide complexes [14], and the complex-bound GAGs 

may direct the complexes into unfavorable endosomes for functional translation [15, 16]. 
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Accordingly, these reported dual roles of GAGs in polynucleotide-based therapeutics creates a 

discrepancy in our understanding of GAGs in polynucleotide delivery.  

The molecular details of the interactions between the GAGs and polynucleotide complexes 

are obscure. The factors governing the extent of their interaction and the subsequent effects of 

these interactions on the functional performance are not well defined. The lack of a mechanistic 

understanding on the conditions leading to the change in biological performance hinders the 

development of functional polynucleotide delivery systems that could make use of the beneficial 

aspects of the GAGs, while withstanding their inhibitory effects. MD simulations can provide 

atomic resolution information on the dynamic evolution of the biological systems, which could 

not be readily attainable with most experimental tools. In this study, we performed a series of 

all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on model polynucleotide complex – GAG 

systems. We used a short interfering RNA (siRNA) as a representative polynucleotide and PEI 

as a prototypical polymeric carrier, while heparin served as a prototypical GAG. The simulation 

systems were designed based on the experimental literature with the aim of creating a series of 

scenarios in which the siRNA/PEI/heparin ternary systems might exist. At the all-atom level, 

Barnard and coworkers developed an approach to estimate a carrier’s ability to release a 

polynucleotide cargo by comparing the carrier’s binding affinity to DNA and to heparin sulfate 

from individual one-on-one binding simulations [17], without addressing the complex 

disassembly question directly. While this approach is useful to make comparative analysis 

among different carriers without running the three partite simulations, it does not provide any 

mechanistic details on complex disassembly and the behavior of the complexes in the presence 

of heparin. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to simulate the 

interactions of heparin with polynucleotide complexes using all-atom MD simulations. We aim 
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to shed light on the ambiguity in the experimental literature through detailed analysis of heparin 

interactions with the siRNA-PEI complexes and heparin-mediated changes on the 

conformational states of the complexes, and correlating them with the current experimental data.        

6.2. Methods 

6.2.1. Simulated Systems 

The specific siRNA simulated is designed for P-glycoprotein mRNA silencing [18]: sense: 5ʹ-

CAGAAAGCUUAGUACCAAATT-3ʹ; antisense: 5ʹ-UUUGGUACUAAGCUUUCUGTC-3ʹ. 

It carries a total charge of –40 in the fully deprotonated state. The initial structure of the siRNA 

is adopted from our previous study [19]. We studied two PEIs differing in molecular weight 

(MW): 568 Da and 1874 Da (Figure 6.1a and b). 568 Da PEI consists of 13 amine groups, of 

which 6 are protonated; 1874 Da PEI has 43 amine groups and 20 of them are protonated 

(indicated in Figure 6.1a, b). The protonation ratio is fixed to 46%, which corresponds to the 

experimentally determined protonation state at pH = 6 [20]. The initial structures of the PEIs 

are adopted from our previous studies [21, 22], where the pre-equilibration of the structures was 

performed for 6 ns for the 568 Da PEI [21], and 50 ns for the 1874 Da PEI [22] with MD package 

of NAMD [23]. We investigated two heparin molecules differing in length: a dodecasaccharide 

(12-mer), and a henicosasaccharide (21-mer). The structures of heparin (Figure 6.1c and d) 

consist of alternating units of N,O6-disulfo-glucosamine (GlcNS(6S)) and 2-O-sulfo-alpha-L-

idopyranuronic acid (IdoA2S) residues. The charge of the heparin molecule is dependent on its 

length; the 12-mer heparin carries a total charge of –24, whereas the 21-mer heparin molecule 

carries a total charge of –42. Details of the development of initial structures of the heparin 

fragments can be found in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 6.1. Chemical structures of the simulated molecules. 
(a) 568 Da PEI, (b) 1874 Da PEI, (c) 12-mer heparin, and (d) 21-mer heparin. Protonation sites 
of the PEIs are indicated with (+) in (a) and (b). The saturation sites in the heparin molecules 
are highlighted in red, and the number of the repeating IdoA2S – GlcNS(6S) disaccharide is 
denoted with n in (c) and (d).  

 
We investigated two groups of siRNA–PEI complexes with different polymer/siRNA 

charge ratios: one group with polymer/siRNA charge ratio >=1, and the other with 

polymer/siRNA charge ratio < 1. Changing the polymer/siRNA charge ratio (Table 6.1) was 

achieved by changing the MW of the PEI and/or the number of PEI molecules in the complexes. 

Complex 1 (C1) consisted of 2 siRNA and 14 PEI (568 Da) molecules. In the initial 

configuration of C1 (Figure 6.2a, left and middle panels), 2 siRNA molecules were placed at a 
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center of mass (COM) distance of 17.7 Å. Two PEIs were then placed amidst the 2 siRNAs, and 

the remaining 12 PEIs were placed symmetrically to surround the siRNAs. Upon solvation with 

TIP3P water and adding a proper amount of K+ and Cl- ions to achieve 150 mM salt 

concentration, the system was simulated for 10 ns (restrained) + 50 ns (free) for the 

complexation to occur. From the final configuration of C1 at the end of the simulation (Figure 

6.2a, right panel), the initial structure of the system Complex 2 (C2) was generated (Figure 6.2b, 

left and middle panels). This was done by removing the 12 PEI molecules in the periphery of 

the C1’s final structure, along with all the water molecules and ions, while keeping the 2 PEI 

molecules bridging the 2 siRNAs. Upon re-solvation and re-ionization (150 mM KCl), C2 was 

simulated for 10 ns (restrained) + 10 ns (free). Complex 3 (C3) consists of 2 siRNA and 4 PEI 

(1874 Da) molecules. In the initial configuration of C3 (Figure 6.2c, left and middle panels), 2 

siRNA molecules were placed at COM distance of 17.7 Å. Two PEIs were then positioned 

amidst the 2 siRNAs, and the remaining 2 PEIs were placed symmetrically to the periphery of 

the siRNAs. The system was solvated, ionized with 150 mM KCl and simulated for 10 ns 

(restrained) + 50 ns (free). The final configuration of C3 is given in Figure 6.2c, right panel. By 

removing the 2 peripheral PEIs along with all the water molecules and ions and keeping the 2 

PEIs bridging the two siRNAs, the initial structure of Complex 4 (C4) was built (Figure 6.2d, 

left and middle panels). System C4 was re-solvated and re-ionized, and then simulated for 10 

ns (restrained) + 10 ns (free). The final configurations of systems C1, C2, C3 and C4 (right panel 

of Figure 6.2a–d, respectively) were then adopted as input structures to further simulations with 

heparins.  
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Figure 6.2. Initial and final configurations of the simulated siRNA-PEI complexes.  
Initial (left: top view; and middle: side view) and final (right: top view). (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C3, 
and (d) C4. siRNAs are given in cyan, 568 Da PEIs are in gray, and 1874 Da PEIs are in orange. 
Water and ions are removed for clarity.  

 
To explore heparin’s effects on the complexes, seven simulation systems were designed to 

contain different numbers of heparin molecules (Table 6.1). All the siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary 

systems possess a net negative charge; the charge ratio of the heparin to PEI molecules in each 

system is given in the last column of Table 6.1. To design the initial structures of the siRNA-

PEI-heparin ternary systems (Figure 6.3a, c–f, h, i; left panel), a desired number of heparin 

molecules was added to the pre-formed siRNA-PEI complexes, which corresponded to the final 

configurations of systems C1, C2, C3 and C4 simulated. To facilitate the discussion herein, the 
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simulation systems are labeled to include the complex identifier, the number of heparins, and 

the length of the heparin molecule, respectively. For this purpose, 12-mer heparin is represented 

with lower case letters “sh (short heparin)” and 21-mer heparin with lower case letters “lh (long 

heparin)”, both appended to the number of heparins in the system name. To explore the influence 

of the MW of the PEIs, the simulated systems are divided into two main groups that contain 

PEIs of 568 Da and 1874 Da. The first group consists of systems bearing the 568 Da PEI: C1-

7sh, C2-2sh, C2-5sh and C2-2lh; and the second group has the 1874 Da PEI as the carrier: C3-

7sh, C4-5sh, C4-2lh. Within the first group, C2-2sh and C2-5sh differ only by the number of 

heparin molecules, which allows us to investigate the influence of heparin amount on the 

proposed roles of heparin. Systems C2-2sh and C2-2lh differ only by the length of the heparin 

molecule, which allows the exploration of possible consequences of heparin chain length (or 

MW) variation on the properties/dynamics of the complexes. To systematically explore the 

effect of the PEI MW, comparisons will be made in three pairs of systems: C1-7sh vs. C3-7sh, 

C2-5sh vs. C4-5sh, and C2-2lh vs. C4-2lh, as the two systems in each pair consist of the same 

number of heparins of the same chain length. All the heparin containing systems were simulated 

for 10 ns (restrained) + 250 ns (free), upon solvation in a rectangular box of TIP3P water with 

a margin of 15 Å from all sides, and ionization with 150 mM KCl.  

Two additional simulations were performed in the absence of heparins to serve as a 

“control”. Specifically, from the final structure of the C2 (Figure 6.2b, right panel), the starting 

structure of Complex 2 control (C2 ctl) was constructed by removing all the water molecules 

and ions (Figure 6.3b, left panel). Upon re-solvation and re-ionization (150 mM KCl), system 

C2 ctl was simulated for 10 ns (restrained) + 250 ns (free). Complex 4 control (C4 ctl, Figure 

6.3g, left panel) is constructed from C4, and simulated in a similar way. These systems will be 
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compared to their heparin bearing counterparts; i.e., system C2 ctl serves as a control to C2-2sh, 

C2-5sh and C2-2lh, and system C4 ctl is the control to C4-5sh and C4-2lh.  

 

Table 6.1. Information on the siRNA – PEI – heparin ternary systems simulated in this 
study. 

System PEI 
MW 
(Da) 

PEI/siRNA 
charge 
ratio 

Heparin 
length 

Number 
of 

heparins 

Simulation 
box volume 

(nm3) 

Heparin 
Concentration 

(mM) 

Heparin/PEI 
charge ratio 

C1-7sh 568  1.05 12-mer 7 1129.5 10.3  2.0 
C2-2sh 568 0.15 12-mer 2 793.8 4.2 4.0 
C2-5sh 568 0.15 12-mer 5 762.3 10.9 10.0 
C2-2lh 568 0.15 21-mer 2 981.2 3.4  7.0 
C3-7sh 1874 1.00 12-mer 7 1761.0 6.6 2.1 
C4-5sh 1874 0.50 12-mer 5 968.2 8.6 3.0 
C4-2lh 1874 0.50 21-mer 2 876.4 3.8 2.1 
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Figure 6.3. The initial and final configurations of the simulated siRNA-PEI-heparin 
ternary systems and their controls. 
Initial (left), final (right) configurations of systems (a) C1-7sh, (b) C2 ctl, (c) C2-2sh, (d) C2-
5sh, (e) C2-2lh, (f) C3-7sh, (g) C4 ctl, (h) C4-5sh, and (i) C4-2lh. The color coding of the 
molecules is as follows: cyan, siRNA; gray, 568 Da PEI; orange, 1874 Da PEI; red, 12-mer 
heparin; pink, 21-mer heparin. Water and ions are removed for clarity.  

 

6.2.2. Simulation Details.  

The force field for the PEI molecules was adopted from a CHARMM format force field which 

was generated and validated with ab initio calculations in our previous works [21, 22, 24]. The 

force field for the heparin molecule was devised by following the CHARMM General Force 
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Field (CGENFF) methodology [25]. The procedure we followed for the development and 

validation of heparin’s force field is given in detail in Chapter 5.  

All simulations were performed with MD package of NAMD [23]. A time step of 2 fs, 

periodic boundary conditions (PBC), particle mesh Ewald (PME) [26] for full electrostatics, a 

cut-off of 12 Å for van der Waals and pairwise interactions, and SHAKE algorithm [27] to 

constrain the bonds involving H atoms were used in all simulations. All systems were first 

minimized for 5000 steps, and then gradually heated from 0 K to 300 K within 20 ps, with a 

harmonic restraint of 10 kcal/mol·Å2 on non-H atoms of the solute. Systems were further 

simulated for 10 ns while keeping the restraint on solute’s non-H atoms. The restraint was then 

removed, and NPT simulations were performed for 50 ns for complexes C1 and C3, 10 ns for 

complexes C2 and C4, and 250 ns for all the siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary systems as well as their 

controls. Temperature control was achieved with Langevin dynamics thermostat with thermostat 

damping coefficient of 10 ps-1 for all the non-H atoms. Nosé−Hoover−Langevin barostat with 

damping time scale of 100 fs and Langevin piston oscillation period of 200 fs was used for 

pressure control. VMD [28] was used for the visualization and analysis of the simulation 

trajectories.  

6.3. Results and Discussion 

The final configurations of the siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary systems as well as their controls are 

shown in the right panel of Figure 6.3. The conformational states of the ternary systems were 

vastly varied depending on: (i) the physical properties of siRNA-PEI complexes, namely 

PEI/siRNA charge ratio and PEI MW, and (ii) heparin properties, namely the length of the 

heparin chain and the number of heparin molecules. We investigated the effect of heparin on 

the dynamics of the complexes, as well as the atomistic details of the interactions formed 
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between the PEI and heparin to elucidate the mechanism of heparin mediated changes on the 

siRNA complexes.  

6.3.1. Dynamics of siRNA Complexes in the Presence of Heparin 

6.3.1.1. siRNA Dynamics 

The integrity of siRNA complexes en-route to cells is a critical parameter affecting the desired 

therapeutic outcome. To assess the compactness of the complexes in the absence and presence 

of heparin molecules, we first monitored the time course of the center of mass (COM) distance 

between the two siRNAs. In Figure 6.4a, we plotted the COM distance as a function of the 

simulation time, along with the average COM distance over the last 50 ns of the simulations in 

Figure 6.4b. It can be seen from Figure 6.4a that five out of seven simulated systems display 

COM distances that are fluctuating from 25 Å to 35 Å throughout the simulations; whereas two 

systems, C2 ctl and C2-2sh, exhibited COM separation beyond 35 Å. The latter two systems 

share the same complex composition (C2) comprising a low MW PEI, and possess a PEI/siRNA 

charge ratio below unity. For quantification purposes, we defined the time for siRNA separation 

when the COM distance between the two siRNA molecules reaches 35 Å and shows an overall 

increasing trend beyond this value. Following this definition, the control system C2 ctl was 

observed to experience siRNA separation with a sudden jump in the COM distance above 40 Å 

at around 100 ns, after which an increasing trend with fluctuations was observed reaching to 

54.37 ± 5.45 Å on average over the last 50 ns. In comparison, system C2-2sh experienced less 

separation (with an average value of 40.05 ± 2.38 Å for the last 50 ns) starting at ~170 ns. 

Increasing the number of heparin molecules from low to moderate (C2-5sh), or the length of the 

heparin molecule from 12-mer to 21-mer (C2-2lh) prevented the separation of the siRNAs. 

Compared with C2 ctl (no heparin), the presence of heparin molecules did not expedite (C2-
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2sh), or cause (C2-5sh, C2-2lh) siRNA separation; however, these observations could be 

attributed to MD-related limitations such as finite simulation box size and the use of PBC. PBC 

are used to introduce the bulk properties of the solution, where the primitive simulation cell is 

replicated in all directions to create infinite images of the simulation box [29]. As our 

simulations consist of complex disordered many-body systems, PBC use may bring in an 

“artificial periodicity” [30]. Our simulation boxes are quite spacious (15 Å water layer from all 

edges of the box), but the presence of free heparin molecules close to the edges increases the 

chances of heparins interacting with their own images. This interaction might impose a repulsive 

force on the primitive cell, confining the contents of the simulation box to a limited space and 

hindering the necessary particle motions needed for siRNA separation in C2-5sh. 

Among the low MW PEI systems, increasing the PEI/siRNA charge ratio above unity (C1-

7sh) increased the stability of complexes, so that no separation was evident. No separation was 

also seen for high MW (1874 Da) PEI systems, namely C3-7sh, C4 ctl, C4-5sh, and C4-2lh, that 

displayed fairly stable COM separation through the simulations.  
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Figure 6.4. COM distance between the two siRNA molecules in siRNA-PEI-heparin 
ternary systems and their controls. 
(a) Time evolution, and (b) average values over the final 50 ns of the simulations. 

Visual examination of our simulation trajectories revealed an interesting mechanism 

involving the torsional motion of the siRNAs, i.e., change in relative orientation of the principal 

axes of the two siRNAs, accompanying siRNA separation. The torsional motion may impose a 

negative impact on the complex stability arising from (i) the weakening of the polyion bridging 

among multiple nucleic acids, and (ii) the generation of an accessible area between the siRNAs 

for binding of heparin molecules to exposed PEIs. Thus, the relative orientation of the siRNAs 

was monitored based on the cosine of the angle θ (cos θ) between the two siRNA molecules. To 
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do so, we defined a vector in each siRNA molecule by connecting two atoms at the opposite 

ends of the siRNA’s two strands (C1´ of the 18th residue in each strand). We then measured the 

angle θ between the two vectors as a function of the simulation time. θ = 0˚ (cos θ = 1) represents 

the configuration of two parallel siRNA molecules, whereas θ = 90˚ (cos θ = 0) corresponds to 

the two siRNAs being perpendicular to each other. Figure 6.5 shows the time evolution of cos 

θ in the simulated systems. All systems consist of two siRNA molecules which are initially 

aligned parallel (cos θ = 1). We defined the transition from parallel to perpendicular orientation 

when cos θ is reduced to 0.7, and shows an overall decreasing trend beyond. Such a transition 

indicates the complexes being “partially relaxed”. Partial relaxation was seen in systems C2 ctl, 

C2-2sh, C2-5sh, and C4 ctl. Among these four systems, separation of the siRNAs took place at 

~100 ns and ~170 ns in C2 ctl and C2-2sh, respectively. The time of transition from parallel to 

perpendicular siRNA orientation is at ~140 ns in both systems, revealing that the torsional 

motion of the siRNAs could either accompany or follow the siRNA separation, or could be a 

preceding mechanism to complex disassembly via the partial relaxation of the complex. System 

C2-5sh displayed a very early transition (at ~50 ns) in siRNA torsional motion in comparison 

with others, although siRNA separation was not present within the simulated time frame. The 

onset of partial relaxation was detected at ~230 ns in system C4 ctl, which comprises 1874 Da 

PEI as the carrier and PEI/siRNA charge ratio below unity. Compared with C2 ctl (both systems 

are in the absence of heparin), increasing the PEI MW from 568 Da to 1874 Da increased the 

overall stability of the complex. However, complex relaxation is still seen to some extent in this 

system given that PEI/siRNA charge ratio is below unity.  

Among the remaining systems, C3-7sh displayed the least amount of torsion, followed by 

C4-2lh and C4-5sh, all consisting of 1874 Da PEI. The systems with 568 Da PEI, C1-7sh and 
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C2-2lh, did not elicit the signs of partial relaxation, although the periods of high fluctuation in 

C2-2lh should be noted. These observations thereby highlighted the two distinct influences on 

the siRNA torsional motion. First, the course of relaxation was highly dependent on PEI MW 

as well as PEI/siRNA charge ratio. Second, increasing the heparin length in the 568 Da PEI 

systems impeded the partial relaxation of the complexes (C2-2sh vs. C2-2lh). 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Absolute value of cos θ between the two siRNA molecules as a function of the 
simulation time in siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary systems and their controls. 
(a) C1-7sh, (b) C2 ctl, (c) C2-2sh, (d) C2-5sh, (e) C2-2lh, (f) C3-7sh, (g) C4 ctl, (h) C4-5sh, 
and (i) C4-2lh.  
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6.3.1.2. PEI Dynamics 

To investigate the PEI dynamics accompanying separation or partial relaxation of the siRNAs, 

we examined polyion bridging in C2 ctl, C2-2sh, C2-5sh, and C4 ctl, where the complexes 

displayed signs of instability. The polyion bridging pattern in the remaining systems can be 

found in Figures C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C. Figure 6.6 shows the number of PEI N atoms 

within 4 Å of any N/O atoms of siRNA or heparin, as a function of the simulation time. Here, 4 

Å represents the distance in which a direct H-bond between PEI amines and siRNA and/or 

heparin N/O could be formed [31]. Each subfigure contains two plots corresponding to the two 

PEIs in each system (labeled as PEI-1 and PEI-2 respectively). In these systems, we intentionally 

kept the two PEI molecules amidst the two siRNAs to serve as a bridge while constructing the 

initial configurations. Each plot has a different number of curves representing the two siRNA, 

and two or more of the heparin molecules (each heparin is labeled with a number, for example, 

heparin-1). To quantify polyion bridging, the following definitions have been made: (i) a PEI is 

defined as bound to an siRNA (or heparin) if it has at least one N atom within 4 Å of any of the 

N/O of the siRNA (or heparin); (ii) a polyion bridge forms when one PEI molecule is bound to 

two siRNA molecules simultaneously.  

In system C2 ctl (Figure 6.6a), PEI-1 and PEI-2 were found to bridge the two siRNA 

molecules up until 76 ns and 87 ns, respectively. Subsequently, each PEI maintained their 

interactions with their closest siRNA, losing their interaction with the other siRNA. As 

discussed above, C2 ctl showed siRNA COM separation at around 100 ns, followed by torsional 

motion of the siRNAs starting at ~140 ns. The loss of polyion bridging thus preceded both 

siRNA COM separation and the torsional motion, and may indicate the reason for siRNA 

separation. The presence of two heparin molecules in system C2-2sh (Figure 6.6b) slightly 
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extended the bridging brought by the PEI-1 (from 76 ns to 110 ns). PEI-1 was bound to heparin-

1 since the beginning of the simulation and this interaction was further strengthened upon the 

loss of PEI-1’s contact with siRNA-1. PEI-1 maintained its bound state to siRNA-2 and heparin-

1 past 110 ns. Similar to system C2 ctl, decrease in polyion bridging preceded both the COM 

separation of the siRNAs as well as siRNA torsional motion, which took place at ~170 ns and 

140 ns, respectively. Presence of heparin did not break the polyion bridge formed by PEI-2. 

However, the strength of this bridge was substantially weakened, fluctuating around 1 or 2 

bound Ns (out of 13 N atoms in total) to siRNA-2 past 166 ns. Increasing the number of heparin 

molecules, on the other hand (C2-5sh, Figure 6.6c), did not lead to the loss of the bridges formed 

by the PEIs, except in PEI-2 during the early stages of the simulation. The bridging performance 

of PEI-2 is again significantly weakened, in fact non-existent between 40 and 100 ns, and 

fluctuating around 1 or 2 N atoms bound to siRNA-2 past 100 ns. In addition, neither of the 

PEIs are bound to any heparin molecule in system C2-5sh despite the higher number of heparin 

molecules than that of C2-2sh. Although showing the onset of partial relaxation towards the end 

of the simulation, system C4 ctl (Figure 6.6d) displayed a strong and consistent polyion bridging 

throughout the simulation. This system contains 1874 Da PEI which forms stronger contacts 

with the siRNAs, regardless of the PEI/siRNA charge ratio being below unity.   
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Figure 6.6. PEI binding dynamics in the systems which displayed signs of instability.  
Number of PEI N atoms within 4 Å of any siRNA and/or heparin N/O atoms as a function of 
simulation time in systems (a) C2 ctl, (b) C2-2sh, (c) C2-5sh, (d) C4 ctl. Two plots in each 
subfigure represent two separate PEIs (black and cyan curves corresponding to two separate 
siRNA molecules). The two and five heparin molecules in systems C2-2sh and C2-5sh, 
respectively, are presented with green, yellow, red, blue and purple curves.  

 

6.3.2. Interactions of PEI with Heparin and siRNAs 

The siRNA and heparin are both anionic in nature, capable of forming electrostatic interactions 

with the cationic PEI. The physicochemical characteristics of each molecule, however, are 

distinctly different from each other. The type of the anionic group (phosphate groups of siRNA 
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vs. sulfate and carboxylate groups of heparin), the spacing between the charged groups, as well 

as the molecule charge density are the key differences [32]. To investigate PEI binding to these 

polyanions, we followed the same definition of bound PEI Ns as in Section 6.3.1, and used the 

percentage of bound Ns (out of the total PEI N atoms, Table C.1) to quantify PEI-siRNA and 

PEI-heparin binding in Figure 6.7a. There was an inverse correlation between PEI’s binding to 

siRNA and heparin; that is, if PEI binding to heparin is stronger, its binding to siRNA is weaker.  

Among the systems with 568 Da PEI, maximal PEI binding to heparin is observed in C2-

2lh with the average value of ~37%. Analysis of the PEI dynamics has shown that one of the 

21-mer heparins is detaching one of the bridging PEIs at ~190 ns, and remains solely bound to 

this PEI afterwards (Figure C.2a). This also explains the lowest PEI-siRNA binding observed 

in this system as one of the PEIs completely loses its contact with both siRNAs for about 60 ns 

(out of 250 ns simulation time in total). Decreasing the length of the heparin molecule from 21-

mer to 12-mer (C2-2sh) decreased heparin’s binding to PEI by 10%, and this resulted in a 

subsequent increase in PEI-siRNA binding. On the other hand, increasing the number of the 

short (12-mer) heparin molecules from low to moderate (C2-2sh vs. C2-5sh) completely 

hindered PEI-heparin binding, possibly due to MD related artifacts as discussed above.  The 

lack of PEI-heparin binding was reflected in the strong PEI-siRNA binding; the comparison 

between systems C2-2sh and C2-5sh shows about 15% increase in PEI-siRNA binding in system 

C2-5sh.  

Among the systems with 568 Da PEI, C1-7sh possesses the highest number of PEI 

molecules to achieve PEI/siRNA ratio >1. The abundance of PEI in the periphery of the complex 

results in a limited amount of space for each PEI to interact with the siRNAs. This gives rise to 

the surface PEIs being loosely bound to the siRNAs, as opposed to the PEIs amidst the two 
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siRNAs establishing strong contacts with siRNAs (bridging PEIs). Close monitoring of the PEI 

dynamics in system C1-7sh (Figure C.1) has revealed one of the surface PEIs (PEI-1) being 

detached from the complex by two heparins (heparin-5 and heparin-6) almost immediately after 

the simulation began (~10 ns). The interaction between heparin-6 and PEI-1 was maintained 

from the moment of their initial binding, whilst the binding between heparin-5 and PEI-1 was 

unstable. It appears that the length of the heparin is an important contributor to its binding 

strength to PEI, while 21-mer heparin was capable of detaching a strongly bound, bridging PEI 

(C2-2lh), under the same conditions, 12-mer heparin was unable to do so (C2-2sh). However, 

when 12-mer heparin interacted with loosely bound surface PEIs (C1-7sh), it was able to 

disengage the PEI from the complex surface. PEIs at different locations in the complex possess 

different binding strength to siRNA, which is another major factor impacting PEI binding 

affinity/strength toward heparin. 

All the systems containing 1874 Da PEI displayed similar levels of PEI-siRNA and PEI-

heparin binding. The ability of heparin to detach PEI was not evident on the 1874 Da PEI (Figure 

C.2b-d). This suggests that MW of the PEI is critical for the heparin’s destabilizing effect on 

siRNA complexes. 
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Figure 6.7. Quantitative analysis of PEI binding to siRNA and heparin.  
(a) Percent binding of all PEI Ns to siRNA and heparin. Due to the higher number of PEI 
molecules in the systems with PEI/siRNA charge ratio ≥1 (thus higher number of PEI N atoms), 
the percentage of PEI binding to siRNA was found to be lower than that of the systems having 
PEI/siRNA charge ratio <1 (except for C2-2lh where PEI-siRNA binding is comparable), 
despite the presence of a higher number of Ns in bound state. (b) The groups of GlcNS(6S) and 
IdoA2S, where the summation of the atomic partial charges yields an integer group charge. 
Percent binding of all PEI N atoms to individual groups of heparin’s building blocks (c) 
GlcNS(6S), and (d) IdoA2S. Percent contribution of the protonated PEI N atoms to overall PEI-
heparin binding in (e) GlcNS(6S), and (f) IdoA2S. All the presented data in (a), (c), (d), (e), and 
(f) are average values over the final 50 ns of the simulations.  
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Next, we examined the binding between the individual groups of heparin and PEI to assess 

the contribution of each group in binding. To do so, we first divided each heparin residue, 

GlcNS(6S) or IdoA2S, into five groups, where the summation of the atomic partial charges 

yields an integer group charge (Figure 6.7b). Group 2 and Group 5 are the anionic groups, each 

carrying an overall charge of –1. Group 2 comprises a sulfamate moiety in GlcNS(6S), and a 

sulfate moiety in IdoA2S; whereas Group 5 contains a sulfate moiety in GlcNS(6S), and a 

carboxylate in IdoA2S. Group 3 has an overall neutral charge. Groups 1 and 4 are the connection 

points between the two residues in the heparin molecule, i.e., 1 à 4 linkage, their overall charge 

can differ depending on whether they undertake a linking role (–0.18 for Group 1 and 0.18 for 

Group 4) or remain as isolated residues at the two ends of the molecule (neutral). In Figure 

6.7c,d, we plotted the %binding of all the PEI Ns to designated groups in GlcNS(6S) and 

IdoA2S, respectively (see Table C.1 in Appendix C for the actual number of PEI Ns bound to 

each group). Based on the analysis in Figure 6.7c, d, Group 4 is the least contributing group to 

PEI binding, given that it is a small group residing in the 1à4 linkage. Group 1 exhibited 

considerable PEI binding levels in both GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S residues, whereas Group 3 

binding was more complex, its contribution was considerable in GlcNS(6S) but very little in 

IdoA2S. The anionic Group 2 and Group 5 were substantial contributors to PEI binding.  

The strong binding demonstrated by the anionic groups brings up the question whether this 

behavior is a result of the electrostatic interactions between the anionic sulfate, sulfamate, or 

carboxylate moieties of heparin and the protonated Ns in PEI. In Figure 6.7e, f, we plotted the 

percent contribution of the protonated PEI Ns to overall PEI-heparin binding (the actual number 

of PEI protonated Ns bound to the heparin groups is given in Table C.1 in Appendix C, along 

with the their % binding in Figure C.3a, b). Protonated Ns of PEI are expected to form 
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electrostatic interactions with the anionic groups of heparin, as well as with the heparin atoms 

carrying negative partial charges. It could be seen from Figure 6.7e, f that heparin’s two building 

blocks, GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S, display marked differences in their ability to establish 

electrostatic interactions with the protonated PEI Ns despite their equal anionic charge. Starting 

with the Group 2 of IdoA2S (a sulfate moiety), it was observed that 60 to 75% of the PEI-Group 

2 binding comes from direct contacts with the protonated Ns of PEI (Figure 6.7f). Having a 

sulfamate moiety in position 2 in GlcNS(6S), however, slightly hinders Group 2’s ability to 

form electrostatic interactions, and reduces the electrostatic contribution to PEI-Group 2 binding 

to 45-60%, except for system C2-2sh (Figure 6.7e). PEI-Group 5 binding displays even more 

marked differences between GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S; the carboxylate moiety of IdoA2S is 

responsible of 87 to 98% of the overall PEI-Group 5 binding, as opposed to the GlcNS(6S)’s 

sulfate moiety where the corresponding contribution fluctuates from 23 to 81%, mostly 

localizing around 60%. The pattern observed in the electrostatic interactions was reflected in 

the H-bonds formed between the heparin’s groups and the PEI Ns (Figure C.3c, d in Appendix 

C). Groups 2 and 5 displayed the highest number of H-bonds per PEI Ns, while the number of 

H-bonds formed by Groups 1 and 3 were significantly less, but comparable to each other. Group 

4 was identified as the least contributor. The carboxylate of IdoA2S was again the most 

prominent group leading the H-bond interactions. 

The anionic moieties of heparin possess acid dissociation constants (pKa) in the range of 

0.5 and 1.5 for the sulfate groups, and 2.0 – 4.0 for the carboxylates [33]. Given that the 

carboxylates are inherently weaker acids than the sulfates [34], one might expect sulfate 

containing groups dominating the binding of heparin to other biomolecules [1]. On the other 

hand, different moieties of heparin other than the sulfates could be essential for heparin binding 
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[35]. We have observed that the carboxylate moiety of the iduronic acid is a major contributor 

to PEI binding. However, given the abundancy of sulfated groups in heparin (three sulfate 

moieties in the repeating disaccharide), the contribution to overall PEI binding from all the 

sulfated groups combined could be more than that of the carboxylate. The mechanism for the 

difference between the binding of sulfate and the carboxylate moieties remains to be explored. 

It is possible that the conformational flexibility of the internal iduronic acid pyranose rings [36, 

37] may lead to the positioning of the carboxylates that is favorable for PEI binding, or the steric 

hindrance brought by the bulky sulfates might be hindering their interactions.  

6.3.3. Mechanistic Insights into Heparin Mediated Complex Disassembly  

Our simulation trajectories revealed that siRNA-PEI complexes display different responses to 

the presence of heparin in their periphery. We evaluated the response of each system by 

monitoring the motion of the siRNAs and the heparin’s mode of action. The motion of the 

siRNAs was examined to see if the siRNAs remain complexed, or become partially relaxed or 

separated, whereas the heparin’s action was determined from its binding to PEI, its PEI 

detachment activity, or its free floating motion in the bulk solution. These key observations are 

summarized in Table 6.2. There exists a clear distinction for the systems with different PEI MW; 

systems containing 568 Da PEI were found to be more vulnerable to the destabilizing effects of 

heparin, displaying a variety of different siRNA motions contingent on the heparin-related 

variables, whereas in 1874 Da PEI systems, the siRNAs remained in complex regardless of the 

heparin length or number of heparin molecules. Along the same lines, heparin’s PEI detachment 

action can be seen in the 568 Da PEI systems, whilst PEI disengagement from the 1874 Da PEI 

bearing complexes was not possible. This puts great emphasis on the size of the carrier to resist 

heparin mediated destabilization. In support of this observation, Danielsen and coworkers 
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previously reported easier dissociation of DNA – low degree of polymerized chitosan 

complexes by heparin than the complexes from longer chitosan [38]. It also should be noted that 

polymers are polydisperse in nature; hence, the variation in polymer MW among the polymer 

samples and the resulting complexes could potentially affect the response of the complexes to 

the destabilizing effects of heparin. 

Among the 568 Da PEI systems, it could be seen that the change in the complex integrity 

is related to PEI/siRNA charge ratio and heparin length. Having the PEI/siRNA charge ratio > 

1 delivered a more stable complex, where shorter heparins were observed to disengage the 

loosely bound surface PEIs, but not the PEIs undertaking siRNA bridging role. The loss of a 

surface PEI did not induce any significant change in the complex stability, as there were still 

plenty of PEIs maintaining the overall integrity. Decreasing the number of PEIs (i.e. lowering 

the PEI/siRNA charge ratio below unity), led to more exposure of the siRNAs and the bridging 

PEIs to the heparin molecules, thus induced complex instability. The separation of the siRNAs 

was dependent on the amount of heparin as well as the length of the heparin chain. 12-mer 

heparin triggered the separation of the siRNAs when the number of heparin molecules in the 

system is low, whereas having excess heparin in the periphery did not allow for the full 

separation of the siRNAs, only permitting the partial relaxation. Owing to its longer chain 

length, hence higher negative charge, at the same amount of heparin molecules in the system, 

21-mer heparin displayed stronger destabilizing action than its 12-mer counterpart by 

disengaging a bridging PEI from the complex. 
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Table 6.2. Summary of the behavioral patterns observed in the siRNA-PEI-heparin 
ternary systems.  
The orange icons represent the state of siRNAs, whereas the blue icons demonstrate the 
heparin’s mode of action. 

 

In the light of the different behavioral patterns demonstrated by our simulation systems, we 

propose the following five-stage mechanism for heparin-mediated disassembly of the siRNA-

PEI complexes: (i) heparin binding to complex, (ii) detachment of surface PEIs, (iii) 

disengagement of bridging PEIs, (iv) change in siRNA torsional motion and partial relaxation 

of the complexes, and (v) separation of siRNAs (Figure 6.8). It is important to note that the 

sequence of some of the proposed events does not necessarily have to be in this particular order; 

e.g. stages (iv) and (v) may happen simultaneously or one after the other; and some of the 

proposed stages may not be readily observed such as the detachment of the bridging PEIs.  
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Figure 6.8. Proposed mechanism for the heparin-mediated siRNA-PEI complex 
disassembly.  
The representative siRNAs are given in gray, and representative PEIs and heparins are given in 
red and blue, respectively. 

6.3.4. Implications  

Our methodology in varying the preparation variables has led to the sampling of different 

conformational states at the atomistic level. In Figure 6.9, we schematically illustrate the 

proposed free energy landscape of siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary systems in explicit water. From 

the analysis of many atomistic trajectories, we observed three main metastable conformational 

states; namely (i) heparin coated stable siRNA-PEI complex, (ii) stable siRNA-PEI complex 

with partially removed PEIs (surface bound and/or bridging), and (iii) relaxed or disassembled 

complex. As these states are derived from the simulation trajectories of different compositions, 

we are unable to decide which one of the metastable states is thermodynamically more stable 

than the others. Therefore, we present all the observed states as if they possess the same level 

of thermodynamic stability; however, in reality, the resultant conformational states may not 

have the same energy, e.g. some conformations might be more favorable than the others.  
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Figure 6.9. Proposed conformational states of the siRNA-PEI-heparin ternary systems in 
explicit water.  
The representative siRNAs are given in gray, and representative PEIs and heparins are given in 
red and blue, respectively. 

 

The atomistic details of the ternary systems acquired from our MD simulations have shown 

that siRNA-PEI complexes experience a variety of heparin-mediated changes in their 

conformational states. Due to complex effects of GAGs on the complexes, previously conducted 

experimental studies have assigned contradictory roles to GAGs in the context of 

polynucleotide-based therapeutics. Our simulations have shown that heparins bind to siRNA-

PEI complexes through electrostatic interactions and H-bonding with PEIs. The surface of the 

complexes becomes coated with heparin molecules in the presence of abundant peripheral PEIs, 

therefore the positive surface charge of the complex is sequestered by the heparins. This could 

be beneficial to reduce the cytotoxicity of the complexes, as the cationic charge of the PEI is 

mainly responsible for inducing damage to cell membranes and endocytic compartments [39]. 

If the complexes remain stable and coated with heparin (one of the proposed metastable states 
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depicted in Figure 6.9) prior to binding to the membrane milieu, heparins adsorbed on complex 

surfaces may explain the effects related to reduced cytotoxicities [2].  

When heparin is present on cell surfaces in the form of heparin sulfate proteoglycans 

(HSPG), the attractive forces between highly anionic HS chains and the cationic complexes 

could facilitate the cellular uptake of the complexes [40]; GAGs may act as “receptors” in this 

case [7, 8]. Cells and tissues display a great variety in their GAG size and content [41], and our 

simulations revealed the importance of heparin physical properties determining the extent of its 

effect on the cationic polynucleotide complexes. Therefore, the number of heparins/HSPGs 

present on the cell surface and the length of heparin/HS GAG chains may critically influence 

the strength of the interactions and the resulting cellular uptake efficiency of complexes, as also 

previously suggested by Ruponen and coworkers [15]. On the other hand, cell surface GAGs 

may also disrupt the integrity of the complexes, by detaching the surface and bridging PEIs; the 

extent of this effect is dependent on GAG chain length, as well as the MW of the carrier and the 

cationic charge of the complex.  

Binding of heparin to the polynucleotide complexes may also affect the subsequent 

intracellular trafficking events [14-16]. Shielding of the PEI cationic charges may adversely 

affect endosomal escape ability of PEI, and can eventually trap the complexes in the endocyctic 

compartments. Complexes may experience heparin mediated partial relaxation and/or 

disassembly as shown by our MD simulations, which will make them more susceptible to the 

destabilizing effects of the pH changes in endosomes, hence they may be prematurely degraded. 

On the other hand, if the partially relaxed complexes could manage to escape from the 

endosomes, their disassembly in the cytosol, a key rate-limiting step to polynucleotide delivery, 

may have been facilitated by the relaxation that is already initiated by heparin.  
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6.4. Conclusions 

The effect of heparin on siRNA-PEI complexes has been elucidated from a series of all-atom 

MD simulations. We developed an approach to study the transitional states of the siRNA-PEI-

heparin ternary complexes to reveal a picture of the heparin-mediated changes in complex 

conformation. We found that heparin binds to siRNA-PEI complex through electrostatic 

interactions and H-bonding with PEI Ns. These interactions with PEI were mainly governed by 

the anionic –N/O-SO3
- and –COO- groups of heparin. The –COO- moiety of the iduronic acid 

residues was a major contributor to PEI binding. The MW of PEI and PEI/siRNA charge ratio 

in complexes were found to regulate the response to heparin. The chain length of heparin and 

the number of heparin molecules present in the system were critical. From these findings, we 

propose the following multi-step mechanism for heparin mediated disassembly of the siRNA-

PEI complexes: (i) heparin binding to complex, (ii) detachment of surface PEIs, (iii) 

disengagement of bridging PEIs, (iv) change in siRNA torsional motion and partial relaxation 

of the complexes, and (v) separation of siRNAs. We further propose three metastable states in 

the energy landscape of the ternary systems in explicit water, which are (i) heparin coated stable 

siRNA-PEI complex, (ii) stable siRNA-PEI complex with partially removed PEIs (surface 

and/or bridging), and (iii) relaxed or disassembled complex. These mechanistic observations 

should further facilitate design of new carriers for gene medicines and help to better understand 

the behavior of polynucleotide complexes in the physiological milieu. 
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7. Molecular Dynamics Simulations on Nucleic Acid Binding 
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7.1. Introduction 

Thrombosis, pathologic formation of an occlusive blood clot, is a serious complication of 

malignancy [1, 2]. Malignancy associated hypercoagulability (i.e., tendency of blood to clot 

excessively) affects the majority of cancer patients in the form of several serious thrombotic 

disorders such as deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), or venous 

thromboembolism (VTE) in general, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), and stroke 

[3]. Some aggressive cancer types, such as brain, pancreas, ovarian and lung cancers, are 

associated with a higher risk of VTE [4-8]. Aggressive treatments like chemotherapy may 

increase the risk for thrombotic episodes up to six-fold higher than the baseline for each cancer 

type [9]. Moreover, patients with cancer are at four-times higher risk of developing recurrent 

episodes of VTE, as well as anticoagulant-induced hemorrhagic complications, than the patients 

without malignancy [10, 11].  

Conventional anticoagulant drugs target key proteases of the coagulation cascade, therefore 

impose high bleeding risks. The bleeding and recurrence risks associated with the presence of 

malignancy makes thrombosis management in cancer patients further challenging [11]. There is 

an urgent need for the development of safer alternatives to current clinical anticoagulants. 

Recent studies revealed that some indigenous molecules play important roles in thrombosis, 

while their deficiency does not lead to clinically important hemostatic anomalies [12], and have 

paved the way for the development of more targeted and safer strategies in antithrombotic 

therapy. This chapter will investigate polymeric structures designed to arrest thrombosis. First, 

we will give a brief overview of hemostasis, then discuss malignancy associated 

hypercoagulable states and recent advances in the treatment options in Section 7.2 below. 
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7.2. Background Information and Literature Review 

7.2.1. Overview of Hemostasis 

Hemostasis is a series of interconnected physiological events that take place to prevent blood 

loss following injury to blood vessels, by means of sealing up the injury site via forming a blood 

clot [13, 14]. This is achieved in two main stages: primary and secondary hemostasis. Primary 

hemostasis aims at forming a primary hemostatic plug at the vascular injury site. This primary 

plug can seal up the damaged blood vessel temporarily; however, it is highly fragile and 

unstable, and can easily be disengaged [15]. In secondary hemostasis, a series of enzymatic 

reactions known as the coagulation cascade forms a more durable plug [14]. Coagulation 

cascade is regulated by coagulation factors, that usually exist as inactive proenzymes in the 

blood stream [14, 16]. Roman numeral nomenclature is used for the representation of the 

coagulation factors; and the Roman numerals are further labeled with letter “a” if the coagulation 

factors are in their activated form; e.g. fXII for the inactive proenzyme, and fXIIa for the active 

form [16]. Once the cascade is initiated, the activation of the coagulation factors is achieved 

through a proteolytic reaction between the substrate, the inactive proenzyme itself, and the 

enzyme which is the activated coagulation factor (a serine protease) preceding the substrate [14, 

16].  

Coagulation cascade comprises three pathways: extrinsic, intrinsic, and common [14, 17].  

Detailed representation of these pathways of the coagulation cascade are given in Figure 7.1. 

The extrinsic pathway is triggered upon tissue injury, through the exposure of tissue factor (TF) 

to blood [12, 16, 18]. Following the TF exposure, the TF:fVIIa complex is formed either through 

binding of TF to fVII and activating it to fVIIa, or binding of TF directly to the active factor, 
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fVIIa. TF:fVIIa complex then activates its substrates, fIX and fX [16]. FIX can also be activated 

into fIXa by fXIa of the intrinsic pathway [14, 19], which will be discussed in detail below.   

 

Figure 7.1. The coagulation cascade.  
The traditional classification of the coagulation cascade into intrinsic, extrinsic and common 
pathways are depicted. Inactive coagulation factors are shown in blue, their activated forms are 
shown in green. Thrombin undertaking a positive feedback role is represented in orange.  

 

The coagulation factors fXII, fXI, fIX, cofactor fVIII, and their activated forms constitute 

the intrinsic pathway of the coagulation cascade [12]. The intrinsic pathway is initiated through 

the activation of fXII to fXIIa. The ex vivo activation of fXII involves the contact of blood with 

artificial, negatively charged surfaces, e.g. glass, clay minerals such as kaolin [12, 20]. A 

conformational change in fXII occurs as a result of this surface contact, which subsequently 

triggers its activation into fXIIa [16]. Blood plasma proteins proenzyme prekallikrein, serine 
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protease kallikrein, and high molecular weight kininogen (HMWK) are a part of the in vitro 

coagulation reactions that are induced upon surface contact [19]. It has to be noted that the 

contact activation of the coagulation cascade could possibly be triggered in vivo when blood 

encounters foreign body surfaces such as implanted cardiac devices or medical devices used in 

blood dialysis [18], or when blood comes into contact with subendothelial collagen [21]. 

Produced upon surface contact, fXIIa activates prekallikrein into kallikrein; then a virtuous 

cycle begins where the produced kallikrein activates fXII to fXIIa, while fXIIa further activates 

prekallikrein to kallikrein [16, 20, 22].  HMWK acts as a cofactor in the activation reactions 

[20, 22, 23]. The in vivo activators of fXII have long been investigated [12], and the proposed 

candidates include inorganic polyphosphates (polyPs) [24], and extracellular circulating nucleic 

acids (NAs) [25, 26]. Once fXII is activated to fXIIa, it then triggers the activation of fXI to 

fXIa, followed by fXIa mediated activation of fIX into fIXa. Facilitated by the cofactor fVIIIa, 

fIXa activates fX [16].  

Either through the extrinsic or the intrinsic pathway, the activation of fX to fXa initiates 

the final common pathway of the coagulation cascade. By recruiting the cofactor fVa, fXa 

assembles into a complex structure (also known as prothrombinase), which activates the 

downstream substrate prothrombin (fII) into thrombin (fIIa). Thrombin, then, turns the 

fibrinogen into fibrin monomers, and subsequent polymerization of the fibrin monomers forms 

the fibrin polymer. FXIIIa – the active form of fXIII, activated by thrombin positive feedback 

loop – catalyzes the crosslinking reaction of the fibrin polymer for the generation of the end 

product of the coagulation cascade: the crosslinked fibrin clot [14, 16, 27].  
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7.2.2. Regulation of Hemostasis 

In order to limit the formation of the hemostatic plug to the site of damaged vasculature, as well 

as to control the size of the hemostatic plug to prevent it from completely occluding the blood 

vessels, hemostasis is regulated through the physiologic anticoagulant system occurring in 

balance with the procoagulant reactions [14, 28]. Natural anticoagulant system comprises many 

mechanisms that take place synergistically. Regarding the regulation of the platelet response, 

endothelial cells produce prostacyclin that inhibits platelet activation and aggregation [14, 29]. 

The activated coagulation factors are then inactivated by a number of systems. Thrombin and 

other essential coagulation factors, fIXa, fXa, fXIa, and fXIIa, are inactivated by a serine 

protease inhibitor, antithrombin. Antithrombin binds to these coagulation factors and prevents 

their further interactions with the downstream substrates, which in turn hinders the subsequent 

reactions in the coagulation cascade [14, 30]. The catalytic activity of antithrombin can be 

enhanced by heparin and heparin-like endogenous molecules. Under physiological conditions, 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) that are found on the cell membrane milieu of the intact 

endothelial cells such as endogenous heparin-like molecules (e.g. heparan sulfate) bind to 

antithrombin, and induce a change in its conformation. This conformational change facilitates 

subsequent binding to the aforementioned coagulation factors to stop them contributing to the 

cascade reactions. From a pharmacological standpoint, this is achieved via exogenous heparin, 

one of the most clinically used antithrombotic drugs [14, 30]. Thrombin can also be inactivated 

by heparin cofactor II (HCII) [31].  

Other members of the natural anticoagulant system are protein C, capable of inactivating 

the coagulation factors, fVa and fVIIIa [28, 31, 32]; and tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) 

administering the extrinsic pathway of the coagulation cascade [14, 31]. Moreover, the 
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fibrinolytic system regulates the size of the clot, or removes the clot from the site of the injury 

once hemostasis is attained, by breaking down the fibrin clot into smaller fragments [17, 33, 

34].  

7.2.3. Pathogenesis of Thrombosis and Hypercoagulability in Malignancy 

A lack of balance between the hemostatic systems may lead to serious thrombotic complications 

[35]. When the hemostatic balance is disrupted in favor of the procoagulation pathway either by 

immoderate activation of the coagulation system or loss of activity in natural anticoagulant and 

fibrinolytic system, blood tends to clot excessively. This pathologic condition of undesirable 

clotting is known as the “hypercoagulable state”; and the pathologic blood clot is referred to as 

“thrombus” [32, 36].   

In malignancy, several interrelated processes could lead to thrombotic complications; thus, 

the cause of cancer-associated hypercoagulability is proposed to be multifactorial in origin [37]. 

Moreover; the type of cancer, the choice of treatment, as well as patient characteristics are major 

risk determining factors for thrombogenic events [38]. Multiple mechanisms have been 

proposed to contribute to hypercoagulability in cancer patients, and one of these processes relies 

on TF expression by the malignant cells, and initiation of the extrinsic pathway in the absence 

of trauma [37]. Other procoagulant substances generated by the malignant cells include cysteine 

proteases [39] and sialic acid [40] which can activate fX to fXa either proteolytically (cysteine 

protease) or nonenzymatically (sialic acid). Tumor cells also can cause the secretion of 

proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 and tumor necrosis factor, which induce 

damage to the endothelium leading to subsequent activation of coagulation factors fXII, fX, or 

fVII via TF [41]. The interaction of the tumor cells directly with the leukocytes – white blood 
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cells – and platelets is another mechanism contributing to the activation of coagulation in 

malignancy [42].  

The procoagulant and prothrombotic nature of cell free nucleic acids (cfNAs) have been 

the subject of numerous experimental studies. Moreover, there exists a strong connection 

between the cfNAs in circulation and malignancy. Elevated levels of cfNAs in the blood stream 

is strongly related to the presence of an underlying malignant condition. An early study by Leon 

et al. reported the mean value of cell free DNA (cfDNA) concentration in the serum of 55 

healthy individuals to be 13 ± 3 ng/ml; whereas approximately ten-fold increase was observed 

in serum cfDNA levels of 173 cancer patients, with an average of 180 ± 38 ng/ml. Among the 

cancer patients, metastasis was shown to elevate the serum cfDNA levels by two-fold [43]. 

Benign lesions may also raise the levels of circulating cfNAs [44]. Shapiro et al. quantified the 

amount of circulating cfDNA in the serum of 386 patients with benign and malignant diseases 

in the gastrointestinal tract. The mean value of the serum cfDNA in patients with benign disease 

was measured at 118 ± 14 ng/ml, while a four-fold increase was observed in the presence of 

malignancy (with a mean value of 412 ± 63 ng/ml) [45]. In an early small study, Kopreski et al. 

reported the detection of tyrosinase mRNA in the serum of 4 (out of 6) malignant melanoma 

patients, while none of the tested healthy subjects (0 out of 20) showed detectable amounts [46]. 

Similarly, significantly higher levels of GAPDH mRNA were reported in the plasmas of patients 

with hepatocellular carcinoma in comparison to the healthy individuals [47]. As the presence of 

cfNAs in circulation could be strongly indicative of cancer presence, cfNAs are even identified 

as potential “biomarkers” in the diagnosis and monitoring of cancer [44].  

Multiple mechanisms could be responsible of cfNA release into blood in malignancy. 

CfNAs could get into the circulation throughout tumor progression, or could be released from 
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the apoptotic and necrotic tumor cells [44]. Moreover, some aggressive cancer therapies such 

as chemotherapy may trigger the release of cfNAs into the blood stream [41]. Doxorubicin and 

epirubicin used in breast cancer chemotherapy were reported to increase plasma cfDNA levels 

approximately three-fold in ~73% of the patients, 24 h post chemotherapy in the first cycle of 

treatment [48]. The release of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) – network structures 

comprising DNA and histones, released from immune cells neutrophils [49] – from the dying 

cells was proposed as the mechanism underlying the chemotherapy-induced cfDNA release into 

the circulation [48].   

The thrombotic risk of the cfNAs arise from their capability of triggering the intrinsic 

pathway of coagulation. Recent studies have shown that extracellular NAs could be the in vivo 

activators of fXII due to their anionic nature [50]. Kannemeier et al. compared the procoagulant 

activities of cfNAs (cellular RNA or genomic DNA from Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells) 

with that of kaolin in human blood plasma; and reported accelerated clotting time in a 

concentration dependent manner with both NAs and kaolin, proposing that cfNAs are the 

“natural analogue of kaolin” in the activation of the intrinsic pathway. Furthermore, the cfNAs 

were shown to activate the contact phase proteins – fXII, fXI and kallikrein – comparably to 

kaolin. RNA was shown to specifically bind to fXII and fXI (and weaker binding to prekallikrein 

and kininogen), but not to other coagulation factors. Mice arterial thrombosis models revealed 

the presence of cfRNA in the formed thrombi, and the treatment of mice with RNase 

significantly delayed the arterial blockage time [26]. Chemotherapy-released cfDNAs were 

shown to activate the intrinsic pathway of coagulation in vitro. Swystun et al. collected venous 

whole blood samples from healthy individuals and further incubated them with various 

concentrations of chemotherapeutic agent epirubicin for 24 h to trigger the cfDNA release into 
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blood. The released cfDNA was then isolated from the blood and added to recalcified plasma at 

various concentrations for the monitoring of thrombin generation. It was shown that increasing 

concentrations of cfDNA elevated thrombin generation in a concentration-dependent fashion. 

Enhanced coagulation in the presence of cfDNA was further shown to be the result of the 

activation of the intrinsic pathway as the addition of fXII inhibitor diminished thrombin 

formation, as well as using fXII and fXI deficient plasma [48]. In addition to the NAs serving 

as natural anionic surfaces for the activation of fXII, Gansler et al. proposed that NA oligomers 

comprising hairpin structures can trigger activation of prekallikrein to kallikrein, and fXI to 

fXIa, through their binding to kininogen [51].  

 

 

Figure 7.2. Chemical structures of the in vivo activators of the intrinsic pathway of 
coagulation. 
(a) DNA backbone, (b) RNA backbone, and (c) polyP. For simplicity, three repeating units are 
shown in each molecule.   
 

In addition to the phosphate-containing biomolecules DNA and RNA, inorganic 

polyphosphates (polyPs) are also known to display procoagulant and prothrombotic activities. 

The structural differences between DNA, RNA, and polyP are shown in Figure 7.2. Dense 

granules of human platelets were shown to store short-chain polyPs (~70-75 phosphate units per 
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chain) in large amounts [52]. These polyPs can be secreted upon thrombin stimulation/activation 

of the platelets, and play a part in a variety of processes in the coagulation cascade [53]. Via in 

vitro plasma clotting assays, Muller et al. reported the activation of the intrinsic pathway by 

short-chain polyPs (~60-100 phosphate units per chain) derived from human platelets, through 

their direct binding to fXII, and the activation of fXII to fXIIa. Furthermore, intravenous 

injection of a high dose of polyP (300 µg/g body weight) induced formation of a lethal PE in 

mouse models; and the mice defective in fXII were significantly protected from the fatal effects 

of the polyP-induced PE [24]. The extent of polyP’s procoagulant activity was shown to 

significantly correlate with its chain length. While the polyPs having ~60-100 phosphate units 

per chain were five times more effective than the clay mineral kaolin in initiating the intrinsic 

pathway of coagulation; longer polyPs (more than 500 phosphate units per chain, such as the 

microbial polyPs) were found to be three orders of magnitude more powerful [54]. In addition 

to participation in the activation of the intrinsic pathway, polyPs may have other roles in the 

coagulation cascade [53], such as facilitating the activation of fV [56], and fXI by thrombin 

[56], and contributing to the stability of the fibrin clot [57]. The role of polyP in cancer-

associated thrombosis was recently reported by Nickel and coworkers [58]. Their findings 

highlighted that prostate cancer cells and prostasomes, i.e., extracellular vesicles secreted from 

the prostate epithelial cells [59], possess long-chain polyPs (200 to >1000 phosphate units per 

chain) on their plasma membranes, triggering the activation of the intrinsic pathway of 

coagulation via fXII activation, thus contributing greatly to hypercoagulable states in prostate 

cancer.  
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7.2.4. Targeted Inhibition of the Cell Free Nucleic Acid and Polyphosphate Procoagulant 

Activity 

Current treatment options for cancer-associated thrombosis mostly comprise heparin derived 

anticoagulants such as unfractionated heparin (UFH), low molecular weight heparin (LMWH), 

and the synthetic heparin antithrombin-binding pentasaccharide analog, fondaparinux [60]. 

These heparin derivatives mainly differ in their MWs; i.e. UFH (standard heparin), MW: 5 – 30 

kDa; LMWH, MW: 1 – 5 kDa [14]; fondaparinux, MW: 1728 Da [61]. The structural differences 

among the heparin derivatives are responsible for the variation in their anticoagulant activities, 

half-lives, dosing requirements, and clearance pathways [61]. Heparin acts as an anticoagulant 

via binding to antithrombin and mediating a conformational change in its structure. This 

structural change amplifies antithrombin’s catalytic activity at least 1000-fold by increasing the 

accessibility of antithrombin’s reactive region to the active proteases thrombin and fXa. Once 

these active proteases assemble into a complex structure with heparin and antithrombin, their 

ability to act freely in the coagulation cascade is hindered, which inevitably impedes the 

formation of the fibrin clot [14]. Depending on the type of the heparin derivative, the inhibitory 

activity may differ; i.e. UFH and LMWH are capable of inhibiting thrombin (the latter being a 

poor inhibitor) and fXa, while fondaparinux inhibits fXa, but not thrombin [14, 62]. Despite 

their effectiveness, heparin derived antithrombotic drugs possess serious bleeding risks as they 

target the key members in the common pathway of the coagulation cascade (thrombin, fXa). 

Cancer patients are already at a higher risk of developing thrombotic disorders; moreover, they 

have a higher risk of anticoagulant-induced bleeding than the patients without malignancy [63]. 

There is an urgent need for the development of safe anticoagulants effective in arresting 

thrombosis without increasing the hemorrhagic complications.  
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Recent studies have shown the importance of the intrinsic pathway in in vivo thrombus 

formation. FXII was reported to play an essential role in thrombi formation and stabilization in 

mice [64-66], and nonhuman primate models [67], while deficiency of fXII is not associated 

with bleeding anomalies of clinical relevance [50]. Targeted inhibition of the in vivo activators 

of the intrinsic pathway thus may constitute a potentially safer alternative to conventional 

anticoagulants. In this context, NA and polyP binding polymers have been sought for thrombosis 

prevention. Jain and coworkers investigated the in vitro and in vivo anticoagulant activity of a 

generation 3 (G3) polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer comprising 32 surface amine groups. 

PAMAM G3 was shown to bind to inorganic polyphosphate (60 phosphate units per chain) and 

double stranded (ds) DNA with similar binding affinities which are higher than that of single 

stranded (ss) DNA and dsRNA. PAMAM G3 successfully inhibited the coagulation started by 

a kaolin surface, also extended the blood clot formation time in whole human blood significantly 

(~3-fold). In vivo mice models of carotid artery injury and pulmonary thromboembolism showed 

that mice treated with PAMAM G3 (20 mg/kg) had prolonged times of vessel occlusion or 

survival, without a significant increase in blood loss in comparison to the saline treated group 

[68]. Smith et al. screened a library of cationic molecules, polymers and proteins for their 

inhibitory performance against polyP’s prothrombotic activity in vitro, and identified potent 

inhibitors that include low and high molecular weight (MW) PEI, spermine, and generation 1 

(G1) PAMAM dendrimer. In in vivo mouse models, G1 PAMAM dendrimer caused a decrease 

in the size of the thrombus as well as its associated fibrin content [53].  

Recently Travers et al. [69] screened a library of universal heparin reversal agents 

(UHRAs) to explore their performance in inhibiting polyP’s prothrombotic activity. UHRAs are 

a family of dendritic polymers that serve as synthetic heparin antidotes, developed by 
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Kizhakkedathu and coworkers [70]. Their structure comprises a dendritic polymer core 

functionalized with cationic heparin binding groups, which then is shielded by the engraftment 

of short polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains. The heparin binding groups comprise tertiary amines 

which can be protonated at physiological pH, and are structurally similar to other amine 

containing cationic polynucleotide binding polymers such as PEI. Travers et al. studied four 

UHRA compounds possessing a trivalent polyP-binding group (R, also known as heparin 

binding group), and the number of R groups were varied from 7 to 24. These UHRA compounds 

were shown to induce a two-fold increase in in vitro polyP- and RNA-initiated plasma clotting 

times at nM and µM concentration range, respectively. Moreover, they displayed less toxic side 

effects, such as less platelet activation (10-15%) and no fibrinogen aggregation, than protamine 

and PEI. Moreover, UHRA compounds displayed less bleeding side effects compared to heparin 

based anticoagulants; i.e., tail bleeding times in mice treated with 200 mg/kg UHRA were found 

to be significantly shorter than the mice treated with 1000 U/kg UFH [69]. Taken together, these 

studies employing cationic polymers as antithrombotic agents against the activators of the 

intrinsic pathway suggest that targeted inhibition of the procoagulant activity of NAs/polyPs is 

a promising approach for the generation of safer anticoagulant medications.  

In this chapter, we investigated NA binding performance of polymers that are composed of 

a PEG chain attached to a cationic R group, with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We 

explored the influence of PEG chain length as well as size and charge of the R group on binding 

performance of the polymers. DNA was chosen as a representative NA, but we articulate that 

the binding behavior of the polymers should be applicable to RNAs and polyPs of similar size 

(see Figure 7.2 for structural comparison).  Our aim is to identify the molecular mechanisms 

governing polymer – NA binding, and the optimal structural features of the polymers for a better 
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NA binding performance. This level of information is crucial for the design of polymeric 

structures displaying the highest NA binding performance, which could be further put through 

in vitro and in vivo studies to assess their ability to arrest thrombosis.  

7.3. Methods 

7.3.1. Simulated Systems 

The DNA simulated in this chapter is Drew-Dickerson dodecamer, a prototypical 24 nucleotide 

B-DNA duplex with the sequence of d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2. It carries a total charge of –22 in 

the fully deprotonated state. The initial structure of the DNA is adopted from our previous study 

[71]. The polymer chains explored in this chapter are composed of a PEG tail, and a cationic 

head group (R) comprising tertiary amine groups. Two different tail lengths were studied, which 

will be referred to as short and long tails hereafter, where the number of repeating PEG monomer 

units (n) are 11 and 22, respectively (Figure 7.3a). We investigated three different head groups, 

R1, R2, and R3, comprising 3, 4, and 7 tertiary amine groups, respectively (Figure 7.3b). R2 

corresponds to the R group of the UHRA compounds previously studied by Travers and 

coworkers [69]. The total charge of the head groups under physiological conditions is +3, +3, 

and +7, respectively, for R1, R2, and R3. For the discussion herein, the polymers are named 

with the tail identifier, “s” for short tail and “l” for long tail, appended to “PEG”, followed with 

the name of the head group. For example, polymer PEGs-R1 is composed of a short PEG tail 

and the head group R1. The initial structures of the polymers are given in Figure 7.4.  

For the equilibration of the polymers, their initial structures were placed in a TIP3P water 

box, and neutralized with the addition of a proper amount of Cl– ions; and two independent, 10 

ns (restrained) + 100 ns (free) long simulations were carried out. During the simulation course, 

the polymers were observed to visit and exchange between two distinct conformational states: 
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one where the polymer head is in an extended form with no tail in close proximity (extended 

configuration), and the other where the polymer tail is wrapped around the head group (shielded 

configuration). To capture the potential influences of these two different configurations, the 

simulation trajectories were visually examined to choose one extended and one shielded 

configurations for each polymer. The final structures of the polymers are given in Figure 7.5. 

The naming of the polymers was updated to include the polymer configuration identifier; “e” 

for extended and “s” for shielded, appended to the previously assigned names of the polymers.   

 

 

Figure 7.3. Chemical structures of the simulated polymers. 
(a) The length of the polymer tail is varied by changing the number of repeating PEG monomer 
units (n). The short tail (n = 11) will be referred to as PEGs, and the long tail (n = 22) will be 
referred to as PEGl. (b) The head groups consist of a different number (3, 4, and 7 for R1, R2, 
and R3, respectively) of tertiary amines groups. The protonation sites at physiological pH are 
marked with “+”.  
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Figure 7.4. Initial configurations of the simulated polymers.  
The color coding of the atoms is as follows: cyan, C; red, O; blue, N; white, H.  

The final structures of the polymers were adopted as input to simulations with DNA. The 

polymers are oriented in a way to position their head groups to face DNA; and placed at a center 

of mass (COM) distance of 17 Å, on the DNA major groove side. The initial configurations of 

the simulation systems are shown in Figure 7.6. The simulation systems were named with the 

name of the polymer followed by “DNA” to distinguish between the single polymer simulations 

and polymer – DNA systems. For example, system PEGs-R1e–DNA is composed of a polymer 

with short tail and the head group R1 in extended configuration, and one DNA molecule. All 

polymer – DNA systems were solvated in a TIP3P water box with a margin of 15 Å from all 
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sides, and ionization with the addition of 150 mM NaCl to mimic the physiological conditions. 

Systems were then simulated for 10 ns (restrained) + 150 ns (free).  

 

 

Figure 7.5. Final configurations of the simulated polymers.  
For clarity, water and ions are not shown. The color coding of the atoms is as follows: cyan, C; 
red, O; blue, N; white, H. Each configuration is selected from an independent simulation of the 
polymer in explicit water.  
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Figure 7.6. Initial configurations of the polymer-DNA simulation systems. 
 (a) PEGs-R1e–DNA, (b) PEGs-R1s–DNA, (c) PEGs-R2e–DNA, (d) PEGs-R2s–DNA, (e) 
PEGs-R3e–DNA, (f) PEGs-R3s–DNA, (g) PEGl-R1e–DNA, (h) PEGl-R1s–DNA, (i) PEGl-
R2e–DNA, (j) PEGl-R2s–DNA, (k) PEGl-R3e–DNA, and (l) PEGl-R3s–DNA. DNA duplex is 
shown in cyan. The color coding of the polymer atoms is as follows: cyan, C; red, O; blue, N; 
white, H. Water and ions are not shown for clarity. 

 
7.3.2. Force Field for the Studied Molecules 

The parameterization of the polymers was carried out by following CHARMM general force 

field (CGENFF) methodology [72]. The topology of the building blocks of the polymer tail are 

available in CHARMM36 general force field (CGENFF36) [72]. The residue names of the 

adopted parent molecules from CGENFF36 are as follows: “ETOH” for the OH-CH2-CH2– 

group at the left end of the polymer tail, “PEGM” for the repeating –CH2-O-CH2– groups, 
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“PRO2” for the CH-OH group preceding the polymer head group. The topology of the building 

blocks of the head groups are adopted from CGENFF36, and a CHARMM format force field 

which was built for PEI molecules and validated with ab initio calculations in our previous 

works [71, 73, 74]. The residue names of the parent compounds adopted from CGENFF36 are 

as follows: “BUTA” for the –CH2-CH2– spacer preceding the tertiary amine groups in R1 and 

R3, and “PIP1” for the protonated tertiary amine groups. The topology of the unprotonated 

tertiary amine group in head group R2 is adopted from our force field devised and validated for 

PEI molecules [71, 73, 74].  

Bond, angle, torsion, and van der Waals parameters were adopted from the existing 

parameters of the parent compounds adopted from CGENFF36, and the missing parameters 

were assigned by following CGENFF methodology [72]. CHARMM36 all-atom force field for 

NAs was used for DNA [75].  

7.3.3. Simulation Details 

All simulations were performed with MD package of NAMD [76], with a time step of 2 fs, 

periodic boundary conditions (PBC), particle mesh Ewald (PME) [77] for full electrostatics, a 

cut-off of 12 Å for van der Waals and pairwise interactions, and SHAKE algorithm [78] to 

constrain the bonds involving H atoms. First, each system was minimized for 5000 steps, 

followed by the gradual heating from 0 K to 300 K within 20 ps, with a harmonic restraint of 

10 kcal/mol·Å2 on solute non-H atoms. Keeping the restraint on non-H atoms of the solute, the 

system was further simulated for 10 ns. The restraint was then removed, and NPT simulation 

was performed for 150 ns. Langevin dynamics thermostat with thermostat damping coefficient 

of 10 ps-1 for all the non-H atoms was used for temperature control. Pressure control was 

achieved with Nosé−Hoover−Langevin barostat with damping time scale of 100 fs and 
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Langevin piston oscillation period of 200 fs. Simulation trajectories were visualized and 

analyzed with VMD [79].  

7.4. Results 

The final structures of the simulated systems are given in Figure 7.7. Visual examination of the 

simulation trajectories has shown that polymers bind to DNA mainly through interactions with 

the DNA major groove. In addition to the major groove, some polymers, namely PEGs-R2e, 

PEGl-R1s, PEGl-R2s, PEGl-R3e, and PEGl-R3s, formed interactions with the DNA minor 

groove. Moreover, polymers with R3 showed prolonged periods of DNA contact in comparison 

to the polymers with lower cationic charge head groups, R1 and R2, highlighting the role of the 

head group cationic charge in binding to DNA. Another interesting observation was that three 

out of four systems comprising the R2 head group (Figure 7.7c, d, i, j) exhibited poor binding 

to DNA, as evident by the separation from DNA, even though R2 carries the same cationic 

charge (+3) as R1. This suggests that, in addition to the cationic charge of the polymers, the 

structure of the head group plays an important role in determining the binding performance of 

the polymers. To investigate these observations, in the following sections, we quantify the 

binding of different polymer head and tail groups to DNA, and explore the mechanisms affecting 

the binding performance of the polymers.  
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Figure 7.7. Final configurations of the polymer-DNA simulation systems. 
(a) PEGs-R1e–DNA, (b) PEGs-R1s–DNA, (c) PEGs-R2e–DNA, (d) PEGs-R2s–DNA, (e) 
PEGs-R3e–DNA, (f) PEGs-R3s–DNA, (g) PEGl-R1e–DNA, (h) PEGl-R1s–DNA, (i) PEGl-
R2e–DNA, (j) PEGl-R2s–DNA, (k) PEGl-R3e–DNA, and (l) PEGl-R3s–DNA. DNA duplex is 
shown in cyan. The color coding of the polymer atoms is as follows: cyan, C; red, O; blue, N; 
white, H. Water and ions are not shown for clarity.  
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7.4.1. Polymer – DNA Binding 

We investigated polymer – DNA binding by monitoring the interactions of the polymers’ head 

and tail with the DNA. To do so, we defined a cut-off distance of 4 Å for a close contact to be 

formed between polymer head/tail and the DNA. We previously reported 4 Å as the distance in 

which a direct H-bond can be formed between DNA and the amine groups of PEI [71]. As the 

polymer head groups investigated in this study comprise amine groups similar to PEI, we 

adopted the 4 Å cut-off value again as the distance where a direct H-bond can be formed between 

the polymer head amines and the electronegative atoms (N/O) of the DNA. For consistency, we 

followed the same definition for the quantification of the polymer tail – DNA interactions where 

we defined the Os of the tail group to be in close contact with the DNA if they reside within 4 

Å of any DNA N/O, representative of the H-bonds that can form between O-bearing groups of 

the polymer tail and the DNA electronegative atoms. The time course of the number of close 

contact Ns is given in Figure D.1 (Appendix D). For a more quantitative comparison, in Figure 

7.8a, we plot the number of head group Ns in close contact with DNA N/O vs. the total number 

of Ns in the head group, averaged over the final 50 ns of the simulations. The number of Ns 

establishing close contacts with DNA increased proportionally with the increase in the number 

of head group Ns from 3 to 7 (systems bearing R1 and R3), irrespective of the polymer initial 

conformation or tail length.  

R2 containing systems, on the other hand, responded differently to the initial conformation 

of the polymer contingent on the length of the polymer tail. Among the polymers with short tail, 

the shielded initial configuration of the polymer head resulted in substantially weakened 

contacts with DNA in comparison to the extended head configuration. In the R2 bearing 

polymers with long tail, extended configuration exhibited no contacts with DNA, whereas 
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shielded configuration slightly increased the number contacts. In three out of four systems with 

R2, PEGs-R2s, PEGl-R2e, and PEGl-R2s, the number of head group Ns in close contact was 

found to be less than those of the R1 bearing systems, despite the increase in the total number 

of tertiary amine group of the head group. Visual examination of the simulation trajectories 

(Figure 7.7d, i, j) showed separation from the DNA in these three systems; and the time of 

separation identified from Figure D.1b,e for these systems were 108, 45 and 132 ns, 

respectively. It is evident that the binding of R2 with DNA is not as stable and strong as those 

of R1 and R3, despite its equal charge to R1.  
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Figure 7.8. Polymer head and tail group binding to DNA.  
Average number of (a) head group Ns within 4 Å of DNA N/O as a function of the total number 
of Ns in the head, and (b) tail group Os within 4 Å of DNA N/O as a function of the total number 
of Os in the tail group. The extended and shielded polymer initial configurations are given in 
blue and red, respectively.  

 

We further investigated whether the polymer tail participates in DNA binding. The number 

of tail Os in close contact is plotted as a function of the simulation time in Figure D.2 (Appendix 

D). It could be seen that the polymer tail forms transient interactions with DNA and the strength 

of interactions between DNA and the polymer tail is weak; for most of the simulation time the 

number of tail Os interacting with DNA is below 15% of the total number of Os. Moreover, the 
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interactions weaken or phase out within the final 50 ns of the simulations. One interesting 

observation from Figure D.2 is the elevated levels of interactions between DNA and both the 

short and long tail of the polymers with R2 when the polymer head in the initial configuration 

is shielded, within the first 100 ns of the simulations (Figure D.2b, e). This might indicate that 

the structure of the initial shielded head conformation of the polymers is preserved throughout 

the simulation. This could give rise to the slightly increased interactions of the polymer tail 

group with DNA, given the polymer tail is more exposed to DNA than the head group. These 

interactions discontinue in the final stages of the simulations. To investigate the contribution of 

polymer tail to DNA binding in a more quantitative manner, in Figure 7.8b, we plot the average 

number of in close contact Os (within 4 Å) as a function of the total number of the tail Os. 

Overall, the average number of close contact Os is below 1 for the final 50 ns of the simulations, 

further stating that the polymer – DNA interactions are driven by the cationic head group, and 

participation by the tail is almost negligible. Increasing the length of the polymer tail resulted 

in a different trend, dependent on the initial configuration. For all the simulation systems, having 

a long polymer tail increased the interactions with DNA in the shielded polymer configurations. 

However, the opposite of this effect is seen in the extended polymer configurations where 

increasing the tail length impedes DNA interactions (one exception to this is systems with R1 

where the length of does not seem to affect the extent of tail binding to DNA).  

As polymer binding to DNA is driven by the cationic head groups, we further investigated 

the intermolecular contacts between polymer head and DNA. We monitored the number of Ns 

in close contact with DNA backbone Os – the phosphate Os: O1P and O2P, the phosphate esteric 

Os: O3′ and O5′, and the sugar ring O: O4′; as well as the base N/O (Figure 7.9). With one 

exception (PEGs-R2e), binding of polymer head to DNA was driven by the interactions with 
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DNA backbone phosphate Os, O1P and O2P, consistent with previous reports of DNA binding 

to oligoamines [80-84] and PEI [71, 74, 85]. Weaker interactions with the phosphate esteric Os, 

O3′ and O5′, and base N/O was observed in all systems (except for PEGs-R2e where the level 

of binding among these groups are comparable). The sugar ring O, O4′, was only observed to 

participate to DNA binding in two systems, PEGs-R2e and PEGl-R3e, in a weak manner.  

 

Figure 7.9.  Details of intermolecular contacts between polymer head and DNA.   
Number of head group Ns within 4 Å of DNA backbone Os (O1P and O2P, O3′ and O5′, and 
O4′) and base N/O, averaged over the final 50 ns of the simulations with the polymers of (a) 
R1, (b) R2, and (c) R3 head groups.   
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As the number of tertiary amine groups is gradually increased from R1 to R3 (3, 4, and 7 

for R1, R2, and R3, respectively), we investigated how such an increase influences the 

interactions of the individual amines (see Figure 7.3 for the numbering of the head group Ns) 

with DNA. In Figure 7.10, we plot the percentage of time in which the Ns of the polymer head 

reside within 4 Å (in close contact) of DNA N/O over the final 50 ns of the simulations. 100% 

corresponds to a state where a given N atom is in close contact with at least one DNA N/O atom 

at all times over the final 50 ns, where 0% represents the case of no interactions (i.e., no contact 

within 4 Å). In the systems with R1 (Figure 7.10a), N1 forms the highest amount of DNA 

contact, followed by N2, and N3.  

In the R2 bearing systems (Figure 7.10b), the ability of N1 to interact with DNA is 

significantly impeded. The interactions are mostly shifted towards N2 and N3 in systems PEGs-

R2e and PEGl-R2s, while the remaining systems display little or no interactions brought by 

these two Ns. In all R2 bearing systems, N0 – the unprotonated N – failed to participate in DNA 

binding. Given the observed difference, it is possible that the R1 head group aligns itself parallel 

to DNA backbone to make strong contact through N1, while also augmenting the interactions 

with DNA via N2 and N3. In R2, the lack of a positive charge in the position 0 might dictate the 

orientation of the head group for binding to DNA, allowing the head group to position itself in 

a way to maximize the number of protonated Ns in close contact with DNA (two out of three 

Ns). Despite the positioning of the head group R2 to augment the interactions with DNA, N2 

and N3 exhibited very poor binding in three out of four systems (PEGs-R2s, PEGl-R2e, and 

PEGl-R2s). This suggests R2 bearing polymers might have some other features that are 

unfavorable for DNA binding. We will explore such features in Section 7.4.2.  
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In the R3 containing systems (Figure 7.10c), for the discussion herein, we will investigate 

the head group in three parts: N2, N4, and N5 constitute one end of the head group; N3, N6, and 

N7 form the other end; and N1 is the connection between the two ends. Starting with PEGs-

R3e, N3 displayed the highest amount of DNA contact time with an average value of 65%, 

followed by N4 with 49%. The contribution by N2, N5, and N6 was comparable (~20%), and 

N1 and N7 exhibited the least amount of interactions (15% and 6%, respectively). This indicates 

that the interactions with DNA are made mainly through the two ends, while N1 – the connection 

between the two ends – acts as the hinge point regulating the orientation of the two ends. In 

PEGs-R3s, the % contact time of individual Ns differed from those of PEGs-R3e, however, the 

overall binding pattern was conserved. The time of DNA contact was comparable among N5, 

N2, and N3 with an average value of ~40%, followed by N6 and N4 with ~30%. Again, N7 and 

N1 were the least contributing Ns with 18% and 8%.  

Increasing the length of the polymer tail of R3 bearing polymers gave rise to a different 

mode of DNA binding, contingent on the polymer initial configuration. In PEGl-R3e, unlike the 

previous observations, DNA binding became mainly localized to three Ns: N2 and N3, which 

are in close contact with DNA at all times, followed by N6 with 49% occupancy. N1 showed 

no interactions at all, thus remained as the hinge point. Changing the initial configuration of the 

polymer head from extended to shielded (PEGl-R3s) significantly affected the role of N1. In 

this system, N1 was found to be in close contact with DNA for 97% of the final 50 ns. N4 and 

N7, located at the edges of the two ends of the head group, followed N1 with 34% and 22%. 

The remaining Ns showed similar levels of interactions in the range of 10% to 20%. The reduced 

interaction of N2, N5, N3 and N6 with DNA might be due to the polymer tail shielding the 

portions of the head group in the initial configurations of the polymers, which might have been 
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conserved in DNA binding simulations, hindering the interactions of these Ns with DNA, and 

further causing the head group to maximize its interactions through the remaining Ns: N1, N4, 

and N7.  

 

Figure 7.10. Percentage of time in which head group Ns are in close contact with DNA N/O 
(both backbone and base) in the final 50 ns of the simulations. 
The data is presented for the systems with (a) R1, (b) R2, and (c) R3. The numbering of the 
head group Ns is given in Figure 7.3b.  
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It is evident from previous observations that the interactions with DNA are through charged 

groups of the polymer head. Interestingly, when the number of tertiary amine groups in the head 

group is increased without changing the head group cationic charge (R1 vs. R2 systems), 

polymer – DNA binding is significantly altered. The mechanism behind this drastic change in 

the binding performance is not clear from the previous analysis, which motivated us to study 

the conformational states of the polymers in simulations with DNA in more detail.  

7.4.2. Mechanisms Governing DNA Binding Performance of the Polymers 

As R2 containing systems are identified as the systems most sensitive to the initial configuration 

of the polymers (extended vs. shielded) in terms of DNA binding, we hypothesize that there 

might exist strong intramolecular interactions in R2 bearing polymers between the polymer head 

and tail groups, possibly leading to a collapsed state of the polymer where the tail partially 

covers the head group. This in turn might hinder interactions with DNA. To test this hypothesis, 

we adopted the 4 Å cut-off again as the distance of close contact where amine groups of the 

head group can form direct H-bonds with the tail Os, and monitored the number of head group 

Ns in close contact with the tail Os throughout the simulations (Figure 7.11). Irrespective of the 

polymer initial configuration or length of the polymer tail, systems with R1 and R3 

demonstrated weak transient intrachain associations, which can be deemed as negligible. 

Systems with R2, however, displayed elevated levels of intramolecular interactions over the 

course of the simulations (except for PEGl-R2e where the intramolecular interactions are 

observed in a transient fashion); the intrachain associations are even more pronounced in the 

shielded polymer head initial configurations.  
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Figure 7.11. Number of head group Ns within 4 Å of tail Os as a function of simulation 
time. 
The data is presented for the systems with DNA and (a) PEGs-R1, (b) PEGs-R2, (c) PEGs-R3, 
(d) PEGl-R1, (e) PEGl-R2, and (f) PEGl-R3. The two curves in each plot represents the two 
initial polymer configurations, extended (blue) and shielded (red).   

 
Another interesting observation from Figure 7.11b and Figure 7.11e is that there is always 

one head group N in close contact with DNA. To identify which of the head group Ns is making 
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this permanent contact with the polymer tail, we examined the contacts made by the individual 

Ns by tracking the percentage of time over the final 50 ns of the simulations in which the head 

group Ns are interacting with the tail Os (Figure 7.12). The head group Ns in R1 and R3 systems 

are observed to be in close contact with tail Os for at most 7% of the time (in the final 50 ns), 

further confirming that polymer intrachain associations in these systems are negligible. In the 

systems with R2, the individual N atom making the permanent contact with the tail is found to 

be N1. Following N1 are N0, N3, and N2, ordered from the most to least interacting.  

In parallel to Figure 7.12, we also explored the distribution of the tail Os around head Ns. 

This is presented in Figure 7.13, by the RDF of tail Os around head group. Firstly, the initial 

configuration of the polymers did not significantly affect the trend of the tail O distribution 

around head Ns; i.e., given a type of polymer, the RDF peak positions are very similar between 

the two polymer initial configurations. There exist some differences in the height of the RDF 

peaks between the two polymer conformations; i.e., in DNA systems with PEGs-R1 and PEGs-

R2, extended initial polymer configurations demonstrated higher RDF peaks than the shielded, 

suggesting that initial configuration of the polymer can influence the probability of finding a 

tail O within neighbour distances. Secondly, increasing the length of the polymer tail decreases 

the probability of finding a tail O around head N, as is evident from the reduced RDF peak 

height in the polymers with long tail compared to those of the shorter tail polymers. This effect 

is most significant for the R2 system. 
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Figure 7.12. Percentage of time in which head group Ns are in close contact with tail Os in 
the final 50 ns of the simulations. 
The data is presented for the systems with DNA and polymers bearing the head groups (a) R1, 
(b) R2, and (c) R3. The numbering of the head group Ns is given in Figure 7.3b. 
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Figure 7.13. RDF of polymer tail Os around head group Ns for the final 50 ns of the 
simulations. 
The data is presented for the systems with DNA and polymers (a) PEGs-R1, (b) PEGs-R2, (c) 
PEGs-R3, (d) PEGl-R1, (e) PEGl-R2, and (f) PEGl-R3. The two curves in each plot represents 
the two initial polymer configurations, extended (blue) and shielded (red).  
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To identify the tail Os that form close contacts with the head group, the first two RDF peaks 

are compared among the studied systems. For the polymers with short tail, both in the systems 

with R1 and R3, the first two RDF peaks are located at ~4.5 Å and 5.25 Å, respectively. In the 

systems with R2, however, these two peaks are located at closer distances, ~3 Å and 4.25 Å, 

respectively. The same pattern can be seen among the polymers with long tail. Another 

interesting observation from Figure 7.13 is the significant increase in peak heights in the systems 

with R2, especially in the polymers with short tail. This indicates more probable presence of tail 

O around head N, thus higher intrachain associations in the R2 polymers.  

The existence of strong short range intramolecular interactions in R2 systems made us 

further investigate the individual tail Os that are responsible of the intrachain associations. In 

Figure 7.14, we plot the percentage of time during which the tail Os are in close contact (within 

4 Å) with head group Ns in the systems comprising the R2 head group. In both short and long 

tail polymers, the tail O closest to the head group – O14 in the polymers with short tail and O25 

in the polymers with long tail (numbering of the tail Os can be found in Figure 7.3a) – is in close 

contact with at least one head group N at all times during the final 50 ns of the simulations. 

Previous analysis has shown that N1 of the head group is making a permanent contact with the 

tail within the last 50 ns period (Figure 7.12b), indicating that the H-bond interaction of the N1 

– O14/ O25 pair is mainly responsible of the intrachain associations seen in R2 systems. Another 

observation from Figure 7.14 is that the length of the tail group determines the pattern of the 

intrachain associations. In both short and long tail bearing systems, the tail Os closest to the 

head group R2 makes the strongest contacts. The strength of this association is weakened as we 

move farther away from the head group in the long tail polymers; however, in the short tail 

systems the middle region of the tail displays elevated levels of interactions.  
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Figure 7.14.  Percentage of time in which polymer tail group Os are in close contact with 
head Ns in the final 50 ns of the simulations. 
The data is presented for the systems with DNA, and the polymers bearing the R2 head groups 
with (a) short, and (b) long tail. The numbering of the tail group Os is given in Figure 7.3a. O1 
represents the farthest O in the tail, whereas O14 / O25 is the closest O to the head group.  

 

7.5. Discussion  

Figure 7.15 shows the proposed configurations of the polymer tail around the head group R2 in 

explicit water.  The association between the head and tail groups induces intramolecular collapse 

of the polymer chain; and the degree of collapse is dependent on the length of the polymer tail; 

i.e., intrachain associations between the head and tail of polymer chains is higher in the short 

tail polymers. There exists a permanent contact between the protonated N, N1, of the R2 head 

group and the closest tail Os, O14/ O25, which creates a local “lock” and impedes N1’s ability 
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to interact with the DNA. This interaction stands for an internal O···H-N H-bond between the 

O14/ O25 of the tail -OH and H-N1 of the head group. The distance between the O14/ O25 and 

H-N1 is 2.9 – 3.3 Å on average (over the final 50 ns of the simulations, depicted in Figure 

7.16b), allowing for such a connection to be formed. Although this distance falls within the 

broad range category for bond length of normal/weak H-bonds, presence of cations in the H-

bonds may increase their strength [86]. Due to the cationic charge of the tertiary amine, the -OH 

is proposed to act as the proton acceptor in this interaction, and H-N1 serves as the donor. It is 

known that -OH groups tend to act as H-bonding donors [87], however it is possible for them to 

serve as proton acceptors when faced with proton donors [88, 89]. This intramolecular H-bond 

interaction is absent in the systems containing other head groups, R1 and R3. The distance 

between the O14/ O25 and N1 ranges from 4.9 to 5.7 Å on average (based on final 50 ns, 

depicted in Figure 7.16a, c) in R1 and R3 systems, which falls beyond the 3 – 4 Å cut-off for an 

H-bond to form between a donor-acceptor pair. The –CH2-CH2– spacer preceding the first 

tertiary amine of the head groups R1 and R3 places the N1 farther away from O14/ O25, thus 

eliminates the head-tail associations.  
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Figure 7.15. Proposed conformations polymer tails around the head group R2 in explicit 
water.  
The R2 head group is represented as a grey sphere, and the tail groups are shown with dark blue 
lines. The circle markers in the tail groups represent the Os. The surroundings of the R2 head 
group is divided into four zones, where the innermost layer (light red) shows the most interacting 
region of the polymer tail, and the outermost layer (light blue) shows the no interaction zone.  

 
It is evident that the polymer intramolecular interactions and intermolecular attractive 

forces are the two competing forces in polymer-DNA binding; and in the R2 bearing systems, 

the intrachain associations dominates the latter. This results in a significant decrease in DNA 

binding performance of the polymers, leading to their separation from the DNA. The inherent 

assumption in polymeric structures employed to arrest thrombosis is that polymers with strong 

DNA binding capability minimize blood clotting events. Thus, our simulations can give insights 

into the antithrombotic activity of the polymers. The R2 head group simulated in this chapter is 

identical to the R group explored with in vitro and in vivo experiments by Travers et al. [69], 

where a number of identical R groups are grafted to a dendritic polymer core. Travers and 

coworkers reported the requirement of at least 5 or more R groups within the UHRA for an 
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efficient inhibition of thrombin – polyP binding. Moreover, they observed UHRAs possessing 

lower cationic charge (7 R groups) being less effective than their higher charge counterparts (11 

R groups) in terms of their in vivo antithrombotic activity, indicating that cationic charge of the 

polymers is associated with their antithrombotic activity to some extent. Our simulations 

revealed that polymers interact with DNA mainly through their charged groups, and increasing 

the number of protonated tertiary amines in the head group strengthens polymer-DNA binding. 

We articulate that this observation from our simulations correlates well with the reported 

experimental outcomes, and suggests that stronger electrostatic attraction between polymer and 

DNA may account for enhanced antithrombotic activity of the polymer.  

 

 

Figure 7.16. The O···H-N H-bond that could form between the acceptor O14/ O25 of the 
tail and donor H-N1 of the head groups. 
Representation for the systems with (a) R1, (b) R2, and (c) R3. The -OH group of the tail and 
the tertiary amine of the head group comprising N1 are shown as spheres, while the remainder 
of the tail and head are shown as red and blue lines, respectively. The color coding of the sphere 
representation of the atoms is as follows: cyan, C; red, O; blue, N; white, H.  

 
What remains to be explored (from MD simulation perspective) is the behavior of the R2 

head group when grafted to a dendritic polymer core shielded with PEG chains, as in the UHRA 

compounds. The binding of polyPs or NAs with R2-containing polymers is expected to differ 
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when R2 is connected to a single PEG chain vs. a more rigid and bulky dendritic structure. From 

isothermal titration calorimetry experiments, Shenoi et al. reported that dendritic UHRAs 

exhibit a few orders of magnitude higher binding affinity to UFH than that of the methoxy PEG-

R chain [70].  When R2 is attached to a dendritic core, the “locking” of the head group via the 

intrachain associations could still take place if the short distance between tail O and protonated 

tertiary amine of the head group is preserved. However, this interaction may not dominate the 

attractive forces to polyP/NA anymore, as UHRA structures bear multiple R groups ranging 

from 1 to 33 [69, 70] which might be sufficient to drive polymer-DNA binding, as opposed to 

only one R in the structures simulated in this chapter. It will be useful to design UHRA like 

structures containing different R groups varying in size and cationic charge, and test their 

polyP/NA binding performance and antithrombotic activity for better comparison, which cannot 

be predicted from the MD simulations described here.  

7.6. Conclusions  

In this chapter, we performed all-atom MD simulations to explore DNA duplex binding of 

polymers bearing three different cationic head groups with different tail lengths, and two distinct 

initial configurations. We found that polymers bind to DNA mainly through interactions of the 

cationic polymer head group with DNA backbone phosphate Os, and the contribution of the 

polymer tail to DNA binding was negligible. Increasing the number of protonated tertiary amine 

groups of the head group increased the interactions with DNA. When the number of tertiary 

amine groups was increased while keeping the same cationic charge (partially protonated 

system), binding to DNA was decreased disproportionately. Further analysis of this system has 

shown significantly higher levels of polymer intrachain associations, which dominated polymer-

DNA intermolecular attractions in this case, resulted in very poor binding to or separation from 
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DNA. Other polymers exhibited little to no intramolecular interactions within the polymers. 

Such difference was attributed to the absence of a –CH2-CH2– spacer in the partially protonated 

system, resulting in a local conformational constraint that positions the polymer tail in the 

proximity of the head group. Our simulations provided insights into the structural features of 

the polymers needed for better DNA binding performance, and should facilitate the design of 

new head group architectures to arrest thrombosis.  
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8.1. Overall Conclusions 

This dissertation explored polynucleotide binding polymers in therapeutic applications with a 

major emphasis on computational studies, with some experimental studies. I particularly 

focused on (i) polymeric carrier vectors for siRNA delivery, whose overall goal is to silence 

aberrantly expressed genes in malignancy, and (ii) polymeric structures developed to bind to 

and arrest prothrombotic activity of nucleic acids. The thesis work started with an extensive 

review of the molecular modeling studies employed in the delivery of polynucleotide 

nanoparticles in Chapter 2. It was evident that the majority of the modeling studies focused on 

the design of polymeric carriers, and formation of nanoparticulate structures from their 

complexation with polynucleotides, while very few studies addressed other aspects of the 

polynucleotide delivery process, such as nanoparticle integrity in the physiological milieu or 

disassembly of polynucleotide nanoparticles for functional translation. The knowledge gaps 

identified in this Chapter motivated the studies carried out in Chapters 3-6.  

 Chapter 3 investigated a functionalized polymeric carrier, a low molecular weight PEI 

modified by systematic substitution of a small, three-carbon hydrophobe, PrA, in detail, for 

siRNA delivery into leukemic cells. PrA modification gave rise to a non-monotonic behavior in 

the cellular uptake and silencing efficacy of the siRNA complexes, where the highest efficacy 

was attained at low/moderate substitutions. MD simulations revealed a new assembly 

mechanism involving the migration of the PrA moieties into the core of the complex due to 

hydrophobic forces, regulating the key features (surface hydrophobicity, cationic charge) of the 

complexes needed for functional performance.  

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 focused on addressing the need for a better understanding of the role 

of endogenous biomolecules on siRNA complexes. There exists a vast variety of biomolecules 
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on the delivery route of the nucleic acid complexes, which can induce changes to the 

conformational states of the complexes and possibly affect their functional performance. 

Chapter 4 explored the effect of miRNA-21, an overly-expressed microRNA in several cancers, 

on the integrity of siRNA complexes through physicochemical studies and MD simulations. 

Addition of miRNA onto a preformed siRNA-PEI complex resulted in a ternary siRNA-PEI-

miRNA complex structure facilitated by the electrostatic interactions between miRNA and the 

peripheral PEIs, where miRNA constitutes the outermost layer, making the surface of the ternary 

complex negatively charged. Gel electrophoresis assays confirmed the absence of siRNA-PEI 

complex dissociation by miRNA; meanwhile they showed complex disassembly by heparin, a 

member of the glycosaminoglycan family present in the cell membrane milieu, at comparable 

concentrations to miRNA. Why complex disassembly was triggered by heparin but not miRNA 

couldn’t be explained in the absence of atomic level details in the physicochemical experiments. 

Moreover, the roles attributed to heparin in the context of nucleic acid delivery in the 

experimental literature was found to be controversial; i.e., binding of exogenous heparin to 

polynucleotide complexes was reported to disintegrate the complexes in line with our 

observations; on the other hand, endogenous heparins were assigned beneficial roles such as 

being a facilitator for cellular uptake or decreasing the complex cytotoxicity. To investigate the 

molecular mechanisms causing these seemly contradictory roles from an all-atom perspective, 

in Chapter 5, we developed a molecular model for heparin, which was then put to use in 

Chapter 6 to perform a series of all-atom MD simulations on tripartite systems comprising 

heparin in the periphery of siRNA-PEI complexes. Complexes underwent a number of different 

heparin mediated conformational states contingent on the complex and heparin physical 

properties. In the light of our observations, we proposed a multi-step mechanism for heparin 
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mediated disassembly of the siRNA complexes. We articulated that the visited conformational 

states of the siRNA-PEI complexes may translate into different functional outcomes, which can 

explain the ambiguity in the experiments. For instance, if the complexes remain stable with 

complex-bound heparin at the outermost layer, their cytotoxicity could be decreased. Premature 

complex relaxation or disassembly by heparin on the other hand, could have deleterious 

consequences on siRNA integrity and cell uptake. The results reported in this dissertation on 

several aspects of polymer-siRNA nanoparticle delivery contributed to our understanding of the 

key properties of polymeric siRNA delivery systems for enhanced stability and functional 

performance.  

Finally, Chapter 7 explored a different application of the nucleic acid binding polymers, 

namely arresting thrombosis. There exists a well-established connection between cancer and 

thrombosis, and elevated levels of cell free nucleic acids in the circulation of cancer patients is 

one of the proposed mechanisms behind this relation. Cationic polynucleotide binding polymers, 

such as PEI, PAMAM dendrimers, which are mainly employed in polynucleotide delivery, are 

beginning to be explored in this newly emerged area. We investigated polymers bearing cationic 

tertiary amine groups of different architectures and PEG tails of different lengths. DNA binding 

performance of the polymers was found to be dependent on the extent of polymer intrachain 

associations, that is, binding to DNA is impeded if the polymer collapses due to intramolecular 

interactions between the cationic tertiary amines and the PEG tail. As interest to this line of 

application of the cationic polymers is rapidly increasing, the presented results are expected to 

advance our knowledge of polymer structural features needed for safely and effectively 

inhibiting polynucleotide prothrombotic activity.  
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8.2. Discussion and Future Directions for Polymer-siRNA Nanoparticle 

Delivery 

Our ultimate goal is to design non-immunogenic, non-toxic polymeric carriers capable of 

effectively delivering the polynucleotide cargo into cancerous cells with minimal off-target 

effects. This requires a thorough understanding of the atomistic details of every step of the 

polynucleotide delivery. Our research has revealed many areas that remain to be explored, which 

will be discussed in the following sections. 

8.2.1. Effect of Physiological Milieu on Polynucleotide Nanoparticles 

In vivo administration of siRNA nanoparticles comes with the risk of non-specific interactions 

with blood proteins and other extracellular milieu components [1]. Upon endocytosis and 

endosomal escape, cytosolic proteins and oligonucleotides may also interact with nanoparticles, 

possibly influencing their intracellular disassembly. Determination of the impact of these 

biomolecules on siRNA complexes will help greatly for developing effective siRNA delivery 

systems via strategies to modulate the non-specific interactions and stability of the complexes. 

In Chapters 4 and 6, we investigated the role of two individual endogenous molecules, miRNA 

and heparin, on the conformational states of the siRNA-PEI complexes. In Chapter 4, our MD 

simulations revealed the adsorption of miRNA on the pre-formed siRNA-PEI complexes. Apart 

from the overexpression of miRNA in tumors [2], elevated levels of miRNA in circulation has 

been reported in cancer [3-5]; and in fact, it has been proposed as a diagnostic tool for the 

detection of underlying malignancy [6]. Given the diversity of miRNA structures (i.e., size, 

charge and structure) and the variation in their expression profile among cancer types (i.e., 

concentration or relative abundance of miRNA), the stability of siRNA complexes could be 

assessed with MD simulations and experiments by using specific miRNAs and scenarios. 
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Moreover, the outermost miRNA layer decreased the ζ-potential of the complexes to negative 

values, which could markedly influence the cytotoxicity profile of the complexes as well as their 

cellular uptake efficiency. Previous experimental studies have shown adsorption of serum 

albumin, a negatively charged serum protein, onto oligonucleotide [7] and polynucleotide [8] 

complexes, which led to a decrease in cellular association of the complexes [7], revealing that 

the change in the complex composition may affect the subsequent cellular attachment and 

uptake stages. Therefore, future in vitro experimental studies might be beneficial to determine 

the effect of miRNA addition on the functional performance of the complexes.  

In Chapter 6, we demonstrated that physical properties of heparin are critical in 

determining its mode of action on siRNA-PEI complexes. We focused on two heparin molecules 

consisting of the same repeating disaccharide (GlcNS(6S) – IdoA2S), and varied the length of 

the heparin chains by changing the number of repeating disaccharide units. In reality, however, 

there exists a great structural diversity among heparin and HS sequences; i.e., the predominant 

disaccharide units as well as the sulfation pattern may greatly vary amongst heparin/HS 

molecules [9, 10]. Future MD simulations are needed to assess the impact of heparin structural 

variation on its role on the siRNA complexes. In addition to heparin, other members of the GAG 

family, CS/DS, KS, and HA, should also be explored. The variation in structure and negative 

charge among these molecules are expected to greatly affect their influence on siRNA delivery 

systems. For example, HA, the only non-sulfated GAG, has been reported to bind to the 

complexes without triggering disassembly, at the concentrations where heparin disintegrates the 

nucleic acid complexes [11]. In fact, researchers have made use of this feature to coat the nucleic 

acid nanoparticles with HA to reduce cytotoxicity and increase transfection efficiency [12, 13]. 

Therefore, it will be beneficial to map out the differences among different GAGs regarding their 
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effects on the siRNA complexes with further MD simulations, and explore the applicability of 

the proposed mechanism for heparin-mediated complex disassembly to other GAGs.  

8.2.2. Molecular Details of Polynucleotide Nanoparticle Endocytosis 

Endocytosis of polynucleotide complexes has been poorly studied at the all-atom level due to 

time and size limitations of classical MD approaches; there exists a few atomistic simulations 

on the uptake of individual carriers [14] and naked polynucleotides [15, 16]. A number of CG 

studies (reviewed in [17], also see [18-21] for examples) provided general aspects on the 

nanoparticle endocytosis, e.g., size and shape of nanoparticles, ligand density and rigidity, and 

membrane surface tension for efficient uptake. In addition, to mimic the effect of pH in the 

endosomal environment, most studies adopted an approach where the protonation state of the 

polycationic carriers was specified at a given pH and it remained unchanged during the 

simulation [22-24]. This approach has its intrinsic limitations. For instance, in systems 

comprising PEI as the nucleic acid carrier, the integrity of the nanoparticle is proposed to be 

affected by the endosomal pH changes due to proton sponge effect [25], however this 

phenomenon cannot be captured if the carrier’s protonation state is fixed. A more realistic way 

is to perform constant pH simulations at pH values corresponding to early and late endosomes, 

while allowing the protonation state of the carriers to vary. However, most methods to keep pH 

constant require the solvent to be implicitly treated [26-28], which cannot capture carrier-

polynucleotide H-bonding upon complexation. There have been improvements to treat solvent 

explicitly [29-31]; application of these methods can help us gain insights into the endosomal 

stages of delivery. 

Functionalization of the polymeric carriers with appropriate hydrophobic lipid moieties 

and/or cell-specific ligands usually help to improve the cellular association of the complexes 
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and reduce off-target effects. Development of all-atom computational models to study the cell 

membrane attachment and membrane translocation of siRNA-PEI complexes will provide 

atomistic details of the membrane-complex interactions, and make screening among different 

functional groups or ligands possible. Steered MD simulations, the MD technique where an 

external pulling force is exerted on molecules to facilitate transitions between conformational 

states, could be useful to carry out such a screening among candidates; and best performing 

systems can be selected for functional in vitro and in vivo assays. Such a combined approach 

can help to design delivery systems capable of incorporating enhanced interactions with cell 

membrane and specific factors affecting cell selectivity and endocytosis for the development of 

next generation gene therapeutics. 

8.2.3. Use of Advanced Simulation Techniques 

MD simulations can provide atomic resolution information on the dynamic evolution of the 

biological systems, which could not be readily attainable with most experimental tools. The 

ergodic hypothesis, the equality of time average and ensemble average over infinite periods of 

time, makes it possible to extract time averages from the simulation trajectories. However, 

classical all-atom MD is bound by size and time scale limitations, which makes it highly 

challenging to effectively sample the phase space. As a result of poor sampling, the initial 

placement of the molecules might have potential consequences on the resulting conformational 

states; i.e. different initial configurations could possibly lead to the sampling of different 

conformational states. This possibility has been treated with caution throughout the simulations 

presented in this dissertation. The dependence of the observed phenomena on the initial 

configuration, if any, is tested where possible. For example, in Chapter 4, it was found that the 

impact of complex initial configuration was negligible in regards to the complex formation as 
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well as the complex integrity in the presence of miRNA (Section B.2. in Appendix B). In the 

studies presented in Chapter 7, the individual equilibration simulations of the polymers showed 

the existence of two polymer configurations transient throughout the trajectories: an extended 

configuration where the polymer is fully solvated, and a shielded configuration where a portion 

of the polymer tail is wrapped around the polymer head (depicted in Figure 7.5). Therefore, for 

fair comparison of the polymers’ DNA binding performance, both polymer configurations were 

adopted as input structures to the simulations with DNA. The existence of dynamic equilibrium 

was also investigated and the average properties were reported over the dynamic equilibrium; 

e.g. for the formation of supramolecular assemblies from individual siRNAs and PEIs, Rg of the 

siRNAs was monitored throughout the simulations (e.g. Figure 3.6), and the region where Rg 

plateaus was taken as the dynamic equilibrium period.  

Concerted efforts have been made for the development of algorithms with the purpose of 

reaching far beyond the existing size and time range such as replica exchange MD [32], 

accelerated MD [33], metadynamics [34], simulated annealing [35], or coarse graining (CG) 

[36] to name a few. For example, under practical conditions, nanoparticles can typically grow 

up to 100 nm in diameter [37], while largest size of our own atomistic simulation was ~12 nm 

[38]. CG approaches can accommodate larger sizes; improvement in the accuracies of CG 

models will therefore allow systems with realistic scales to be simulated. Use of advanced MD 

approaches in conjunction with all-atom studies will better reveal the complete picture of 

complex processes of supramolecular assemblies. For example, in Chapter 6, we were unable 

to determine the relative thermodynamic stability of the observed conformational states of the 

siRNA-PEI-heparin tripartite systems, as they were obtained from independent simulations (i.e., 

multiple systems of different PEI and heparin compositions). Exceeding the time limitations 
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with advanced approaches will allow to detect transitions between various nanoparticle 

conformations within one single trajectory, therefore can advance our understanding on which 

of the states is energetically more favorable than others.   

8.3. Discussion and Future Directions for Polymers in Anticoagulant Therapy 

Towards the goal of synthesizing non-toxic polymeric structures capable of inhibiting the 

thrombotic activity of cell free DNAs and devoid of serious hemorrhagic complications, our 

research has demonstrated the impact of polymer structure in the regulation of its DNA binding 

performance. The polymer intrachain associations have found to be detrimental for binding to 

DNA, therefore, spacer groups of different lengths can be placed to eliminate the possible 

attractions between the head and tail groups. It remains to be explored how the intrachain 

association will be affected if all the studied polymers comprised the same spacer between the 

head and tail groups. Our research involved a model system of a single polymer chain (cationic 

head and PEG tail), while practically, the polymer head groups are grafted into a dendritic core 

and shielded with PEG chains [39]. It will be useful to simulate the experimentally determined 

polymer structures, and explore whether the proposed intrachain associations still exist within a 

more rigid dendritic structure. The polymers can be further investigated with MD simulations 

to assess their binding to RNA and polyP, other proposed activators of the intrinsic pathway, 

for determination of the differences among polynucleotides and polyP, if any, in regard to their 

interactions with the polymers. The line of research assumes that the DNA binding affinity of 

the polymers will directly influence thrombogenic events, but this remains to be experimentally 

validated. 
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APPENDIX A: Supplementary Information for Chapter 3 

A.1. Polymer Synthesis and Characterization 

PrA moieties were grafted onto 1.2 kDa PEI via N-acylation. 1H-NMR spectrum of PrA 

substituted PEIs showed characteristic proton resonance peaks of PEI at 2.40 to 3.50 ppm, and 

that of PrA at 1.05 ppm and 2.11 ppm, confirming the substitution reactions. The substitution 

amount of PrAs onto PEIs was increased with the increase in the PrA feeding ratio (PrA/PEI, 

mol/mol). The highest amount of PrA grafted onto PEI was 1.59 (PrA/PEI, mol/mol), from the 

reaction with feed ratio of 4 (PrA/PEI, mol/mol); this corresponds to consumption of 15.9% of 

the primary amines. The efficacy of substitution is defined based on the ratio of the substitution 

amounts calculated from the 1H-NMR spectrum (α) to the PrA feeding ratios, and represented 

as percentages. The efficacy of PrA substitution was the highest (~70%) when the feed ratio 

was 1, and it gradually decreased to ~40% with the further increase in the feed ratio (Figure 

A.1). All the designed polymers were readily soluble in water. 

 

Figure A.1. Summary of polymer synthesis. The amount of PrA substitution is calculated from 
1H-NMR spectrum, and the substitution efficacy is defined based on the ratio of calculated PrA 
substitution amount to the feed ratios.  
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A.2. Comparison of the Efficacy and Cytotoxicity of PrA-Modified LMW PEIs with 25 

kDa PEI 

The performance of the native and PrA conjugated 1.2 kDa PEIs were compared to that of 25 

kDa PEI in K562 cells. Polymers with low PrA substitution amounts, α = 0.26 and α = 0.69, 

displayed comparable performances to 25 kDa PEI, while further increase in the substitution 

amount caused a significant reduction in the siRNA delivery efficacy of 1.2 kDa PEI. In 

comparison with 25 kDa PEI, there was a ~0.5-fold decrease in MFI of the systems α = 0.26 

and α = 0.69 (Figure A.2a); 48.4 ± 2.5% and 44.1 ± 0.5% of the cells were FAM-siRNA positive 

in these systems while delivery with 25 kDa PEI resulted in 62.1 ± 1.0% of the population to be 

FAM-siRNA positive (Figure A.2b). We further compared the efficacy of these polymers for 

silencing activity of siRNA. Among other PrA conjugated systems, α = 0.69 delivered the best 

performance in terms of siRNA’s silencing activity; decrease in green fluorescence protein 

(GFP) mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was 32.9 ± 2.5%, 44.2 ± 3.3% and 31.2 ± 1.0% after 

3, 6 and 9 of treatment, respectively; while delivery with 25 kDa PEI resulted in 50.2 ± 1.8%, 

73.8 ± 6.0% and 71.2 ± 2.4% decrease in GFP MFI (Figure A.2c). Decrease in GFP-positive 

cell population (Figure A.2d) was well correlated with the decrease in GFP MFI, and α = 0.69 

again delivered a comparable albeit not superior performance to that of 25 kDa PEI.  
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Figure A.2. (a) MFI and (b) percentage of FAM-siRNA positive K562 cells after 24 h exposure 
to complexes prepared with FAM-labeled siRNA and 25 kDa PEI, native or PrA conjugated 1.2 
kDa PEIs at polymer:siRNA ratio of 6:1 (w/w), with final siRNA concentration of 60 nM. (c) 
Decrease in mean GFP fluorescence and, (d) decrease in GFP-positive cell population after 3, 6 
and 9 days of treatment with final siRNA concentration of 60 nM at polymer:siRNA ratio of 6:1 
(w/w).   
 
 

We also compared the cytotoxicity of the native and PrA-modified PEIs to 25 kDa PEI 

(Figure A.3). The cytotoxic profile of 25 kDa PEI was similar to that of native and/or PrA-

modified PEIs at the low polymer:siRNA weight ratios tested (2.5:1, 5:1, 7.5:1 and 10:1), where 

all the studied polymers displayed minor toxicities with cell viability of ~80%. At higher 

polymer concentrations (polymer:siRNA w:w = 20:1 and 40:1), 25 kDa PEI induced the highest 

toxicity of all, with cell viabilities of 11.5 ± 2.4% and 7.5 ± 0.3%, respectively. In comparison 
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with LMW PEIs, 25 kDa PEI reduced the cell viability at least 7- and 4-fold at these two highest 

polymer concentrations. 

 

 

Figure A.3. Relative K562 cell viabilities after 72 h exposure to complexes of 25 kDa PEI and 
1.2 kDa PEIs with different PrA substitution amounts, prepared at various polymer:siRNA 
(w:w) ratios. 

 
A.3. Compactness of the Complexes  

In order to explore the influence of PrA substitution on the compactness of the complexes, we 

calculated the radius of gyration (Rg) of the complexes by including all the 4 siRNAs and 16 

native and/or modified PEIs in the calculation (Figure A.4a). The kinetics of complexation 

displayed similarities between the systems α = 0, α = 0.25 and α = 2, while α = 0.75 and α = 1 

showed slightly different characteristics within the first ~120 ns. In the system α = 0.75, two of 

the PrA substituted PEIs were observed to be fully solvated and loose during the first 110 ns, as 

opposed to all the native and/or modified PEIs being in contact with the siRNAs in other systems 

shortly after minimization and heating. These loose PEIs managed to establish contacts with the 

complex until 150 ns, and remained intact till the end of simulation time. Hence, the higher trend 

of the system α = 0.75 within the first ~120 ns could be attributed to this observed behavior. 

Despite the different trends observed in the kinetics of complexation, all systems reached 
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dynamic equilibrium by 120 ns. The average Rg values of the complexes were calculated to be 

27.96 ± 0.20 Å, 27.88 ± 0.22 Å, 28.40 ± 0.33 Å, 28.06 ± 0.24 Å, 27.79 ± 0.13 Å for the systems 

α = 0, α = 0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, respectively (Figure A.4b). The similar Rg values of 

the complexes indicate the almost negligible effect of PrA substitution on the compactness of 

the complexes. 

 

 

Figure A.4. (a) Rg of the complexes as a function of simulation time, and (b) average Rg values 
of the complexes calculated over the last 80 ns of the simulations as a function of substitution 
amount. 
 

We have also investigated the sizes of the complexes in experiments, prepared at 

polymer:siRNA weight ratio of 6:1 (Figure A.5). The measured hydrodynamic diameter of the 

complexes were 140.1 ± 26, 266.4 ± 70, 269.6 ± 57.6, 407.5 ± 124.1 and 297.6 ± 72.7 nm for 

systems α = 0, α = 0.26, α = 0.69, α = 1.14 and α = 1.59, respectively. The sizes of the PrA-

modified systems are slightly higher than the unmodified system, α = 0, although the difference 

was insignificant. Increasing the extent of PrA modification did not seem to have a systematic 

influence on the particle sizes. 
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Figure A.5. Hydrodynamic diameter of the complexes with different PrA substitution amounts 
prepared at polymer:siRNA weight ratio of 6:1. 

 

A.4. Calculation of PrA Surface Density 

For the calculation of surface density of PrA moieties, we approximated each complex by a 

sphere and determined the radius of the sphere from the equality of Eqn. A.1 and Eqn. A.2, 

which both define the moment of inertia of a solid sphere about its center of mass: 

𝐼 = %
&
𝑚𝑅%                                                                                                                   (Eqn. A.1) 

𝐼 = 𝑚𝑅)%                                                                                                                   (Eqn. A.2) 

where I is the moment of inertia, m is the mass, R is the radius, and Rg is the radius of gyration. 

The final equation used in the calculation of the radius of the complexes is given in Eqn. A.3: 

𝑅 = &
%
𝑅)                                                                                                                  (Eqn. A.3) 

From the radial distribution function (RDF) calculations, we then determined the distance 

closest to the radius of the sphere, and assigned that as the cut-off for the definition of the 

complex surface. The number of PrA carbon atoms residing inside the complex is determined 

from the number integral over RDF of the PrA carbons (Figure A.6) in each system, and the 
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amount of PrA carbon atoms outside the spherical surface is calculated by subtracting the 

number of PrA carbons inside the complex from the total number of PrA carbon atoms (12, 36, 

48 and 96 for systems α = 0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, respectively) in each system. The 

resulting number is then divided by the surface area of each sphere to get the surface density of 

PrA moieties. Calculated radii and number of PrA carbon atoms inside and outside the spherical 

surface, percentage of the PrA carbons residing inside the complex along with the surface 

densities are given in Table A.1.  

 

 

Figure A.6. Number integral over the RDF of PrA carbon atoms as a function of the distance 
from the COM of the complex. The black dashed lines represent the total number of PrA carbon 
atoms in each system: 12, 36, 48 and 96 for the systems α = 0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, 
respectively.  
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Table A.1.  Details of the calculation of surface density of the PrA moieties. 

System Rg (Å) 
R 

(Å) 
Cut-off 

(Å) 

Number 
integral at 
the cut-off 

Number of  
PrA Cs outside 

the surface 

% of PrA Cs 
residing inside 

the complex 

Surface density of 
PrA moieties ( x 10-4) 
(Number of PrA/Å2) 

α = 0.25 27.88 44.05 44.13 12.00 0.00 100.00 0 
α = 0.75 28.40 44.87 44.88 32.68 3.32 90.78 1.31 
α = 1 28.06 44.33 44.38 39.35 8.65 81.98 3.50 
α = 2 27.79 43.91 44.13 88.77 7.23 92.47 2.96 

 

A.5. Location of Water Molecules and Hydration of Complexes  

Association of solutes in aqueous environments results in dislocation of water molecules. In 

order to monitor the motion of water molecules during complexation process, we investigated 

the change in the water distribution. We plotted the RDF of water molecules from the center of 

mass (COM) of the complex in the initial configuration (Figure A.7, left panel) and over the 

dynamic equilibrium (last 80 ns) (Figure A.7, right panel). The distribution in the initial 

configurations is quite similar within the studied systems, except the differences in the location 

of the first sharp peaks. The highest peaks are located at 1.38 Å, 1.88 Å, 2.74 Å, 0.88 Å and 

5.13 Å in systems α = 0, α = 0.25, α = 0.75, α = 1 and α = 2, respectively; indicating the high 

probability of finding water molecules at the given distances. Water distribution decreases after 

the first sharp peaks until ~25 Å, due to having the majority of the siRNA and PEI atoms within 

this region making it harder for waters to get in. After 25 Å, distribution starts to increase slowly, 

and then levels off at 40 Å. The analysis over the dynamic equilibrium (Figure A.7, right panel) 

shows that complex formation decreases the water distribution in general (note the scale 

difference between Figure A.7 left and right panels) and makes it more featureless and 

homogenous (i.e. no particular peaks indicating a more structured distribution). In comparison 

with all the other systems, it is almost 5 to 10 times less likely to find water molecules close to 

the COM of the complex in system α = 2. This could be attributed to: (i) slightly smaller initial 
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water distribution close to COM (Figure A.7e, left panel), and (ii) migration of PrAs moieties 

(along with their PEIs) into the core of the complex, hence leaving less space for water to 

occupy. In all the systems, there is a decreasing trend until 20 Å (in α = 2, starting from 7 Å), 

due to water molecules being dislocated from their initial positions with complex formation. 

Since the majority of the complex atoms are located within the first 20-25 Å, there is an increase 

in water distribution past this point until 40 Å. Finally, the distribution levels off beyond 40 Å.  

 

Figure A.7. Radial distribution function of water molecules, in the initial configuration (left 
panel), and the average over the last 80 ns of the simulations (right panel), in systems (a) α = 0, 
(b) α = 0.25, (c) α = 0.75, (d) α = 1, (e) α = 2. 
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We then explored the number of water molecules in the hydration shell of siRNAs and 

PEIs. Here, we defined the hydration shell to be 3 Å from any siRNA/PEI atom. In Figure A.8, 

we plot the number of water molecules in the hydration shell as a function of simulation time. 

The curves follow a decreasing trend within the first ~100 ns in all the systems, again confirming 

the dislocation of water molecules previously adhering to the siRNA and PEI surfaces to the 

periphery as the complex forms. All the curves reach plateau past 100 ns, indicating that the 

simulations come to dynamic equilibrium.  

 

 

Figure A.8. Number of water molecules in the hydration shell of siRNAs/PEIs as a function of 
simulation time.  
 

A.6. PEI Binding Dynamics  

To see the effect of PrA substitutions on the binding capability of PEI to siRNA, we plot the 

number of PEI Ns in close contact with siRNAs (Figure A.9a). The close contact distance was 

defined to be within 4 Å of any siRNA N/Os. The increasing trend in the number of close 

contacts established between PEIs and siRNAs within the first ~120 ns in all the simulated 

systems indicates the formation of complexes. While the systems α = 0, α = 0.25, α = 0.75 and 
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α = 1 displayed similar trends, the number of close contact PEI Ns is higher in system α = 2 in 

the last ~50 ns.  

 

Figure A.9. (a) Number of PEI nitrogens in close contact with siRNA as a function of simulation 
time. (b) Number integral over the RDF of protonated PEI nitrogens as a function of the distance 
from the COM of the complex. The black dashed line represents the total number of protonated 
PEI nitrogens (192) in each system. The inset shows the close-up of the distribution past 40 Å. 

 

Migration of PrA moieties into the core area of the complex made us wonder about its 

possible effect on the cationic surface charge of the complexes. Following the same procedure 

in Section A.4 for the definition of the complex surface, we calculated the number of PEI’s 

protonated amine groups (N+s) on the surface of the particles from the number integral of N+s 

(Figure A.9b) at the defined cut-off. The higher number of PEI N+s past 40 Å in the systems α 

= 1 and α = 2 (Figure A.9b, inset) indicates that majority of the PEI N+s are enclosed inside the 

complex in comparison to the systems with lower PrA substitution amounts, leaving less 

cationic groups on the surface of the particles.  
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A.7. Stability of siRNAs 

The alterations in siRNA structure due to polymer binding are investigated by examining the H-

bonding pattern between the two strands of siRNAs throughout the simulations. Each system 

has 4 siRNA molecules, so each curve in Figure A.10a represents the number of H-bonds 

summed over 4 siRNAs. In all the systems, H-bonds follow a decreasing trend within the first 

~100 ns, indicating the changes in siRNA structure due to complex formation; and systems reach 

plateau after ~120 ns. Among others, it is apparent that system α = 2 has the least number of H-

bonds, indicating the migration of PrA moieties along with their associated PEIs to the core of 

the complex affecting the stability of siRNAs, hence altering their structure.  

 

Figure A.10. (a) Total number of H-bonds established between the two strands of each siRNA 
and (b) RMSD of the 4 siRNAs in each system as a function of the simulation time.  
 

To further confirm the structural changes of siRNAs, we investigated the root mean square 

deviation (RMSD) of the 4 siRNAs with respect to their initial configurations in each system, 

as a function of the simulation time (Figure A.10b). As a result of complex formation, RMSD 

values increase within the first ~120 ns in all the studied systems. Similar RMSD trends are 

apparent among systems α = 0, α = 0.25 and α = 1, and the first ~100 ns of system α = 0.75. Past 
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~100 ns, the RMSD of system α = 0.75 started to increase and remained higher than those of α 

= 0, α = 0.25 and α = 1 in the rest of the simulation time. This could be attributed to the different 

complexation kinetics of system α = 0.75, i.e. two loose PrA substituted PEIs establishing 

contacts with the complex around ~110 and ~140 ns, respectively. Having more PEIs in contact 

caused siRNAs to be more deviated. System α = 2 displayed the highest deviation, again 

confirming the presence of PrA moieties in the core area of the complex affecting the stability 

of siRNA structure.  
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APPENDIX B: Supplementary Information for Chapter 4 

B.1. Pre-equilibration of miRNA 

miRNAs comprise loop and bulge regions in their structure, which are formed by base pair 

mismatches. These mismatches were reported to be the thermodynamic destabilizing elements 

in miRNAs [1]. To capture possible structural changes due to presence of bulge and mismatches, 

the initial structure of miRNA generated with make-na server (http://structure.usc.edu/make-

na/) (Figure B.1a) was equilibrated prior to main simulations. A single miRNA was solvated in 

a cubic box of TIP3P water [2] and neutralized with the addition of 41 K+ ions. A simulation 

was performed with NAMD [3] with a time step of 2 fs, periodic boundary conditions (PBC), 

electrostatics with particle mesh Ewald (PME) [4], cut-off of 12 Å for van der Waals and 

pairwise electrostatic interactions, and SHAKE algorithm [5] to constrain bonds involving 

hydrogen atoms. The system was first minimized for 5000 steps, and then heated from 0 K to 

300 K with a harmonic restraint (10 kcal/mol·Å2) on non-hydrogen atoms of the solute for 20 

ps. After minimization and heating, the restraint was kept for 10 ns, and then removed for 60 ns 

NPT simulation. Temperature and pressure control was carried out with Langevin dynamics 

thermostat and Nosé-Hoover Langevin barostat. Trajectory was visualized and analyzed with 

VMD [6].  
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Figure B.1. Initial (a) and final (b) configurations of miRNA. 

 
Visual inspection of the final configuration of miRNA (Figure B.1b) revealed the distorted, 

kinked miRNA structure; with 5ʹ and 3ʹ ends orienting to different directions. These observed 

structural features are in agreement with the previously reported duplex structures formed by 

miRNA and mRNA strands [7]. Stability of miRNA’s base pairs was investigated via H-bond 

analysis, with donor-acceptor distance of 3 Å (Table B.1). H-bonding between 5ʹ and 3ʹ end 

bases (U1-G42, G21-C23) was not strong, as expected. Strong pairing was present till the 

occurrence of the bulge, A10; however base pairing was remarkably weakened between the 

bulge at A10 and the mismatch at G15, in agreement with the previously reported observations 

on the stability of loop and bulge regions [7]. 
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Table B.1. Percentage occupancy of the H-bonds formed between base pairs. 

sequence H-bonds formed between the base pairs (sense strand bases are in bold) 

sense  
(5ʹ to 3ʹ) 

anti-sense 
(3ʹ to 5ʹ) donor acceptor occupancy (%) 

- U43 - - - 

U1 G42 

G42 
U43 
U1 
U1 
U1 
U1 

U1 
U1 

G42 
U43 
A35 
U36 

4.28 
3.57 
1.85 
1.57 
1.14 
0.14 

A2 U41 

U41 
A2 

G42 
U43 

A2 
U41 
A2 
A2 

52.07 
32.81 
15.83 
6.42 

G3 C40 
G3 
C40 
G42 

C40 
G3 
G3 

77.60 
31.38 
1.85 

C4 G39 

G39 
C4 
C4 

U41 

C4 
G39 
U41 
C4 

73.61 
35.09 
0.71 
0.57 

U5 G38 U5 
G38 

G38 
U5 

35.66 
16.69 

U6 G37 G37 
U6 

U6 
G37 

31.24 
1.71 

A7 U36 
A7 

U36 
G37 

U36 
A7 
A7 

40.09 
17.83 
0.14 

U8 A35 

U8 
A35 
U8 

U36 

A35 
U8 

U36 
U8 

50.36 
27.39 
0.29 
0.14 

C9 G34 G34 
C9 

C9 
G34 

88.02 
36.23 

A10 - C33 
A10 

A10 
U32 

4.28 
0.14 

G11 C33 

G11 
G11 
U32 
G11 

C33 
U32 
G11 
G34 

11.41 
8.56 
3.99 
0.14 

A12 U32 

A12 
U10 
G9 

A12 
A12 

G9 
A12 
A12 
U10 
C11 

7.28 
3.57 
3.57 
1.57 
0.71 

C13 G31 

G31 
U32 
A30 
C13 
C13 
C13 

C13 
C13 
C13 
U32 
G31 
A30 

3.99 
3.28 
2.14 
1.00 
0.71 
0.29 
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Table B.1 (continued). Percentage occupancy of the H-bonds formed between base pairs. 

sequence H-bonds formed between the base pairs (sense strand bases are in bold) 

sense  
(5ʹ to 3ʹ) 

anti-sense 
(3ʹ to 5ʹ) donor acceptor occupancy (%) 

U14 A30 

U14 
C29 
A30 
U14 
C23 

A30 
U14 
U14 
C29 
U14 

2.14 
2.14 
1.71 
0.43 
0.14 

G15 C29 

G15 
C28 
G15 
C23 
G15 
C29 

C28 
G15 
C29 
G15 
A30 
G15 

34.80 
16.41 
6.13 
0.86 
0.14 
0.14 

A16 C28 A16 
A27 

C28 
A16 

11.13 
0.29 

U17 A27 

A27 
U17 
U17 
C26 

U17 
A27 
C28 
U17 

14.69 
13.69 
7.70 
0.14 

G18 C26 

G18 
A24 
C26 
A25 
G18 
G18 

C26 
G18 
G18 
G18 
A25 
A24 

46.36 
7.70 
5.42 
4.28 
0.14 
0.14 

U19 A25 
A25 
U19 
U19 

U19 
A25 
C26 

9.99 
6.56 
0.57 

U20 A24 
C23 
U20 
A24 

U20 
A24 
U20 

5.28 
4.85 
2.28 

G21 C23 

G21 
G21 
C23 
G21 
A24 

A24 
C23 
G21 
A25 
G21 

7.70 
7.42 
4.56 
1.14 
0.43 

A22 - 

A22 
A22 
A24 
C23 

A24 
C23 
A22 
A22 

1.85 
1.43 
0.29 
0.14 
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B.2. Effect of Initial Configurations  

To see the effect of initial structure on complex formation, a different initial configuration was 

tested, where all four PEIs were placed in the region between two siRNAs (Figure B.2a, left and 

middle panels). For the discussion in this section, the system simulated in Chapter 4 will be 

referred to as system 2s-4P-I, and the system simulated here using the second initial 

configuration will be referred to as system 2s-4P-II. For the investigation of miRNA’s effect on 

siRNA-PEI complex integrity, as a second initial configuration, four miRNA molecules were 

introduced as to surround the final configuration of system 2s-4P-II (Figure B.2b, left and 

middle panels). For the discussion herein, the system simulated in Chapter 4 will be referred to 

as system 2s-4P-4m-I, and the system simulated here using the second initial configuration will 

be referred to as system 2s-4P-4m-II. Detailed information on the simulated systems is given in 

Table B.2. Results generated from systems 2s-4P-II and 2s-4P-4m-II are presented below and 

compared with those shown in Chapter 4.  

Table B.2. Information on the two simulated systems in this section. 

system 
name 

molecules 
simulated 

number 
of atoms 

size of simulation 
box (Å3) 

number 
of K+/Cl- 

simulation time 
restrained + free (ns) 

2s-4P-II 2 siRNA, 
4 PEI 80, 118 87 x 90 x 112 71/71 10 + 90 

2s-4P-4m-II 2siRNA, 4PEI, 
4 miRNA 210, 985 147 x 147 x 104 353/189 10 + 100 
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Figure B.2. Initial (left panel: top view, middle panel: side view) and final (right panel) new 
configurations of (a) 2s-4P-II, (b) 2s-4P-4m-II systems. siRNAs are given in cyan, while 
miRNAs and PEIs are represented in red and orange, respectively. Water and ions are removed 
for clarity. 
 

B.2.1. PEI Binding to siRNA 

Figure B.2a (right panel) shows the snapshot of the final configuration of 2s-4P-II system. All 

PEIs are localized in between the two siRNAs due to their initial placement, as opposed to 

having some PEIs surrounding centrally sequestered siRNAs as observed in 2s-4P-I system 

(Figure 4.3a, right panel).  

In order to compare the compactness of siRNA arrangement for different initial 

configurations, the radius of gyration (Rg) of two siRNA in 2s-4P-II system is plotted as a 

function of simulation time (Figure B.3). Average Rg for the last 10 ns is 22.21±0.17 Å for 2s-

4P-II system, while that in 2s-4P-I system was found to be 23.08±0.23 Å. The difference is 
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almost negligible (0.87 Å), and could be due to the location of PEI molecules, spanning only 

the region in between two siRNAs and facilitating polyion bridging of siRNAs by all PEIs. 

 

 

Figure B.3. Rg of two siRNAs in 2s-4P-II system as a function of simulation time. 

 
This hypothesis can be proved by examining PEI binding dynamics to siRNA with the same 

procedure described in Section 4.3.1 of the Chapter 4. The four plots in each subfigure 

correspond to the four PEIs in the system, while two curves in each plot represent the two siRNA 

molecules. From Figure B.4, we have seen that all PEIs are bound to both of the siRNAs. Placing 

all the PEIs between the two siRNAs resulted in participation of all the PEIs in bridging of 

siRNAs, as opposed to the system 2s-4P-I (Figure 4.6a), showing only the contribution of PEI-

1 and PEI-2 to polyion bridging. 
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Figure B.4. Number of N atoms for each PEI within 4 Å of any siRNA N/O atoms as a function 
of simulation time. Four plots in each subfigure correspond to four PEIs and two curves in each 
plot correspond to two siRNAs. 
 

To probe the effect of initial configuration on the electrostatic screening of siRNA charges, 

cumulative distributions of PEI N+, K+ and Cl- atoms as well as their total net charge are plotted 

in Figure B.5 as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ atoms, averaged over the last 10 

ns of the simulations. No apparent change is observed in the overall trend of individual curves, 

PEI N+, K+ and Cl-, as well as in the behaviour of net charge, in comparison with 2s-4P-I system 

(Figure 4.7a). However, 100% neutralization of siRNA charges and the point of maximum over-

neutralization occur at a shorter distance, 13.25 Å and 20.5 Å, respectively, in comparison with 

15.99 Å and 24.25 Å, respectively, in system 2s-4P-I.  

Despite the slight differences resulted from the different initial configuration of the 2s-4P 

system, such as participation of all PEIs into the bridging of siRNAs and screening of siRNA 

charges at a shorter distance; similarities were apparent between the two systems, i.e. close Rg 

values and similar trends of electrostatic screening. Therefore, we conclude that changing the 
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initial configuration of siRNA-PEI complex does not cause any significant changes in terms of 

structural properties of the final complexes.  

 

 

Figure B.5. Cumulative numbers of PEI N+, K+ and Cl- atoms, and the total net charge of PEI 
and ions as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ atoms, averaged over the last 10 ns 
of the simulation. Total charge of -80 of the two siRNAs is plotted by black dashed line as a 
reference. 
 

B.2.2. Effect of miRNA on siRNA-PEI Complex Integrity 

Figure B.2b, right panel shows the snapshot of the final configuration for the 2s-4P-4m-II 

system. In comparison with 2s-4P-4m-I system (Figure 4.3c, right panel); a similar behavior is 

observed in miRNA A and miRNA B. However, a larger structural deformation is apparent in 

miRNA C, and almost no visual contacts is visible with miRNA D and the complex. Despite 

these differences in the behavior of individual miRNAs, the siRNAs in the complex remained 

intact and no apparent loosening of the complex is seen, as in system 2s-4P-4m-I.  

As an indication of the compactness of siRNA arrangement in the complex upon miRNA 

introduction, Rg of the two siRNAs is plotted as a function of simulation time (Figure B.6). The 

average Rg of the two siRNAs for the last 20 ns is found to be 22.01 ± 0.17 Å, compared to that 
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of 22.21 ± 0.12 Å in 2s-4P-4m-I system. The difference between Rg values is negligible, 

indicating that regardless of the initial siRNA-PEI complex configuration, Rg of two siRNAs 

reach the same value upon miRNA introduction.  

 

 

Figure B.6. Rg of two siRNAs in 2s-4P-4m-II system, as a function of simulation time. 

 

Polyion bridging upon miRNA introduction was probed for system 2s-4P-4m-II (Figure 

B.7), with the same procedure described in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4. The four plots in each 

subfigure correspond to the four PEIs in the system, while six curves represent the six RNA 

molecules, two siRNA and four miRNA. Previously, in system 2s-4P-4m-I (Figure 4.11), PEI-

1 and PEI-2 were found to simultaneously bridge three RNAs, two siRNA and one miRNA; and 

PEI-3 and PEI-4 were found to bridge two RNAs, one siRNA and one miRNA. It is clear from 

Figure B.7 that the overall pattern of polyion bridging is conserved despite the different initial 

configuration of the simulation system. However some differences are present between two 

systems in the number of close contact Ns, as well as the RNA molecules bridged (Table B.2).  
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Table B.2. Number of PEI Ns in close contact with RNAs, averaged over the last 20 ns of the 
simulations, in 2s-4P-4m-I and II systems. 
 

 siRNA A siRNA B miRNA A miRNA B miRNA C miRNA D 
2s-4P-4m- I II I II I II I II I II I II 

PEI-1 9 4 10 7 2 - - 7 - - - - 

PEI-2 10 4 8 2 - - 4 9 - - - 1 

PEI-3 9 5 - 10 short 
term 3 - - - 1 - - 

PEI-4 - 10 10 11 - short 
term 

short 
term - 5 - - - 

 

 

Figure B.7. Number of N atoms for each PEI within 4 Å of each siRNA and miRNA N/O atoms 
as a function of simulation time. Four plots in each subfigure correspond to four PEIs and six 
curves in each plot correspond to two siRNAs and four miRNAs in 2s-4P-4m-II system.  

To examine the change in the screening of siRNA charges due to a different initial siRNA-

PEI complex configuration, cumulative distributions of PEI N+, K+ and Cl- and miRNA P- atoms 

as well as their total net charge are plotted as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ 

atoms, averaged over the last 20 ns of the simulation (Figure B.8). No apparent change is 
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observed in the overall trend of individual curves, PEI N+, miRNA P-, K+ and Cl-, in comparison 

with 2s-4P-4m-I system (Figure 4.12). The only difference is in the total net charge; showing 

two maxima at 11.5 Å (charge: 79.63) and 22 Å (charge 80.01) (Figure B.8), instead of one as 

in 2s-4P-4m-I system (Figure 4.12). Like in system 2s-4P-4m-I, the decreasing trend of the total 

net charge is observed beyond 22 Å, indicating the formation of an overall negatively charged 

complex structure.  

 

Figure B.8. Cumulative numbers of PEI N+, K+, Cl- and miRNA P- atoms, and the total net 
charge of PEI, miRNA and ions as a function of the distance from any siRNA C1ʹ atoms, 
averaged over the last 20 ns of 2s-4P-4m-II simulation. Total charge of -80 of the two siRNAs 
is plotted by a black dashed line as a reference. 

 

In summary, analysis of the simulation trajectories revealed some differences in polyion 

bridging and electrostatic screening resulting from different initial configurations of 2s-4P 

system. However, the observed difference is insignificant, and the compactness of the two 

siRNAs in the complex is hardly affected. The effect of initial configuration on the integrity of 

complex is even smaller, and characteristics of polyion bridging and charge screening remains 

almost the same as the initial configuration varies. Therefore, we conclude that, for the purpose 

of this work, the initial configurations have negligible effect on the overall results.  
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B.3. ζ-Potential of the Complexes 

The ζ-potential of siRNA-PEI and miRNA-PEI complexes in ddH2O were measured at 

PEI:RNA weight ratios of 0.3 and 1. The results are given in Figure B.9, which clearly shows 

the formation of positively charged particles. Increasing the PEI:RNA weight ratio increases the 

ζ-potential, suggesting more PEI binding to the complexes.  

 

   

Figure B.9. ζ-potential of the siRNA-PEI and miRNA-PEI complexes prepared at PEI: RNA 
weight ratios of 0.3 and 1.  Corresponding N:P ratios are 2.37 and 7.90, respectively. 
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APPENDIX C: Supplementary Information for Chapter 6 

 

Figure C.1. Number of PEI N atoms within 4 Å of any siRNA and/or heparin N/O atoms as a 
function of simulation time in system C1-7sh. 14 plots represent the 14 PEI molecules, and the 
black and cyan curves in each plot correspond to the two siRNA molecules. Seven heparin 
molecules are presented with green, yellow, red, blue, purple, gray, and brown curves. 
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Figure C.2. Number of PEI N atoms within 4 Å of any siRNA and/or heparin N/O atoms as a 
function of simulation time in systems (a) C2-2lh, (b) C3-7sh, (c) C4-5sh, (d) C4-2lh. Two plots 
in each subfigure in (a), (c), (d) represent the two PEIs, and four plots in (b) represent the four 
PEI molecules. The black and cyan curves in each plot correspond to the two siRNA molecules. 
The two, five, and seven heparin molecules in systems C2-2lh, C4-2lh, C4-5sh, and C3-7sh, 
respectively, are presented with green, yellow, red, blue, purple, gray, and brown curves. 
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Table C.1. Number of PEI N and N+ atoms within 4 Å of the individual charge groups of 
heparin’s two building blocks, GlcNS(6S) and IdoA2S. The total number of N and N+ atoms in 
each system are given in parentheses. The data presented is the average values over the last 50 
ns of the simulations. 

 GlcNS(6S) IdoA2S 

Group # 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

C
1-

7s
h 

N  
(182) 

12.38 
±1.80 

19.56±
4.26 

15.41 
±2.63 

5.95 
±1.87 

15.97 
±3.17 

13.38 
±2.13 

15.60 
±2.64  

5.47 
±1.96 

4.38 
±1.36 

18.45 
±1.58 

N+ 

(84) 
8.93 

±1.41 
9.67 

±2.10 
10.97 
±1.70 

3.50 
±1.36 

9.90 
±2.23 

8.65 
±1.47 

10.55 
±1.76 

2.35 
±1.34 

2.84 
±0.96 

16.51 
±1.37 

C
2-

2s
h 

N 
(26) 

0.86 
±0.37 

0.12 
±0.32 

0.02 
±0.13 

0.02 
±0.14 

2.80 
±0.79 

0.24 
±0.46 

3.38 
±0.74 

0.97 
±0.79 

1.18 
±0.83 

1.76 
±0.74 

N+ 

(12) 
0.86 

±0.37 
0.10 

±0.30 
0.02 

±0.13 
0.02 

±0.14 
1.92 

±0.34 
0.18 

±0.39 
2.12 

±0.37 
0.04 

±0.22 
0.53 

±0.53 
1.57 

±0.50 

C
2-

5s
h 

N 
(26) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N+ 

(12) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C
2-

2l
h 

N 
(26) 

1.97 
±0.87 

3.29 
±0.95  

4.55 
±1.05 

0.92 
±0.48 

1.77 
±0.94 

3.94 
±1.04 

2.58 
±0.61 

0.62 
±0.75 

0.87 
±0.56 

4.48 
±0.61 

N+ 

(12) 
1.91 

±0.88 
1.73 

±0.62 
2.74 

±0.84 
0.11 

±0.31 
0.40 

±0.58 
2.34 

±0.71 
1.58 

±0.50 
0.25 

±0.44 
0.06 

±0.24 
3.90 

±0.30 

C
3-

7s
h 

N 
(172) 

5.72 
±1.18 

12.05 
±2.30 

9.47 
±1.71 

3.55 
±1.42 

9.92 
±2.27 

8.09 
±1.51 

12.50 
±2.17 

4.91 
±1.51 

2.76 
±1.53 

13.07 
±1.22 

N+ 

(80) 
5.51 

±1.11 
6.90 

±1.58 
7.21 

±1.35 
2.78 

±1.25 
6.25 

±1.73 
6.59 

±1.29 
9.32 

±1.58 
3.43 

±1.26 
2.36 

±1.29 
12.41±

1.00 

C
4-

5s
h 

N 
(86) 

9.24 
±1.30 

8.01 
±2.05 

5.00 
±1.64 

3.03 
±1.04 

6.16 
±1.63 

4.25 
±0.83 

6.60 
±1.33 

3.26 
±1.04 

1.01 
±0.91 

8.40 
±1.06 

N+ 

(40) 
7.05 

±1.14 
4.70 

±1.35 
4.57 

±1.23 
1.60 

±0.89 
5.02 

±1.31 
4.14 

±0.78 
4.76 

±1.08 
2.27 

±0.91 
0.95 

±0.88 
7.78 

±0.73 

C
4-

2l
h 

N 
(86) 

6.47 
±1.22 

5.82 
±1.64 

4.30 
±1.35 

3.17 
±1.36 

9.48 
±2.12 

5.35 
±1.49 

4.82 
±1.50 

2.44 
±1.06 

1.82 
±0.91 

7.53 
±1.18 

N+ 

(40) 
4.36 

±1.08 
2.63 

±1.24 
3.94 

±1.19 
1.76 

±1.06 
4.87 

±1.36 
3.81 

±1.07 
3.42 

±1.22 
0.86 

±0.98 
1.00 

±0.80 
7.42 

±1.10 
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Figure C.3. Percent binding of all PEI N+ atoms to individual charge groups of heparin’s 
building blocks (a) GlcNS(6S), and (b) IdoA2S. The number of hydrogen bonds established 
between the PEI N atoms and the individual charge groups of heparin’s building blocks (c) 
GlcNS(6S), and (d) IdoA2S. The presented data is normalized by the total number of PEI N 
atoms in each system. The donor-acceptor distance and angle cut-off were set to 4 Å and 20˚, 
respectively. All the presented data in (a), (b), (c), (d) are average values over the last 50 ns of 
the simulations. 
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APPENDIX D: Supplementary Information for Chapter 7 

Figure D.1. Number of head group Ns within 4 Å of DNA N/O as a function of the simulation 
time in systems comprising DNA and (a) PEGs-R1, (b) PEGs-R2, (c) PEGs-R3, (d) PEGl-R1, 
(e) PEGl-R2, (f) PEGl-R3. There are two curves in each system corresponding to the two 
polymer initial configurations where the polymer head is in extended (blue) and shielded (red) 
conformation. The range of the y-scale is adjusted based on the number of Ns the head group 
contains in a particular system; it is set to 3 for systems with R1 in (a) and (d), 4 for R2 in (b) 
and (e), and 7 for R3 in (c) and (f).  
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Figure D.2. Number of tail group Os within 4 Å of DNA N/O as a function of the simulation 
time in systems comprising DNA and (a) PEGs-R1, (b) PEGs-R2, (c) PEGs-R3, (d) PEGl-R1, 
(e) PEGl-R2, (f) PEGl-R3. There are two curves in each system corresponding to the two 
polymer initial configurations where the polymer head is in extended (blue) and shielded (red) 
conformation. The range of the y-scale is adjusted based on the number of Os the tail group 
contains in a particular system; it is set to 14 for systems with the short tail in (a) – (c), 25 for 
systems with long tail in (d) – (f).  
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Table D.1. Average number of N atoms of the polymer head group in close contact with DNA 
electronegative atoms (N/O) over the final 50 ns of the simulations.   

 Backbone Base Whole DNA 

Systems  
O1P and 

O2P 
O3' and 

O5' 
O4' All O N/O N/O 

PEGs-R1e–DNA  0.88 0.06 0 0.89 0.21 1.07 
PEGs-R1s–DNA 0.76 0.06 0 0.77 0.03 0.80 
PEGs-R2e–DNA 0.56 0.46 0.15 0.74 0.59 1.23 
PEGs-R2s–DNA 0.14 0.02 0 0.14 0.02 0.16 
PEGs-R3e–DNA 2.03 0.13 0 2.04 0.11 2.12 
PEGs-R3s–DNA 2.01 0.21 0 2.03 0.16 2.19 
PEGl-R1e–DNA 0.90 0.10 0 0.91 0.29 1.20 
PEGl-R1s–DNA 1.03 0.08 0 1.04 0 1.04 
PEGl-R2e–DNA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PEGl-R2s–DNA 0.43 0.05 0 0.44 0.002 0.44 
PEGl-R3e–DNA 2.48 0.17 0.35 2.61 0.04 2.62 
PEGl-R3s–DNA 2.05 0.14 0 2.09 0.002 2.09 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


